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FOREWORD 
This glossary has been compiled by the High Authority's Termi· 
nological Bureau for the Congress on Steel Utilization scheduled to 
meet in Luxembourg from October 28 to 30, 1964. 
Use has been made of modem data-processing techniques *), 
which have enabled the difficulties of assembling and analysing mate-
rial from a variety of countries in a bare three months to be success· 
fully overcome, though, needless to say, in the circumstances the five-
language glossary can make no claim to be exhaustive. 
In an effort to make for easier consultation, the terms have been 
grouped under headings corresponding to the items of the Congress 
programme. A somewhat arbitrary classification,has, however, resulted, 
so that users not finding a term under one heading are recommended to 
try under a related one. In each case the key word is immediately fol· 
lowed by the •search argument. (i.e. key word plus any qualifying mat• 
ter), and then by the whole phrase from which the term is taken, with 
the equivalent phrases in the other languages: the search argument is, 
however, of minor importance to the user. 
•) Offset reproduction of listings obtained from a KWIC-programmed IBM 
1410 computer. 
In the assembly of the material the Bureau received most valu-
able assistance from various information centres in the countries ap• 
proached, the documentation supplied by whom is listed in the accomp• 
anying bibliography. Special thanks for assistance with terminological 
problems are due to the library of the Technische Hogeschool, Delft, 
and the Centre Belgo-Luxembourgeoi s d 'Information de I' Acier, Brus· 
sels. 
Altough initially intended as an aid for the numerous interpreters 
and translators who will be called upon to grapple with the highly· 
specialized Congress papers and discussions, the glossary may well 
prove of interest to wider circles. It is Issued in five versions, German, 
French, Italian, Dutch and English, and will be supplied on request. 
Queries and suggestions will be welcomed, and should be ad-
dressed to Mr. J.A. BACHRACH, Head of the High Authority Termino-
logical Bureau. 
Luxembourg, October 5, 1964 
lcc~V'-' 
T.F. NOYON 




BUILCING - GENERAL 
BATlp.tENT - CENERALITES 
BAUWESE~ - ALLGEMEINES 
COSTRUZIONI - VARIE 
BOUWBECRIJF - ALGEMEEN 
ACCORD-ION 
ACCORDION DOORS 
FOLC tNG DOORS., 









PROTECTION AGAINST CCRROSIO~ 
PRCTECTION CC~TRE LA CCRRCSICN 
KORROSIONSSCHL.TZ 
PROTEZIONE CC~TRO LA CORROSlONE 
ROES TWER I ~:G 




VIDE D 1\IR 
LUFTRAU~ 




































BASEMENT WITH RANOOM-RUBBLEWALLS 
BEAM 
BASEMENT WITH RANOOH-RUBBLEWALLS 
SOUS-SOL EN MACONNERIE DE MOELLONS 
KELLERGESCHOSS IN BRUCHSTEINMAUERWERK 
SCANTINATO DI MURATA DI PIETRAME 





LA TEI I BALK) 
BEAMS ANO RAFTERS 
BEAMS ANO RAFTERS 






BEARING BETWEEN WALL ANO FLOOR 
FREE ENO BEARING BETWEEN WALL ANO FLOOR 
JOINTS ARTICULES AVEC LES PLANCHERS 
BEWEGLICHES WANOAUFLAGER 
GIUNTI ARTICCLATI CON GLI IMPALCATI 
SCHARNIEROPLEGGING TUSSEN HUUR EN VLCEREN 




CIMENT OE LAITIER 
HUETTENZEHENT 











PUMICE CONCRETE BLCCK 
PARPAllllG CE SIMS 
BIMSSTEIN 
AGGLOMERATO er POMICE •• 
ELE~ENTC Cl PCMICE 





TERRACES ILONG CCNTINOUS RCWSl., 
BLOCK CROW OF SIX CR FCUR HO~SESl., 
GROUP 
MAISONS E~ BA~CES 
REIHENHAEUSER 
CASE A SCHIERA 
HUIZEN IN R IJE~' 
INCOMBUSTIBLE LINI~G BOARD 
PANNEAU INCO~eusTIBLE 
FEUERBESTAENCIGE VERSCHALUNGSPLATTE 















BREAST CG.s.J •• 
SPANCREL. • 





HOLLOW GAUGED BRICK 











PIGNATTE CAVE DI LATERIZIO 
GEBAKKEN HOLLE VULELEMENTEN 
BRICK MASONRY 
STORIES IN RED BRICK MASCNRY 
BRICKS 
BRICKS 
ETAGES EN MACCNNERIE DE BRIQUES ROUGES 
STOCKWERKE IN ~AUERWERK AUS ROTEN ZIEGELN 
PIANI FUORI TERRA IN MURATURA DI MATTON! ROSSI 
BOVENBOUW IN SAKSTEEN~ETSELWERK 
MASONRY IN HOLLOW BRICKS 
BRICKS 
MACONNERIE DE BRIQUES CREUSES 
MAUERWERK AUS HOHLBLCCKSTEINEN 
MURATURA DI MATTONI FORATI 
















BRIQUES DE LAITIER 
SCHLACKENSTEINE 
MATTONI DI SCORIE 
SINTELSTENEN 
INSULATION TD MINI,IZE COLO BRIDGES 
BUILDING 
ISOLATION POUR EVITER LA FORMATION DE PONTS THERMIQUES 
ISOLATION ZUR YERMEIDUNG VON KALTBRUECKEN 
ISOLAMENTO PER EYITARE LA FORMAZIONE DI P~NTI TERMICI 






















EDIFICI D ABITAZIONE COLLETTIVI 
WOONGEBOUWEN 
BUILDINGS ALL READY FOR OCCUPATION 
CAMBER 
BUILDINGS ALL REACY FOR OCCUPATION 
BATI~ENTS ACHEVES,CLES SUR PORTES 
SCHLUESSELFERTIGE GEBAEUDE 















MONlAGE EN PCPTE-A-FAUX 
FREIVORBAU 
MC~TAGGIO IN AGGETTC 




METAL MOULDS FOR REINFORCED CONCRETE CASTINGS 
CAISSONS METALLIQUES POUR BETONNAGES 
METALLSCHALEN FUER BETO~GUSS 
CASSERATURE METALLICHE PER GETTI IN CE~ENTG ARMATO 












CONVECTEURS Ef\ PLAFOND 
DECKENHEIZKOERPER 




SPECIAL FACE~ORKS FOR CEILINGS 
MATERIAUX D ETAYAGE DE TYPE SPECIAL,CESTl~ES A L ETAIEMENT 
PROVISOIRE DES PLANCHERS 
SPEZIELLE PROVISORISCHE OECKENSTUETZEN 
MATERIALI DI PUNTELLAZIONE E DI ARMA~ENTO PROVVISORIO DEi SOLAI 







CIMENT DE LAITIER 
HUETTENZE~ENT 
CEMENTC DI SCCRIE 
HOOGOVENCEMENT 









CAPPA DI CEIVHTC 
CEMENTEN AFWERKLAAG., 
CEP'.ENTLAAG 





















MULTIPLE ~ATERTIGHT LAYERS WITH SLATE CLACDING 
ETANCHEITE MULTICOUCHE,ARDOISEE 
MEHRLAGIGE ABCICHTUNG,SCHIEFERSPLITT 
IMPERMEABILIZZAZIONE A MOLTI STRATI IN ARDESIA 
MEERDERE WATERDJCHTE LAGEN ~ET LEISTEENLAAG 
CL ADD ING SHEETS 
FIXING OF CLADDING SHEETS 
POSE DE PLACUES DE FACACE 
EINBAU DER WANDVEqKLEIDUNGEN 
POSA DELLE LASTRE DI FACCIATA 
BEVESTIGING VAN GEVELELE~ENTEN 
CLADDING UNITS 
CLADDING UNITS 
ELEMENTS DE BARDAGE 
WANDELE~ENTE 
ELEMENT! DI C~IUSURA 










PANNEAUX DE REVETEHENT CONTRE LES INTEMPERIES 
WETTERSCHUERZEN 
PANNELLI DI RIVESTIMENTC CO'NTRtl GLI AGENT! ATMCSFERICI 
BESCH I ETINGEN 







FIXtNG HAIN GIRDERS TO CCLUHNS 
FIXATION DES POUTRES PRl~tlFALES S~R ~OT~Aln< 












COLLEGA~ENTC CELLE TRAVI PRJNCJPALI SULLE CCLONNE 
VERBINDING VA" HOOFOLIGGERS MET KOLC~MEN 
GRAVEL CONCRETE 
CONCRETE 
SETON DE CAILLOUX 
KIESBETON 










SETON PREPARE SUR PLACE 
ORTBETON 
CALCESTRUZZO PREPARATO SUL POSTO 
OP DE BOUWPLAATS BEREID BETCh 
SLABS OF LIGHT CO~CRETE (PUMICE> 
PLACUE DE BETCN LEGER BIHS 
LEICHTBETCNPLATTE BJMS 




READY "IXED CONCRETE 
CONCRETE 
BETCN TRANSPORTE CBETON AMENE OEPUIS UNE CENTRALE A BETON) 
TRANSPORTBETO" 








READY MIXED CONCRETE 
TRANSPORT-CONCRETE •• 









BETON TRANSPORTE IBETON AMENE OEPUIS UNE CENTRALE A BETONJ 
TRANSPORTBETOI\ 
CALCESTRUZZO TRASPORTATO CA UNA CENTRALE DI BETONAGGIO 
TRANSPORTBETON 
CONCRETE BLOCK 
PUMICE CONCRETE BLCCK 
PARPAING OE BIHS 
BIMSSTEIN 
AGGLOMERATO Cl POMICE •• 
ELEMENTC DI POMICE 
BIMSSTEEN 
CONCRETE CASTINGS 
METAL MOULDS FOR REINFORCED CONCRETE CASTINGS 
CAISSONS METALLIQUES POUR BETONNAGES 
METALLSCHALEN FUER BETONGUSS 
CASSERATURE METALLICHE PER GETTI IN CEMENTC ARMATO 
METALEN BEKISTING VDOR BETCNWERK 
CONCRETE CCNSTRUCTICN 
GLASS-CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION 
CONSTRUCTION EN BETCN TRANSLUCIDE 
GLASBETONSKELETTBAU 
COSTRUZICNI A STRUTTURE DI VETRD-CEMENTO 
GLAS-BETONBOUll 
CONCRETE DUROX 
GAS CONCRETE DUROX 
BETON CELLULAIRE DUROX 
GASBETON DUROX 
CALCESTRUZZO CELLULARE DUROX 
DUROX-GASBETON 
CONCRETE FOOTING WITH REINFORCEMENTS 
CONTINUOUS CONCRETE FCOTING ~ITH REINFORCEMENTS 
SEMELLE CONTINUE EN BETCN AVEC PARTIES ARMEES 
DURCHGEHENDES BETONFUNDAMENT MIT VERSTAERKUNGEN 
SOLETTA DI FO~CAZIONE CONTINUA IN CALCESTRUZZO CON PART! ARHATE 
DOORGAANDE BETONNEN FUNCERINGSPLAAT ~ET VERSTERKINGEN 
CONCRETE LAYER 
FLOATING CONCRETE LAYER 
CONNECT! ONS 
CHAPE FLOTTANTE EN BETOI\ 
SCHWIMMENDER BETONESTRICH 
CAPPA GALLEGGIANTE DI CALCESTRUZZO 
ZWEVENDE DEKVLOER VAN BETON 
CONNECTIONS TO SILL GIRCERS 











PLANCHER MAINTENU PAR BRICAGE SUR POUTRES SABLIERES 
DURCH BUEGEL ezw KLAMMERN AUF DEN HAUPTTRAEGERN GEHALTENE DECKE 
IMPALCATO FISSATO MEDIANTE STAFFE SOPRA TRAVI DI BORDO 




MONTAGE EN PORTE-A-FAUX 
FREIVORBAU 
MONTAGGIO IN AGGETTO 
MONTAGE MET VERSTEKUITKRAGING 
CONSTRUCTION 
FIRE-RESISTANT CONSTRUCTION 
CONSTRUCTION ANTI-FEU •• 
CONSTRUCTION A L EPREUVE OU FEU 
FEUERBESTAENDIGER BAU 





CONSTRUCTION EN BETCN TRANSLUCIDE 
GLASBETONSKELETTBAU 
COSTRUZICNI A STRUTTURE DI VETRO-CE~ENTO 
GLAS-BETONBOU'-
CONTINUOUS CONCRETE FOOTING WITH REINFORCEMENTS 
CONTINUOUS CONCRETE FOOTING WITH REINFORCE~ENTS 
SEMELLE CONTINUE EN BETON AVEC PARTIES AR~EES 
OURCHGEHENDES BETONFUNOA~E~T MIT VERSTAERKUNGEN 
CONVECTOR 
CONVECTOR 
SOLETTA 01 FO~CAZIONE CCNTINUA IN CALCESTRUZZO CON PARTI ARMATE 




CONVECTEURS E~ PLAFOND 
DECKENHEIZKCERPER 
TERMOCONVETTCRE A SOFFITTO 
PLAFONOCONVECTOREN 
PROTECTIO~ AGAINST CORROSION 
PROTECTION CONTRE LA CORROSION 
KORRCSICNSSCHlTZ 

















f"ANSARD ROOFS •• 
FRENCH ROOFS.,. 
CURB ROOFS 
TOITURES A LA MANSARD 
fo!ANSARDENDAECHER 


























DISMANTLING OF A FLOOR 
DISMANTLING OF A FLOOR 
DECOFFRAGE D UN PLANCHER 
ENTSCHALUNG EINER DECKE 
DISARMO DI UN SOLAIO 




















TOITURES EN FCR~E OE DOME 
KUPPELDAECHER 
COPERTURE A CLPOLA 
KOEPELOAKEN 
FOLDING DOORS., 




PORTE A LIBRO 
HARfo:ONIKADEUREN 
GRILLE TYPE OOORS 
PORTES A GRILLES 
GITTERTUEREN 
PORTE A GRIGLIA 
TRALIEDEUREN 
HINGED OR PIVOTED COORS 
PORTES A PAUMELLES OU SUR PIVOT 
TUEREN ~IT ANGEL ODER MIT DREHZAPFEN 
PORTE INCERNIERATE C I~PERNIATE 
DEUREN ORAAIBAAR OH SCHARNIEREN OF DP TAATSEN 
OVERHEAC DOORS 
PORTES ARTICULEES AU PLAFOND 
KIPPTORE 
PORTE ARTICOLATE A SOFFITTO 
TUIKELDEUREN 
SLIDING ANO FOLDING DOORS 
PORTES GLISSA~TES ET PLIANTES 
SCHIEBE-FALTTLEREN 
PORTE SCORREVCLI E PIEGHEVOLI 
SCHUIF-VOUWDEUREN 
SLIDING DOORS 

















PORTE A VA E VJENI 
KLAPDEUREN 












PORTE A LIBRO 
HARMONIKADEUREN 
DOORS •• 
~ULTIPLE LEAF DOORS •• 
ACCORDION DOORS 
FOLDH.IG DOORS., 
















JOINT OE DILATATION 
OJLATATJONSFUGENLEISTE 

















FACADE NON PORTEUSE 
NICHTTRAGENOE WANOVERKLEIOUNGEN 
PARETE VERTICALE ESTERNA NON PORTANTE 
NIEt-DRAGENOE GEVEL 
FACEWORKS FOR CEILINGS 
SPECIAL FACEWORKS FOR CEILINGS 
MATERIAUX 0 ETAYAGE OE TYPE SP£CIAL,OESTINES A L ETAIEHENT 
PROVISCIRE DES PLANCHERS 
SPEZIELLE PROVISORISCHE DECKENSTUETZEN 
MATERIAL! DI PUNTELLAZIONE E DI ARMA~ENTO PROVVISORIO DEi SOLAI 








































CONSTRUCTION A L EPREUVE CU FEU 
FEUERBESTAENDIGER BAU 





PRECISION DE L AJUSTAGE 
PASSGENAUIGl<E IT 

















FLOOR SECURED BY FLANGED CONNECTIONS TO SILL GIRDERS 
PLANCHEP. ~AINTENU PAR ~RICAGE SUR POUTRES SABLIERES 
DURCH BUEGEL BZW l<LAHHERN AUF DEN HAUPTTRAEGERN GEHALTENE DECl<E 
IHPALCATO FISSATO MEDIA~TE STAFFE SCPRA TRAVI Cl BORDO 
DOOR BEUGELS CF !<LEMMEN MET DE HOOFCLIGGERS VERBONDEN VLOER 
DIS~ANTLING OF A FLOOR 
DECOFFRAGE D UN PLANCHER 
ENTSCHALUNG EINER DECl<E 
DISARMC DI UN SOLAIC 

















JOINTS ARTICULES AVEC LES PLANCHERS 
BEWEGLICHES WANCAUFLAGER 
GIUNTI ARTICCLATI CON GLI IMPALCATI 
SCHARNIEROPLEGGING TUSSEN MUUR EN VLOEREN 
FLOOR SECURED BY FLANGEC CONNECTICNS TO SILL GIRDERS 
FOA'Jol 
FLOOR SECURED BY FLANGED CONNECTIONS TO SILL GIRDERS 
PLANCHER MAINTENU PAR BRJCAGE SUR PCUTRES SABLIERES 
DURCH BUEGEL ezw KLAMMER~ AUF DEN HAUPTTRAEGERN GEHALTENE DECKE 
IMPALCATC FJSSATC MEDJA~lE STAFFE SCPRA lRAVI DI BORDO 
DOOR BEUGELS CF KLEMMEN MET DE HOOFCLIGGERS VERBONCEN VLOER 
POLYURETHANE FOAM 
MOUSSE OE POLYURETHANE 
POLYURETHAN-SCHAU~ 




SLIDING AND FOLDING DOORS 
PORTES GLISSA~TES ET PLIANTES 
SCHIEBE-FALTT~EREN 
PORTE SCORREVCLJ E PIEGHEVOLI 
SCHUIF-VOUMDE~REN 
FOLDING DOORS •9 








PORTE A LIBRC 
HARHONIKADEUREN 
FOOTING WtTH REINFORCE~ENTS 
CONTINUOUS CONCRETE FOOTING WITH REINFORCEMENTS 
SEMELLE CCNTl~UE EN BETON AVEC PARTIES AR~EES 
DURCHGEHENDES BETONFUNDAMENT MIT VERSTAERKUNGEN 
FORMNDRK 
FORMWORK 
SOLETTA DI FO~DAZIONE CONTINUA IN CALCESTRUZZO CON PARTI ARMATE 




















MET SCHARNIERBOUTEN BEVESTIGD VAKWERK 
FRENCH 
FRENCH ROOFS •• 
CURB ROOFS 
MANSARD ROOFS •• 
FRENCH ROOFS., 
CURB ROOFS 
TOITURES A LA MANSARD 
MANSARDENDAECl-'ER 




NON-LOADBEARING FACADE •• 
NON-LOADBEARING FRCNT 
FACADE NON PCRTEUSE 
NICHTTRAGENDE WANDVERKLEIDUNGEN 
PARETE VERTICALE CSTERNA NON PORTANTE 
NIET-DRAGENDE GEVEL 
FRONT PANELS 
ORDINARY FRONT PANELS 
PANNEAUX DE FACADE COURANTS 
STIRNWANDVERKLEIDUNGSTAFELN 






BLAST FURNACE •• 
SLAG CEMENT 
CIMENT DE LAilIER 
HUETTENZEMENT 


















TETTI CON ABBAINO 
GEKNIKTE DAKEt\ 
AIR SPACE •• 
GAP 
VIDE D AIR 
LUFT RAUH 
INTERCAPEDINE D ARIA 
SPOUW 
GAS CONCRETE DUROX 
GAS CONCRETE OUROX 
BETCN CELLULAIRE DUROX 
GASBETON DUROX 








JOINTS OBTURES AU NEOPRENE 
FUGENVERSCHLUSS AUS NEOPREN 





PORTA SCLLEVAeILE VERTICALMENTE 
HEFDEUR 
GAUGED BRICK 
HOLLCW GAUGED BRIC~ 
G1RDERS 
GIRDERS 
HOURDIS CREUX CERAMIQUES 
TONHOHLKDERPER 
PIGNATTE CAVE DI LATERIZIO 
GEBAKKEN HOLLE VULELE~ENTEN 











PLANCHER MAINTENU PAR BRICAGE SUR POUTRES SABLIERES 
DURCH BUEGEL ezw KLAM~ERN AUF DEN HAUPTTRAEGERN GEHALTENE CECKE 
IMPALCATO FISSATO MEDIANTE STAFFE SCPRA TRAVI DI BCRDO 
DOOR BEUGELS CF KLE~MEN ~ET OE HOOFCLIGGERS VERBCNCEN VLOER 
GIRDERS TC COLUMNS 
FIXING MAIN GIRDERS TO CCLUMNS 
FIXATION DES PCUTRES PRINCIPALES SUR POTEAUX 
BEFESTIGUNG DER HAUPTTRAEGER AUF OEN STUETZEN 
CCLLEGA~ENTC [ELLE TRAVI PRINCIPAL! SULLE COLONNE 
VERBINDING VA~ HCOFCLIGGERS MET KOLO~MEN 
GLASS - CCNCRETE CCNSTRLCTION 
GLASS-CONCRETE CCNSTRUCTION 
CONSTRUCTION EN BETCN TRANSLUCIDE 
GLASBETO~SKELETTBAU 














BETON DE CAILLOUX 
KIESBETON 





PARETE A RIQUADRI 
VAKWERKMUUR C~UUR OPGEBOUWD UIT STIJL- EN REGELWERK> 
GRILLE 
GRILLE TYPE DOORS 
GRILLE TYPE DOORS 
PORTES A GR ILLES 
GITTERTUEREN 




















CORR I MANI 
HANOGREPEN., 
LEUNINGEf\ 
TERRACES ILONG CONlINOUS ROWS)., 
BLOCK CROW OF SIX CR FOUR HOUSES)., 
GROUP 
MAISONS EN BANDES 
REIHENHAEUSER 
CASE A SCHIER.6 



































HEADS , JAMBS AND SILLS 
PANELS WITH BUILT-IN ~INDOW HEADS,JAMBS AND SILLS 
PANNEAUX AVEC LINTEAUX DE CROISEES,~CNTANTS ET PIECES D APPUIS DE 
FE~CTRES INCCRPORES 
PLATTFN ~IT EINGEBAUTEN FENSTERSTURZEN,STAENDERN UNO STUETZEN 
PANNELL! CON TESTATE,STIPITJ f DAVANZALI Cl FINESTRA INCORPORATI 
(CCVEL)PANELE~ ~ET INGEhLU~~l BGVENtCRPELS,STIJLEN (N 
ONDERDORPELS CER VENSTERS 
HEATING 
HEATING 
CENTRAL COAL HEATI~G 
CHAUFFAGE CENTRAL D IMMEUBLE AU CHARBON 
ZENTRALE KOHLENHEIZUNGSANLAGE 
RISCALDA~ENTC CENTRALE A CARBONE DI UNO STABILE 
CENTRALE SLOKVERWAR~ING MET KOLEN 
HEATING 
HINGE-BOLT 
INDIVIDUAL CENTRAL HEATING 
CHAUFFAGE CENTRAL INDIVICUEL 
ETAGENHEIZUNG 
RISCALDA~ENTC CENTRALE SJNGCLO 







MET SCHARNIERPOUTEN ~EVESTIGD VAKWERK 
HINGED 
HINGED OR PIVOTED COORS 
HIPPED 
HINGED OR PIVOTED COORS 
PORTE$ A PAU~ELLES OU SUR PIVOT 
TUEREN MIT ANCEL ODER ~IT ~~EHZAPFEN 
PORTE INCERNIERATE C IMPERNIATE 





TGITURE~ AVEC CROUFl (A CUATRE PANS> 
WALMDAECHEP 
























~ASONRY IN HCLLOW ERICKS 
MACCHNERIE CE BP.ICUES CREUSES 
~AUFRWFRK ALJS HOHLBLOCKSTEINEN 
~U~ATU~~ DI rATTONl FCRATI 
HETSELWEP.K VA~ HOLLE BAKSTEEN 
HOLLOW GAUGEC 6RICK 
HOLLOW GAUGED BRICK 
HOUSES 
HOUSES 
HOURDIS CREUX CERAMIQUES 
TONHOHLKOERPER 
PIGNATTE CAVE DI LATERIZIO 































EOIFICI D ABITAZlONE CCLLETTIVI 
WOONGEBOUWEN 
INCOMBUSTIBLE 
INCC~BUSTIBLE LI~ING BOARD 
INCC~BUSTIBLE LINI~G BOARD 
PANNEAU INCCMOUSTIBLE 
FEUERBESTAENDIGE VERSCHALUNGSPLATTE 




OURISOL SHEETS AS INFILLING 
REMPLISSAGE EXTERIEUR EN PLAQUES OURISOL 
AUSSENFUELLU~G MIT OURISOL-PLATTEN 
RIEMPI~ENTO ESTER~O DI LASTRE DI DURISOL 
GE~ELWANDVULLING MET OURISGLPLATEN 
INSULATION 
INSULATION OF ROCKWOOL 
ACOUSTIC JNSULATJC~ OF ROCKWCOL 
ISOLATION PHO~IQUE EN LAINE DE ROCHE 
SCHAL(ISCLIERUNG AUS STEINWCLLE 
ISOLAMENTO ACUSTICO IN LANA DI ROCCIA 
JSOLATJE DOOR STEENWOL 
INSULATION TO MINI~IZE COLD BRIDGES 
INSULATION TO MINI~IZE COLO BRIDGES 
ISOLATION POUR EVITER LA FORMATION CE PONTS THERMIQUES 
ISOLATION ZUR VERMElOUNG VON KALTBRUECKEN 
ISCLA~ENTO PER EVITARE LA FCRMAZIONE DI PCNTI TERHICI 




NORMAL INTERMEDIATE STANCHION 
MONTANT DE FACADE NORMAL., 
APPUI INTERHEDIAIRE NORMAL 
NORMALE ZWISC~ENSTUETZE 
MONTANTE DI FACCIATA NORHALE 
NORMALE TUSSE~STIJL 
JAMBS ANO SILLS 
PANELS WITH BUILT-IN WINDOW HEADS,JAHBS AND SILLS 











PLATTEN HIT EINGEBAUTEN FENSTERSTURZEN,STAENDERN UNO STUETZEN 
PANNELLI CON TESTATc,STIPITI E DAVANZALI Cl FINESTRA INCORPORATI 
IGEVEL)PANELE~ MET INGEBOU~DE BOVENCCRPELS,STIJLEN EN 








JOINERYWORK IOOORS, WINDOWS) 
MENUISERIE PC~R CONSTRUCTION !PORTES, FENETRES) 
BAUTISCHLEREI ITUEREN, FENSTER> 
FALEGNEMERIA PER L EDILIZIA !PORTE E FINESTRE> 
BOUWTIH~ERWERK IDEURE~, RA~EN) 
EXPANSION JOINT 
JOINT DE DILATATION 
DILATATIONSFUCENLEISTE 













PANNE EN TREILLIS 
FACHWERKPFETTE 





CAPPA DI CEf'Et\TO 
CEHENTEN AFWERKLAAG •• 
CEHENTLAAG 
FLOATING CONCRETE LAYER 









CAPPA GALLEGGIANTE DI CALCESTRUZZO 
ZWEVENDE DEKVLOER VAN BETON 
LAYERS 
LEAF 
LAYERS WITH SLATE CLADDING 
MULTIPLE WATERTIGHT LAYERS WITH SLATE CLACDING 
ETANCHEITE MULTICOUCHE,ARDOISEE 
MEHRLAGIGE ABCICHTUNG,SCHIEFERSPLITT 
IMPERMEABILIZZAZIONE A MOLTI STRATI IN ARDESIA 
MEERDERE WATERDICHTf LAGEN MET LEISTEENLAAG 
LEAF DOORS .- , 
ACCORDIOfl. DOORS 
FOLDI~G DOORS., 













TOITURES A SI~PLE PENTE 
KEHLBALKENDAECHER 












CAGE C ASCENSEURS 
AUFZUGSSCHACHT 
GABBIA DI AS~ENSORE 





























CONDUITES 0 ECHAPPE~ENT 
ENTLUEFTUNGSLEITUNGEN 




INCC~BUSTIBLE LINl~G BOARD 
PANNEAU INCC~BUSTIBLE 
FEUERBESTAE~DIGE VERSCHALUNGSPLATTE 









MANSARD RCOFS ., 






TOITURES A LA ~ANSARO 
~ANSAROENOAECHER 










STORIES I~ RED BRICK MASONRY 
ETAGES EN MACCNNERIE DE BRICUES ROUGES 
STOCKWERKE IN MAUERWERK AUS ROTEN ZIEGELN 
PIANI FUORI TERRA IN ~URATURA 01 ~ATTONI ROSSI 
BOVENBOU~ IN BAKSTEENMETSEL~ERK 
MASONRY IN HCLLOW BRICKS 
MASONRY I~ HOLLCW ~RICKS 
MACONNERlE DE BRIQUES CREUSES 
MAUER~ERK AUS HOHLBLOCKSTEINEN 
MURATURA DI ~ATTO~I FORATI 





MATERIAUX OE CCUVERTURE 
BEOACHUNGSMATERIAL., 
DACHCECKLNGS~ATERIAL 
MATERIALE DI COPERTURA lPER TETTI) 
DAKBEDEKKINGS~ATERIAAL 
METAL MOULDS FOR REINFORCED CONCRETE CASTINGS 
~ETAL MOULDS FGR REINFORCED CONCRETE CASTINGS 
CAISSONS HETALLIQUES POUR BETONNAGES 
METALLSCHALEN FUEP BETONGUSS 
CASSERATURE METALLICHE PER GETTI IN CE~ENTC ARMATO 
METALEN BEKISTING VOOR BETONWERK 
MOULDS 
MOULDS FOR REINFORCED CCNCRETE CASTINGS 
METAL MOULDS FOR REINFORCED CONCRETE CASTINGS 
CAISSONS METALLIQUES POUR BETONNAGES 
METALLSCHALEN FUER BETONGUSS 
NIPPLE 
NIPPLE 
CASSERATURE ~ETALLICHE PER GETT! IN CE~ENTC ARMATO 
METALEN BEKISTING VOOR BETONWERK 
NIPPLE 
RACCORO A VIS 
~IPPEL 

















FACAOE NON PCRTEUSE 
NICHTTRAGENDE WANCVERKLEICU~GEN 





FACADE ~ON PORTEUSE 
NICHTTRAGENDE WANCVERKLEIDUNGEN 











BUILDINGS ALL READY FOR CCCUPATION 
BATIMENTS ACHEVESwCLES SUR PORTES 
SCHLUESSELFERTIGE GEBAEUDE 













PORTES ARTICULEES AU PLAFONO 
KIPPTORE 
PORTE ARTICCLATE A SOFFITTO 
TUIMELDEUREN 
EXTERNAL WEATHERPRCOF PANELS 










PANNELLI ESTERNI IMPERMEABILIZZATI 
WEERVASTE GEVELPANELEN 
GRDINARY FRCNT PANELS 
PANNEAUX DE FACADE COURANTS 
STIRNWANDVERKLEIDUNGSTAFELN 
PANNELL! CORRENTI DI PARETE ESTERNA 
GEVELPANELEN 
PANELS WITH BUILT-IN Wl~DOW HEADS , JAMBS AND SILLS 
PANELS WITH BUILT-IN WINDOW HEADS,JA~RS A~D SILLS 
PANNEAUX AVEC LINTEAUX DE CROISEES,~ONTANTS ET PIECES D APPUIS DE 
FENETRES I~CCRPORES 
PLATTEN MIT EINGEBAUTEN FENSTERSTURZEN,STAENDERN UNO STUETZEN 
PANNELL! CON TESTATE,STIPITI E DAVANZALI Cl FINESTRA INCORPORATI 
tGEVEL)PANELE~ MET INGEBOUWDE BOVENCORPELS,STIJLEN EN 
















PENT ROOFS ., 





TCITURES A SI~PLE PENTE 
KEHLBALKENDAECHER 



















PJN-CCNNECTED TRUSS •• 
HINGE-BOLT FRAMEWORK 





MET SCHARNIERBOUTEN BEVESTIGD VAKWERK 
PIVOTED 
PIVOTED DOORS 
HINGED OR PIVOTED COORS 
PLANNING 
PLANNING 
PORTES A PAU~ELLES OU SUR PIVOT 
TUEREN ~IT ANGEL ODER MIT DREHZAPFEN 
PORTE INCERNIERATE 0 IMPERNIATE 
































PLASTERBCARU PRECCATED CN ONE SIDE 
DOUBLE WALLS OF PLASTERBOARD PRECOATEO ON ONE SIDE 
CLOISONS DOUBLES EN PLACUES DE PLATRE PREENCUITES UNE FACE 
DOPPELWAE~DE AUS VORHER EINSEITIG VERPUTZTEN GIPSPLATTEN 
TRA~EZZI DOPPI IN LASTRE DI GESSO PREINTONACATE OA UNA PARTE 











MOUSSE OE PCLYURETHANE 
POLYURETHA~-SCHAUM 





PRECISION DE l AJUSTAGE 
PASSGENAUIGKE IT 











PROTECTION AGAINST CORRCSION 
PROTECTION AGAINST CORROSION 
PROTECTION CO~TRE LA CORROSION 
KORROSIONSSCHUTZ 


















CORR I MANI 
HANOGREf'EN., 
LEUNINGH 
PUMICE CONCRETE SLOCK 
PURllN 
PU~ICE CONCRETE BLCCK 
PARPAING DE BIHS 
BIHSSTEIN 
AGGLCHERATO Cl POMICE., 





PANNE EN TREILLIS 
FACHWERKPFETTE 

















BEAMS ANO RAFTERS 
RAFTERS 

















SIMPLE SPAN ROOFS ~ITH TRUSSED RAFTERS 
COMBLES A DEUX VERSANTS SI~PLES SUR FERMES 
EINFACHE SPARRENDAECHER 
TETTI A DUE FALCE S~ CAPRIATt 











BASEP'ENT WITH RANCCM-RUBbLEWALLS 
SCUS-SCL EN P'ACCNNERIE CE ~CELLONS 
KELLERGESCHCSS I~ BRUCHSTEil'\~AUERWERK 
SCANTINATO Cl MURATA Cl PIETRAP'E 
GNDERBOU~ IN ~CTSEL~ERK VA~ BREUKSTEE~ 
RED BRICK MASONRY 
STORIES IN REC ~~ICK ~ASC~RY 
ETAGES E~ MACC~NERIE DE BRICUfS ROUGES 
STCCKhERKE II\ ~AUERhERK •US RlTEN ZIEGELN 
PIA~I FUCRI TERRA I~ P'U~ATURA Cl ~ATTCNI RCSSI 
ouv~~BCUh I~ eAKSTEE~~~TSELWERK 
REINFORCED 
REINFORCED CO~CRETE CASTINGS 
~'.!:TAL ~'.CULDS FOR P.E P<FCRCEC cc·:cRETE CASl INGS 
CAISSONS ~ETALLI~UE~ POU~ DSTON~AGES 
METALLSC~ALE~ FUEP. LETO\GUSS 
CASSERATU~E ~'ETALLICHE PE~ GETTI I~ CE"ENTC AR~ATC 




CONTINUOUS CC~CRETE FOCTl~G ~ITh REINFO~CEMENTS 
SE~ELLE CCNTI~~E E~ BClC~ AVEC PARTIES AR~EES 
DURCH~E~E~DES BETD~FU~CA"[~T ~IT V[R~TAERK~NGEN 
SCLETTA Cl FC~CAZIO~[ CC~TINUA I~ CALCESTKUZZC CON PART! ARrATE 
















POUTRE FAITIERE •• 






















ACOUSTIC INSULATJC~ OF ROCKWCOL 
ISDLATIO~ PHO~IQUE EN LAI~E DE ROCHE 
SCHALLISOLIERV~G AUS STEI~WCLLE 
ISOLAMENTO ACLSTICO IN LA~A Cl ROCCIA 
ISOLATJE OOO~ STEENWOL 








CHARPENTCS OE TOITURE 
CACHSTUEHLE 

















RCOF PlG "'.ATER IAL 
~ATERIAUX DE CCUVERTURE 
OECACHU~GSMATERIAL., 
DACHDECKL:.GS"ATE~I AL 








TOITURES E~ FCR~E DE DOfo'E 
KUPPHDAECHER 





TETTI CCN ABBAINO 
GEKNIKTE OAKEI\ 
HIPPED ROOFS 
TCITURES AVEC CRCUPE IA CUATRE PANS) 
WALfo'DAECHER 
TETTI A PADIGLIONE 
SCHILODAKEN 
~ANSARD RCOFS •• 
FRENCH ROOFS •• 
CURB ROOFS 
TOITURES A LA MANSARD 
~ANSAROENDAECl-ER 
TETTI ALLA ,..Af\SAROA 
MANSAROE OAKEf\ 
NORTH LIGHT ROOFS 
TOITURES ECLAIREES AU NORD 
NORDLICHTOAEC~ER 

















OP HET NCORDE\ GEORIENTEERDE DAKEN 
PENT ROOFS •• 
SINGLE-PITCH ROOFS •• 
LEAN-TO ROOFS 
TOITURES A Sl~PLE PENTE 
KEHLbALKENOAECHER 
T[TTI A UNI\ SCLA FALDA 
LESSENl\l\ROAKEf\ 
SAW-TOOTH ROOFS 
TOITURES EN DE~TS DE SCIE 
SAEGEDAECH(R 
TETTI A CENTI Cl SEGA 
ZAACDAICEN 
SHED ROOFS 
TOJTURES EN S~ED 
SHECOAECHER 
COPERTURE A Sl-'ED 
SHEDDAKEN 
SHELL ROOFS 
TOITURES EN VCILES MINCES 
SCHALENDAECHER 








TOITURES OE CLOCHERS 
TURMDAECHER 





















TOITURES A LA MANSARD 
.,.ANSARDENDAECt'ER 
TETTI ALLA MA~SARDA 
,i,ANSARDE DAKEf\ 






TOITURES A LA MANSARD 
MANSARDENDAECl-'ER 







TOITUR(S A SI~PLE PENTE 
KEHLBALKENDAECHER 
TETTI A UNA SCLA FALDA 
LESSENAARDAKEN 





TDITUR[S A SIJIPLE PENTE 
KEHLBALK~NDAECHER 
TETTI A UNA SCLA FALDA 
LESSENAARDAKEf\ 
ROOFS WITH NOR~AL TRUSSES 
SADDLE ROOFS WITH "CR,,,AL TRUSSES 
TOITURES A CELX VERSANTS SANS FERMES 
SATTELDAECHER rIT NO~~ALEN DACHBINDERN 
TETTI A DUE FALCE ScNZA CAPRIATE 










ROOFS WITH TRUSSED RAFTERS 
SI~PLE SPAN RCOFS ~ITH TRUSSED RAFTERS 
COMBLES A DEUX VERSANTS SIMPLES SUR FERMES 
EINFACHE SPARPENDA~CHER 
TETTI A DUE FALCE SU CAPRIATE 










VERTICALLY SLIDING ~ALANCEC SASHES 
CHASSIS A GUILLOTINE A CC~TREPOIDS 
SCHIEBEFENSTER ~IT GEGENGEWICHTEN 
INFISSI A CHICLJCTTINA AD A~TE INCIPENDENTI CCNTRAPPESATE 
SCHUIFRAAM ~ET CONTRAGEWICHTEN 
SAW ... TOOTH 
SAW-TCCTH ROOFS 
SAW-TOOTH ROOFS 
TOITURES EN DENTS DE SCIE 
SAEGEDAECHER 














:AGE C ASCENSEURS 
AUFZUGSSCHAC~T 











TOITURES EN St-ED 
SHEDDAECHER 







FIXING OF CLACDING SHEETS 
POSE 0[ PLACUES 0[ FACADE 
EINBAU DER WA~DVERKLEIDUNGEN 
POSA DELLE LASTRE DI FACCJATA 
BEVESTIGING VAN GEVELELE~ENTEN. 
SHEETS AS INFILLING 
DURISDL SHEETS AS !~FILLING 
REMPLISSAGE EXTERJEUR EN PLAQUES DURISOL 
AUSSENFUELLUNG MIT DURISCL-PLATTEN 
RIEMPI~E~TO ESTERNC ~I LASTRE Cl DURISOL 




TOITURES EN VCILES ~INCES 
SCHALENDAECHER 
COPERTURE A VCLTE SOTTILI 
SCHAALDAKEN 
DOUBLE WALLS CF PLASTERBOARD PRECCATED CN ONE SIDE 
CLOISONS DOUBLES EN PLAQUES DE PLATRE PRE~NDUITES UNE FACE 
DOPPELWAENDE AUS VORHER EINSEITIG VERPUTZTEN GIPSPLATTEN 
TRA~EZZI DOPPI IN LASTRE DI GESSO PREINTO~ACATE OA UNA PARTE 
DUBBELE ~UREN VAN VOORAF AAN EEN ZIJCE BEPLEISTERDE GlPSPLATEN 
SUL GIRDERS 
FLOOR SECURED BY FLANGED CONNECTIONS TO Sill GIRDERS 
PLANCHER HAINTENU PAR BRIDAGE SUR POUTRES SABLIERES 
DURCH BUEGEL ezw KLAMMERN AUF OEN HAUPTTRAEGERN GEHALTENE DECKE 
IHPALCATO FISSATO HEDIANTE STAFFE SCPRA TRAVI DI BORDO 
DOOR OEUGELS CF KLEMMEN MET DE HOOFCLIGGERS VERBONDEN VLOER 
SlLU 
SILt:S 
PANELS WtTH BUILT-IN WINDOW HEADS,JAMBS ANO SILLS 
PANNEAUX AVEC LINTEAUX OE CROISEES,~ONTANTS ET PIECES D APPUIS DE 
FENETRES l~CCRPORES 
PLATTEN HIT EINGEBAUTEN FENSTERSTURZEN,STAENOERN UNO STUETZEN 











CGEVEL)PANELE~ MET I~GEBCU~CE COVENCCRPELS,STIJLEN EN 
CNDtRDCRPELS CER VE~STERS 
SILLS CUT 20) 
PIECES 0 APPUI cu.T.20) 
UNTERE ~AH~E~~DELZER CUT 20) 
SCGLIE CUT 20 > 
KOZIJ~OORPELS CUT 2C) 
SIMPLE 
SIMPLE SPAN RCDFS ~IT~ TRUSSEC RAFTERS 
SI~PLE SPA~ RCOFS ~ITH TRUSSEC RAFTERS 
CO~BLES A OEUX VERSA~TS SIMPLES SUR FERMES 
EINFACHE SPA~RENCAECHER 
TETTI A CUE F~LCE SU CAPRIATE 
EENVOUCIGE ZACELCAKEN ME1 VER~TIJFOE SPARREN 
SlNGLE-PlTCH 
SKIP 






TOITURES A SI~PLE PENTE 
KEHLBALKENOAECHER 















SLABS Of LIGHT CONCRETE 
SLABS OF LIGHT CONCRETE CPUMICE> 
PLAQUE DE BETCN LEGER BIHS 
LEICHTBETONPLATTE BIHS 












BRIQUES DE LAITIER 
SCHLACKENSTEil\E 
MATTON! DI SCCRIE 
SI NTELSTENEN 
SLAG CEMENT 
BLAST FURNACE •• 
SLAG CEMENT 
CIMENT DE LAITIER 
HUETTENZEMENT 
CEMENTO DI SCCRIE 
HOCGOVHlCEMENT 
SLATE CLADDING 
fl'ULTIPLE WATERTIGHT LAYERS WITH SLATE CLADDING 
ETANCHEITE fl'ULTICOUCHE,ARDOISEE 
~EHRLAGIGE ABCICHTUNG,SCHIEFERSPLITT 
Ifl'PER~EASILIZZAZIONE A ~OLTI STRATI IN ARCESIA 
MEERDERE WATERCICHTE LAGEN MET LEISTEENLAAG 
SLIDING 
SLIDING AND FOLDING DOCRS 
SLIDI~G AND FCLOI~G DOORS 
PORTES GLISSAhTES ET PLIANTES 
SCHIEBE-FALTTLEREN 
PORTE SCORRtVCLI E PIEGHEVCLI 
SCHUIF-VOUWDElREN 
SLICING BALANCED SASHES 
VERTICALLY SLIDl~G BALANCED SASHES 
CHASSIS A GUILLCTINE A CONTREPCIOS 
SCHIEBEFENSTER ~IT GEGENGEWICHTEN 
INFISSI A GHIGLIOTTINA AD A~TE INDIPENDENTI CONTRAPPESATE 
SCHUIFRAA~ fl'ET CONTRAGE~ICHTEN 
SLIDING DCORS 
SLID me; DOORS 


























VIDE D AIR 
LUFT RAUM 
INTERCAPEDINE D ARIA 
SPOUW 
SPAN ROOFS WITH TRUSSED RAFTERS 
SIMPLE SPAN ROOFS ~ITH TRUSSED RAFTERS 
CO~BLES A DEUX VERSA~TS SIMPLES SUR FERMES 
EINFACHE SPARRENOAECHER 
TETTI A DUE FALCE SU CAPRIATE 













SPECIAL FACE~ORKS FOR CEILINGS 
SPECIAL FACEWORKS FOR CEILINGS 
~ATERIAUX 0 ETAYAGE DE TYPE SPECIAL,CESTlhES A L ETAIEMENT 
PROVISCIRE DES PLANCHERS 
SPEZIELLE PRCVISORISCHE DECKCNSTUETZEN 
MATERIAL! DI PUNTELLAZICNE E DI AR~A~ENTO PROVVISORIO DEi SCLAI 
















NOR~AL INTER~EDIAT( STANCHION 
~ONTANT DE FACADE NO~MAL., 
APPUI I~TER~EDIAIRE NORMAL 
NOR~ALE ZWISC~ENSTUETZE 





TOITURES DE CLCCHERS 
TURMDAECHER 





ARTIFICIAL STONE STEPS 
MARCHES EN PIERRE RECC~STITUEE 
KUNSTSTEINSTUFENPLATTEN 
GRADINI DI PIETRA ARTIFICIALE 
KUNSTSTEE~TRECEN., 
TREDEN VAN KUNSTSTEEN 
SlONE STEPS 
ARTIFICIAL STCNE STEPS 
MARCHES EN PIERRE RECONSTITUEE 
KUNSTSTEINSTUFENPLATTEN 
GRADINI DI PIETRA ARTIFICIALE 
KUNSTSTEENTRECEN., 










STORIES IN RED BRICK MASONRY 
STRUCTURES 
STORIES IN RED BRICK MASONRY 
ETAGES EN MACCNNERIE DE BRIQUES ROUGES 
STOCKWERKE IN MAUERWERK AUS ROTEN ZIEGELN 
PIANI FUORI TERRA IN MURATURA Cl ~ATTCNI ROSSI 











TRUSSLESS ISUPPORTINGI STRUCTURES 
CO~STRUCTIONS CPORTANTESI SANS FER~ES 
STUETZE~LCSE TRAGWERKE 
STRUTTURE IPORTA~Tll SE~ZA ARMATURA 




WEAR ING SURFACE 
COUCHE D USURE 
BE LAG 






PORTE A VA E VIEN! 
KLAPDEUREN 
TELESCOPIC 
TELESCOPIC TYPE DCORS 
TEMPORARY 












































TERRACES (LONG CONTINOUS ROWS)., 
BLOCK !ROW OF SIX CR FOUR HOUSES)., 
GROUP 
MAISONS EN BAl\DES 
REIHENHAEUSER 
CASE A SCHIERA 






VETR 1 THERt:CPANE 
THERMOPANE RUITEN 
TILE-HANGING 






PAN~EAUX DE REVETE~CNT CC~TRE LES I~TEMPERIES 
WETTERSCHUERZ E:~ 























TRANSPORT - CCNCRETE ., 
READY ~IXED CONCRETE 
TRANSPORT-CONCRETE., 




BETON TRANSPCRTE lBETCN A~ENE CEPUIS UNE CENTRALE A BETONI 
TRANSPORTBETCt\ 
CALCESTRUZZO TRASPORTATC CA UNA CENTRALE Cl BETONAGGIO 
TRANSPORTBETCN 
ROOF TRUSS 
CHARPENTES OE TCITURE 
DACHSTUEHLE 
CARPENTER.IA PER TETTI 
OAKCDr~STRUCTI ES 
SOLID WEB TRUSS 
FER~E A AME PLEINE 
VOLLWANDBINCER 
CAPRIATA AD A~l~A PIENA 
VCLL E-WANOS PAt\T 
TRUSS ., 
HINGE-BOLT FRAMEWORK 





~ET SCHAR~IE~BCUTEN BEVESTIGD VAKWERK 
TRUSSED 
TRUSSED RAFTERS 
SI~PLE SPAN RCCFS ~ITH TRUSSEC RAFTERS 
TRUSSES 
TRUSSES 
CO~BLES A ~EUX V~RSA~TS SI~PLES SUR FER~ES 
EINFACHE SPARRENCAECHER 
TETTI A CUE F4LDE SU CAPRIATE 
EENVOUOIGE ZAC~LCAKE~ ~ET VERSTIJFCE SPAR.REN 








TOITURES A CCLX VERSANTS SANS FERMES 
SATTELDAECHER rIT NCR~ALE~ CAC~SI~CERN 
TETTI A CUE FALCE SENZA CAPqJATE 





TRUSSLESS ISUPPORTI~G> STRUCTURES 
CO~STRUCTION~ IPCRTA~TSSI SANS FER~ES 
STUETZE~LCSE TRA~hERKE 
STRUTTUqE IPCRTANTII S~~ZA AR~ATURA 
SPANTLCZE IDRAGE~DEJ CCNSTRUCTIES 
CLADDING UNITS 
ELE~E~TS OE 9ARDAGE 
wM~CELH'ENTE 
ELEWENTI DI CtlUSURA 







COPERTURE A VCLTA 
WELFDAKEN 
VENT LINES 
CONDUITES D ECHAPPEMENT 
ENTLUEFTUNCSLEITU~GEN 
CONDUTTURE Cl SFIATO 





































PA~FTE A RIQUAORI 
VAK~ERK~~UR l~t;UR CPGEBCU~D UIT STIJL- EN REGELWERK) 
WALL AND FLOOR 
FREE ENC BEARING BET~ECN WALL ANO FLOOR 
JOINTS ARTICULES AVEC LES PLA~CHERS 
BEWEGLICHCS ~ANCAUFLAGER 
GIUNTI A~TICCLATI cc~ GLI J~PALCATI 





COFFRAGE DE Mt;R 
WANDS CHA LUNG 









WALLS OF PLASTERBOARD PRECOATED ON ONE SIDE 
WATERJIGHJ 
DOUBLE WALLS CF PLASTERBLARO PRECOATED C~ CNE SIDE 
CLOISONS DOUBLES EN PLAQUES DE PLATRE PREENCUITES UNE FACE 
OOPPELWAENDE AUS VORHER EINSEITIG VERPUTZTEN GIPSPLATTEN 
TRAHEZZI OOPPI IN LASTRE 01 GESSO PREINTONACATE OA UNA PARTE 









WAfERTIGHT LAYERS WITH SLATE CLADDING 
MULTIPLE WATERTIGHT LAYERS WITH SLATE CLADDING 
ETANCHEITE ~ULTICOUCHE,ARDOISEE 
HEHRLAGIGE A8DICHTUNG,SCHIEFERSPLITT 
IMPERMEAOILIZZAZIONE A ~CLTI STRATI IN AROESIA 




COUCHE D USURE 
BEL AG 







PANNEAUX DE REVETEMENT CONTRE LES INTEMPERIES 
WETTERSCHUERZEN 





EXTER~AL WEATHERPRCOF PANELS 
WEB TRUSS 
PANNEAUX DE FACADE RESISTANTS AUX INTE~PERIES 
WETTERBESTAE~CIGE STIRNWANDVERKLEIDUNGSTAFELN 
PAN~ELLI ESTERNI lMPER~EABILIZZATI 
WEERVASTE GEVELPANELEN 
SOL ID WEB TRUSS 
FER~E A AME PLEINE 
VDLL.,ANDBINDER 
CAPRIATA AD A~I~A PIENA 
VOLLE-WANDSPAl\T 
to:I.NDOW 
WINDO~ HEADS , JAMBS A~C SILLS 
PANELS WITH BUILT-IN WINDOW HEACS,JA~SS AND SILLS 
PANNEAUX AVEC LlNTEAUX DE CROISEES.~CNTANTS ET PIECES D APPUIS OE 
FE~ETRES I~CCRPCRES 
PLATTEN MIT El~GEBAlTEN FENSTERSTURZEN,STAENDERN UND STUETZEN 
PANNELLI CON TESTATE,STIPITI E DAVANZALI Cl FINESTRA I~CORPORATI 
IGEVELlPA~ELEN MET INGEBOUWCE BCVENCORPELS,STIJLEN EN 










STEEL CCNSTRUCTION WORK 
CONSTRUCTION EN ACIER 
STAHLBAU 




AGGREGATES CAST IN ISORAPID TRELLIS CASING 
HOLLGW CO~CRETE WITH COARSE AGGREGATES CAST IN ISORAPID TRELLIS CASING 
SETON CAVERNELX A AGREGATS LOURDS CCULE E~ COFFRAGES GRILLES 
ISORAPID 
HOHLBETON,AUS GRORE~ MATERIAL IN GITTERVERSCHALUNGEN ISORAPID 
GE GOSSEN 
CALCESTRUZZC ALVEOLATO PESANTE GETTATO IN CASSEFOR~E A RETE 
ISCPAPIO 
KORRELBETCN ~ET GROVE TCESLAGEN,GESTCRT Bl~NEN BEKJSTINGSRCOSTERS 
ISORAPID 
ALLOY STEEL 
STRUCTURAL ALLOY STEEL., 
CONSTRUCTIONAL ALLCY STEEL 
ACIER DE CO~STRUCTION ALLIE 
LEGIERTER BAUSTAHl 
ACCIAIO LEGATC OA COSTRUZIONI 
GELEGEERD CONSTRUCTIESTAAL 
ALLOY STEEL ., 
CONSTRUCTIONAL ALLOY STEEL 
STRUCTURAL ALLOY STEEL., 
CONSTRUCTIONAL ALLOY STEEL 
ACIER OE CONSTRUCTION ALLIE 
LEGIERTER BAUSTAHL 





ROUND IRON ANCHORAGE 
ANCRAGE EN FERS RONDS 
RUNDANKER 
ANCORRAGGIO IN FERRI TONDI 
VERANKERING VAN ROND STAAFSTAAL 
ANCHORED IN THE ROCK 
STEEL PLATFORrS CN COLUrNS ANCHORED IN T~E ROCK 
PLATES-FOR~ES METALLl~UES SU~ POTEAUX ANCRES OANS LE ROCHER 
STAHLPLATTFOR~CN AUF I~ FELSEN VERANKERTE~ STUETZEN 
PJATTAFO~~E ~ETALLICHE SU CCLON~E ANCORATE ALLA ROCCIA 







BAR OF LATERAL BRACING 
TUBULAR CROSS BAR CF LATERAL BRACING 
TP.AV~RSE TUBULAIR= CU CCNTREVENTEMENT 
ROHRRIEGEL DES Wl~DVERBANDES 
TRAVERSA TUBCLARE DI CONTROVENTATURA 
BUISVORMIGE KRUISBALK VAN HET WINDVERBAND 
BENDING 
BENDING CUALITY SHEET SET INTC THE WALL 
DOOR AND WINDOW FRAMES CF NOR~AL BENDING CUALITY SHEET SET INTO THE 
WALL 
HUISSERIES E~ TOLE PLIEE EN MURS 
ZARGEN AUS FALZBLECH IN OEN WAENDEN 
TELAI DI LA~IERA PIEGATA NE! MURI 
KCZIJNE~ VAN GEPRCFILEERD PLAATSTAAL IN DRAGENDE HUREN 
BENDING CUALITY SHEET U-BEAMS 
NOR~AL BENDING QUALITY SHEET U-BEA~S 
SDLIVES-HOURDIS EN TOLE PLIEE EN U 
U-TRAEGER AUS FALZBLECH 
NERVATURE-RIE~PI~ENTO DI LAMlERA PIEGATA AD U 








CUTT I NG TORCH 
CHALUMEAU CCUPEUR 
SCl-INEIDBRENNER 




BOULON A CHAPEAU., 
BOULON A TETE 
KOPFSCHRAUBE., 
KOPFBOLZEN 
BULLONE A CAPPELLO., 
BULLONE A TESTA 
KOPSCHROEF 
CONE HEAD BOLT., 
TAPER BOLT 
BOULON A TETE CONIQUE 















SULLONE A TESTA CONICA 
BOUT ~ET KEGELVORMIGE KOP 
COTTER BOLT., 
EYE BOLT AND KEY., 
JOINT BOLT 
COULON A CLAVETTE., 
BCULGN A GOUPILLE 
SCHLIESSBOLZEN., 
KEILBOLZEN 





BULLONE CCN TESTA FRESATA 
VERZCNKEN BCUT 
CUP-HEADED BOLT 
SOULON A TETE BOHBEE 
BOLZEN ~IT HALBRUNDEH KOPF 
BULLONE A TESTA BO~BATA 
BOUT MET HALFRONOE KOP 
HEXAGON-HEADED BOLT 
BOULON A TETE HEXAGONALE 
SECHSKANTSCHRAUBE 
BULLONE A TESTA ESAGONALE 
BOUT ~ET ZESKANTIGE KOP., 
HEXAGONALE BOUT 
HOOK BOLT., 
HOOK SCREW •• 
CLIP •• 
T-HEAOEO BOLT 
SOULCN OE FONCATION 
HAM~ERSCHRAUBE •• 
SCHAUF EL BOLZ EN 
BULLONE CON TESTA A T •• 
BULLONE Cl FONOAZIONE 
FUNCA"iENTBOUT •• 
ANKERBOUT 
ROUND-HEADED BOLT •• 













BOULCN A TETE RONDE 
BOLZEN v1T RUNDE~ KOPF 
BULLONE A TESTA TONDA 









BOULml A ERGOT 
HAKE:'-.ISCHRAUBE., 
:MSE~~SCHPAUBE 
BULLCNE A NASELLO 
HAAKSCHROEF 
SQUARE-HEADED BOLT 
aOULC~ A TETE CARREE 
3GLZE~ VIT VlERKANTKOPF 
bULLO~E A TESTA CUADRATA 
BOUT ~ET VlERKANTE KOP 
STAY BOLT., 
PILLAR BCLT 
SCULO~ D E~TRETOISE~ENT 
::; T EHeGLZ E'~., 
ZUCo:JLZEf\ 
BULLC'.·~C TIRANTE 
'JER!? l ::c I ~.:iS!\OL T., 
BUSBCUT., 
AF ST A~\C~CUT 
T-HEAC BOLT 
::u!-'?0:.J A VIS 
HAKC~~SCHRAUBE 
Cl'IAVAROA A RECCO 
HAAKSCHRCEF 
BOLT ., 
EYC BOLT A~D KEY ., 
JOI~H BOLT 
COTTER BOLT., 













BOULON A CLAVETTE., 
BOULON A GOUPILLE 
SCHLIESSBOLZEN., 
KEILBOLZEN 






BOULC~~ A OEILLET 
AUGElllBOLZEN 
BULLONE CON TESTA AO OCCHIO 
OOGBOUT 
FISH PLATE BOLT ., 
TRACK BOLT FOR FASTENI~G FISH PLATES 
FISH BOLT., 
FISH PLATE BOLT., 
TRACK BOLT FOR FASTENING FISH PLATES 
BOULCN 0 ECLISSE., 
BOLT ., 
SOULON A VIS PCUR rIXER LES ECLISSES 
LASCHENBOLZC:N., 
LASCHENSCHRAUBE 
BULLO~E DELLA STE=CA lCHIAVAROAI 
LAS80UT 
HEAD BUTTON BOLT 
~CU~D-HEADED BOLT., 
HEAD BUTTON BOLT 
BOLT ., 
BOULON A TETE RONDE 
BOLZ(~ ~IT RUNDEH KOPF 
OULLONE A TESTA TONDA 
BOUT ~ET RONDE KOP 







BOULGN DE FCNCATION 
HA~MERSCHRAUBE., 
SCHAUFELBCLZEN 
BULLONE CCN TESTA A T., 




















RI"IG BCLT ., 
EYE SCREW 
EYE BOLT., 




~CULGN A OEILLET 
AUGEt>aOLZEN 





BOULCN A CHAPEAU., 
BOULGN A TETE 
KGPFS::HRAUBE., 
K!JPFE.IOLZEN 
BULLONE A CAPPELLO., 
BULUJ:ff A TESTA 
KOPSCHROEF 





PR I SONNIER 
S TIFTSCHRAUBE., 
PASSSTIFT 












CONE HEAD BOLT., 
TAPER BOLT 
BOLT • , \ 
80ULON A TETE CONIQUE 
BOLZEN ~IT KOl\ISCHE~ KOPF 
8ULLONE A TESTA CONICA 





BOULC~l F ILETE., 




TRACK BCLT FOR FA~TENil\G FISll PLATES 
FISH BOLT., 
FISH PLATE BOLT., 
TRACK BOLT FOR FASTENING FISH PLATES 
BOULCN C [CLISSE., 
BOULCN A VIS POUR FIXER LES ECLISSES 
LASCHENBOLZEN. t 
LASCHE'ISCHRAUBE 
BULLONE DELLA STECCA ICHIAVAROA) 
LAS BOUT 
BOLT AND KEY ., 
JOINT BOLT 
COTTER BOLT., 
EYE BOLT AND KEY., 
JOINT BOLT 
BOULON A CLAVETTE., 
COULON A GOUPILLE 
SCHLIESSBOLZEI\., 
KEILBOLZEN 
BULLONE A CHIAVETTA 
SPIEBOUT 
BOLT ANO NUT 
BOLT ANO NUT 
BOUL0:4 A ECROU 
SCHRAUBENBOLZEN MIT MUTTER 
BULLONE CON OADC 
f'.OERBOUT 
BOLT FOR FASTENING FISH PLATES 
FISH BOLT., 
FISH PLATE BOLT., 







BOULON D ECLISSE., 
BOULON A VIS POUR FIXER LES ECLJSSES 
LASCHENBCLZEN., 
LASCHENSCHRAUBE 
BULLCNE DELLA STECCA CCHIAVARDA> 
LASBOUT 
BOLT WITH MAC~INED HEAD 
BOLT WITH MACHINED HEAD 
BOULON AVEC TETE USINEE 
BOLZEN MIT BEARBEITETEM KOPF 
BULLONE CCN TESTA LAVORATA 
BOUT M(T BEWERKTE KOP 
BOLT WITH NOSE 
BRACED 
FOUNDATION BOLT WITH NOSE 
BOULON DE FONCATJON AVEC NEZ 
HA~MERSCHRAUB[ MIT NASE 
BULLON( DI FO~DAZIONE CON NASELLO 
ANKERBCUT MET NEUS., 
FUNDAMENTCOUT MET NEUS 
BRACED OR STRAPPED CONCRETE WHICH IS NOT TO PREVENT FISSURING , BUT THE 
FISSURES FROM OPENING 
BRACED CR STRAPPED CONCRETE WHICH JS NOT TO PREVENT FISSURING,BUT THE 
FISSU~ES FROM OPENING 
SETON AR~ATURE,LES ACIERS N E~PECHANT PAS LA FISSURATION MAIS 
BIEN L CUVERT~RE DES FISSURES 
EINE ART ARMIERTER BETON,BEI OEM DER STAUL NICHT DAS REISSEN DES 
BETONS,ACER EINE ERWEITERUNG DER RISSE VERHINDERT 
CEMENTO RINFORZATD I~ CUI L ACCIAIO ~ON I~PEDISCE IL FORMARSI DI 
FESSURE ~A EVITA CHE ~UESTE SI APRANO 
VERSTERKT BETC~ DAT SCHEURVORMING NIET VERHINDERT,OOCH WEL HET 
OPENEN DER SC~EUREN 
BRACING 
BRACING 
TUBULAR CROSS BAR CF LATERAL BRACING 
TRAVERSE TUBULAIRE DU CONTREVENTEHENT 
ROHRRIEGEL DES WINDVERBANDES 
TRAVERSA TUBCLARE DI CO~TROVENTATURA 
BUISVOR~IGE KRUISBALK VAN HET ~INDVERBAND 
BRACING CF CURTAIN WALLS 
BRACKETS 
STIFFENING AND BRACING OF CURTAIN WALLS 
RAIDISSAGE ET SOUTIEN DES MURS-RIDEAUX 
VERSTEIFUNG UNO ABSTUETZUNG vc~ VORHANGWAENDEN 
IRRIGIDI~ENTO E SOSTEGNO CELLE PARETI-CORTINA 











CLIPS AND FIXING BRACKETS 
CRAMPONS ET PATTES DE FIXATION 
KRAMPEN UNO BAUKLAMHERN 
GRAFFE E GRAFFETTE 
KLEMMEN EN BEUGELS 
BUILDING 
BUILDING COMPONENT 
PRESSED STEEL BUILCING CC~PONENT 
ELEMENT DE CO~STRUCTION EN ACIER ESTAMPE 
GESENKSTAHLBAUTEIL 






WELDING TORCH (U S) 
CHALUMEAU SOUCEUR 
SCHWEISSBRENNER 





JOINTS SOUOES BOUT A BOUT 
STUMPF VERSCH~EISSTE STOESSE 






HEAD BUTTON BOLT 
BOULON A TETE RONDE 
BOLZEN ~IT RUNDE~ KOPF 
BULLONE A TESTA TONDA 
BOUT ~ET RONDE KOP 




BOULO~ A CHAPEAU., 









BULLO~E A CAPPELLO., 




HOLLOW CONCRETE WllH COARSE AGGREGATES CAST IN ISORAPID TRELLIS CASING 
SETON CAVERNElX A AGREGATS LOURDS CCULE EN COFFRAGES GRILLES 
ISORAPID 
HOHLBETON,AUS GROBEM MATERIAL IN GITTERVERSCHALUNG(N ISORAPIO 
GECOSSEN 
CALCESTRUZZO ALVEOLATO PESA~TE GETTATO IN CASSEFORME A RETE 
I SCRAP ID 
KORRELBETON ~ET GROVE TOESLAGEN,~ESTORT BINNEN BEKJSTJNGSRCOSTERS 
ISORAPIO 
CEILING 
CEILING SUPPORTING JOISTS 
TELESCOPIC CEILI~G SUPPORTING JOISTS 
ETA~CUNS TUBULA!RES TELESCOPIQUES UTILISES COMME SUPPORTS DE 
PLANCHERS 
TELESKOPARTIGE STAULROHRSTEMPEL ALS CECKENSTUETZEN 
PUNTELLI TUBCLARI TELESCOPIC! PER AR~ATURE Cl SCLAI 




STEEL CELLAR FRAME 
CHASSIS DE CAVE EN ACIER 
KELLERRAHMEN AUS STAHL 





LABYRINTH-TYPE CONNECTION FOR CLADDING UNITS 
CLIP ., 
DISPOSITIF DE RACCOIWEMENT DU TYPE EN LABYRINTHE DES ELEMENTS DE 
FA CADE 
LABYRINTHARTIGER ANSCHLUSS DER FASSACENELEMENTE 
DISPOSITIVO DI RACCORDO DEL TIPO A LABIRI~TO PER ELEMENT! DI 
FACCIATA 
LABYRINTVORMJGE VERBINDING VAN GEVELELEMENTEN 
T-HEADEO BOLT 
HOOK BOLT •• 













BOULON OE FCNCATION 
HA~tl.ERSCHRAUBE.~ 
SCHAUFELBCLZEN 
BULLO~E CON TESTi A T •• 
BULLONE Cl FO~CAZIONE 
FUNDAtl.ENTBOUT •• 
ANKERBGUT 
CLIPS A~C FIXING BRACKETS 
CLIPS ANO FIXING B~ACKETS 
CRA~PONS ET PATTES CE FIXATION 
KRAMPEN UNO 8AUKLAM~ERN 
GRAFFE E GRAFFETTE 
KLEM~EN EN BEUGELS 
COCKS ANO VALVES 
COCKS ANO VALVES 
ROBINETTERIE 
HAH~lAUSRUESTUNG 
RUBI NETTER IA 
ARMATUREN 
COLUMNS 
COLUMNS ANCHORED IN THE ROCK 
STEEL PLATFOR~S ON COLUMNS ANCHORED IN THE ROCK 
PLATES-FORMES ~ETALLIQUES SUR POTEAUX ANCRES OANS LE ROCHER 
STAHLPLATTFOR~EN AUF JM FELSEN VERANKERTE~ STUETZEN 
PIATTAFORME METALLICHE SU COLG~NE A~CORATE ALLA ROCCIA 




PRESSED STEEL BUILCINC CtMPONENT · 
ELE~ENT DE CONSTRUCTION EN ACIER ESTAMPE 
GESENKSTAHLBALTEIL 
ELE~tNTO DI CCSTRUZIONE IN ACCIAIO STAHPATO 
GESTANST STAALBOUWELEMENT 
. CONCRETE 
CONTINUOUS FOOTING IN REINFORCED CONCRETE 
SEMELLE FILA~TE EN BETON ARME 
STREIFENFUNOA~ENT AUS STAHLBETON 
SOLETTA DI FONOAZIONE CONTINUA IN CEMENTO ARMATO 
STROKENFUNOERINC VAN GEWAPEND BETON 
CONCRETE CAST IN IRCN StEETING 
REINFORCED CONCRETE CAST IN IRON SHEETING 








IN STAHLSCHALLNGEN HERGESTELLT~R STAHLBETON 
CALCESTRUZZC ARMATO GETTATO IN CASSEFORME ~ETALLICHE 
GEWAPENO bETO~ GESTORT IN STALEN BEKISTING 
CONCRETE CAST ON SITE 
REINFORCED CONCRETE CAST ON SITE 
BETON AR~E COULE EN PLACE 
CRTBETONIERTER STAHLBETON 
CALCESTRUZZO ARMATO GETTATO IN OPERA 
IN HET WERK GESTORT GEWAPEND BETON 
CONCRETE CORNICE 
REINFORCED CONCRETE CORNICE 
CORNICHE EN BETON ARME 
HAUPTGESIMS A~S STAHLBETON 
GRCNDA DI CALCESTRUZZO ARMATO 
KROONLIJST VA~ GCWAPEND BETON 
CONCRETE PILE 
CONCRETE PILE 
PIEU EN ~ETCN ARME 
STAHLBETC~PFEILER 
PALO DI CALCESTRUZZO ARMATO 
BETONPAAL 
CONCRETE SLAB 
REINFORCED FOAM CO~CRETE SLAB 
PLAOUE DE BETCN CELLULAIRE ARME •• 
PLAQUE DE BETON MOUSSE ARHE 
ARMIERTE SCHAUMBETONPLATTE 
PIASTRA DI CALCESTRUZZO CELLULARE 
PLAAT VAN GEWAPEND SCHUIMBETON 
CONCRETE WHICH IS t~OT TC PREVENT FISSURING , OUT THE FISSURES FROM OPENING 
BRACED OR STRAPPED CONCRETE WHICH IS NOT TO PREVENT FISSURING,BUT THE 
FISSURES FROM OPENING 
BETO~ ARMATURE,LES ACIERS N EMPECHANT PAS LA FISSURATION MAIS 
BIEN L OUVERTLRE DES FISSURES 
EINE ART AR~IERTE~ BETON,9EI OEM DER STAHL ~ICHT DAS REISSEN DES 
BETONS,ABER EINE ERWEITERUNG DER RISSE VERHINDERT 
CEMENTO RINFCRZATO I~ CUI L ACCIAIO ~ON l~PEOISCE IL FORMARSI 01 
FESSURE MA EVITA CHE OUESTE SI APRANO 
VERSTERKT BETCN CAT SCHEURVOR~I~G NIET VERHINDERT,OOCH WEL HET 
OPENEN DER SC~EUREN 
CONCRETE WITH COARSE ACCREGATES CAST I~ ISORAPIO TRELLIS CASING 
HOLLOW COtJCRETE WITH COARSE AGGREGATES CAST IN ISORAPID TRELLIS CASING 
BETON CAVERNELX A AGREGATS LCURDS CCULE E~; COFFRAGES GRILLES 
I SCRAP ID 












CALCESTRUZZO ALVEOLATO PESANTE GETTATO IN CASSEFORME A RETE 
ISORAPIO 
KORREL8ETON ~ET GROVE TCESLAGE~tGESTCRT BINNEN·BEKISTINGSRCOSTERS 
ISORAPID 
CONE HEAD BOLT ., 
TAPER BOLT 
CONE HEAD BOLT., 
TAPER BOLT 
DOULCN A TETE CONIQUE 
BOLZE~ ~IT KC~ISCHEM KOPF 
BULLONE A TESTA CONICA 
BOUT MET KEGELVOR~IGE KOP 
CONNECTICN 
CONN£CTIOh FOR CLADDING UNITS 
LABYRINTH-TYPE co~~ECTION FOR CLADDING U~ITS 
DISPOSJTIF DC RACCG~DCMCNT DU TYPr E~ LABYRINTH£ DES ELEMENTS DE 
FACADE 
LABYRINTHARTICER A~SCHLUSS CER FASSACE~ELEMENTE 
DISPOSITJVO CJ RACCCRDC DEL TIPC A LABJRI~TC PER ELE~ENTI Cl 
FACCIATA 
LABYRINTVOR~IGE VERBINDJ~G VAN GEVELELEME~TEN 
CONSTRUCTIONAL 
CO~STRUCTIONAL ALLOY STEEL 
STRUCTURAL ALLOY STEEL., 
CONSTRUCTIONAL ALLCY STEEL 
CONTERSUNK 
ACICR DC CC~STRUCTluN ALLIE 
LEGIERTER BAUSTAHL 




ROUND HEAD CO~TERSV~K RIVET 
RIVET A TETE RONDE NOYEE 
LINSENSENKNIET 
Cl!ICDO A T£SH SVASATA CON CALCTTA 
KLINKNAGEL ~ET RCNDE VERZCNKEN KOP 
co•:TINUOUS FCCTING JN RC INFORCED CONCRETE 
CONTINUCUS FOOTING IN REINFCRCCC CC~CRETE 
SE~ELLE FILA~TE EN BETON ARME 
STREIFENFUNCA,ENT A~S STAHLBETON 
SOLETTA DI FONCAZIONE CC~TINUA IN CE~E~TO ARMATO 









METAL SHCETI~GS WITH CO~TINUOUS SUPPORT 
FEUILLES CE METAL SUR APPUI CONTINU 
~ETALLCACHPLATTE~ AUF SCHALUNG 
LA~IERE ~ETALLICHE SU APPOGGIO CONTINUO 




REINFORCED CONCRETE COR~ICE 
CORNICHE EN BETON ARME 
ttAUPTGESIMS AlJS STAHLBETON 
GRO~CA DI CALCESTRUZZC AR~ATO 
KROO~LIJST VA~ GCWAPEND BETON 
COTTER BOLT ., 
EYE BOLT AND KEY ., 
JOINT BOLT 
COTTER BOLT., 
EYE BGLT ANC KEY., 
JOINT BCLT 
BOULON A CLAVETTE., 
BOULON A GOUPILLE 
SCHLI ESSeOLZE~., 
KEILBOLZEN 








BULLONE CON TESTA FRESATA 
VERZCNKEN BCUT 
COUNTERSUNK OR FLUSH RIVET 
COUNTERSUNK OR FLUSH RIVET 
RIVET NOYE., 
RIVET A TETE FRAISEE 
VERSENKTER NIET 
CHIODO A TESTA FRESATA 
KLINKNAGEL ~ET VERZONKEN KOP 
COUNTERSUNK RIVET 
FLAT HEAD COUNTERS~~K RIVET 
~IVET A TETE PLATE NOYEE 
SENKNIET 
CHIODO A TESTA SVASATA PIANA 
VERZONKEN Kll~KNAGEL 

















CROSS BAR CF LATERAL BRACING 
TUBULAR CROSS BAR CF LATERAL BRACING 
TRAVERSE TUBULAIRE CU CCNTREVE~TEMENT 
RCHRRIEGEL CES WINDVERBANCE$ 
TRAVERSA TUBOLARE Dl CCNTROVENTATURA 





BOULC~ A TETE BOMBEE 
DOLZEN ~IT HALBRUND[M KOPF 
BULLONE A TESTA BC~BATA 
BOUT ~ET HALFRONDE KOP 
CURTAIN WALLS 
CUTTING 
STIFFENING ANC BRACING OF CURTAIN ~ALLS 
~AIDISSAGE ET SOUTIEN DES MURS-RJDEAUX 
VERSTEIFUNG U~D ABSTUETZUNG VON VORHANGWAENDEN 
JRRIGIOl~E~TO E SOSTEGNC DELLE PARETJ-CORTINA 
VERSTJJVING E~ ONDCRSTEUNING VAN GOROJJNGEVELS 
CUTTING BLO~PIPE •• 
CUTT I NG TORCH 
CUTTl~G BLOWPIPE •• 
CUTTING TORCli 
CHALUMEAU CCUPEUR 
SCHtJE IDB RENNER 



























TAQUETS DE FIXATION 
BEFESTIGUNGSKNAGGEN 
TASSELLI DI FISSAGGIO 
BEVESTIGINGSKLOSSEN 
DOOR AND ~INDC~ FRAMES CF NOR~AL BENDING CUALITY SHEET SET INTO THE WALL 
DOOR A~C WINDOW FRAMES OF NOR~AL BENDING CUALITY SHEET SET INTO THE 
WALL 
HUISSERIES E~ TOLE PLIEE EN MURS 
ZARGEN AUS FALZBLECH IN OEN WAENDEN 
TELAI DI LA~IERA PIECATA NEI MURI 











FI~NED HEATING TUBES 
FLANGE 
Fl~NED HEATING TUBES 
TUYAUX A AILETTES DE CHAUFFAGE 
RIPPENROHRHEIZKOERPER 
TUBI ALETTATI DI RISCALDAMENTO 
RIBBENBUIZEN 
FLANGE I - SECTIC~ PROPS 
FLANGED 
BROAD-FLANGE I-SECTICN PROPS 
BEQUILLES EN FERS H 
STUETZEN AUS CGPPEL-T-PROFILEN 
APPCGGI RICAVATI CA PUTRELLE AD ALI LARGHE 















FLANGED SHEET REINFORCE~ENT 
FLAP 
FLOOR WITH FLANGED SHEET REINFORCEMENT 
PLANCHER UTILISANT CO~ME ARMATURE LA TOLE PLIEE 
DECKE MIT KUE~PELBLECHBEWEHRUNG 
SOLAIO UTILIZZANTE LAMIERA PIEGATA COME ARMATURA 
VLOER, WAARBIJ ALS ~APENING GEVOUWEN PLAAT WORDT GEBRUIKT 
ADJUSTABLE VENT FLAP 
FERMETURE OE VENTILATION 
LUEFTUNGSVERSCHLUSS 






SALDATRICE PER SCINTILLAHENTO 
STCMPLASMACHil\E 
FLAT HEAD COUNTERSUNK RIVET 
FLAT HEAD COUNTERSLNK RIVET 
RIVET A TETE PLATE NOYEE 
SENKNIET 
CHIODO A TESTA SVASATA PIANA 
VERZONKEN KLll\KNAGEL 
FLOOR WITH FLANGED SHEET REl~FCRCE~ENT 
FLOOR WITH FLANGEC SHEET REJNFCRCE~ENT 
PLANCHER UTILISA~T CO~ME AR~ATURE LA TCLE PLIEE 
OECKE ~IT KUE~PELBLECHBEWEHRUNG 
SCLAIC UTILIZZANTE LA~IERA PIEGATA CCP.E ARMATURA 
VLOER, WAAReIJ ALS ~APENING GEVCU~EN PLAAT WCRDT GEBRUIKT 
FLUSH RIVET 
COUNTERSUNK CR FLUSH RIVET 
RIVET NOYE., 
RIVET A TETE FRAISEE 
VERSENKTER NI ET 
CHIODO A TESTA FRESATA 
KLINKNAGEL ~ET VERZONKEN KOP 
FOAP. CONCRETE SLAB 









PLAQUE CE BETC~ CELLULAIRE ARME •• 
PLACUE DE BETO~ ~OUSSE ARME 
ARMIERTE SCHAlMBETONPLATTE 
PIASTRA DI CALCESTRUZZO CELLULARE 
PLAAT VA~ GEWAPEND SCHUIMBETON 
FOOTING I~ REINFORCED CCNCRETE 
FOUNDATION 
CONTINUOUS FOOTING I~ REINFORCED CONCRETE 
SE~ELLE FILA~TE EN BETON ARME 
STREIFENFUNDA~E~T AUS STAHLBETON 
SOLETTA DI FC~DAZIONE CO~TI~UA IN CE~ENTO 
STROKENFUNDERING VA~ GEWAPEND SETON 
FOUNDATIC~ BCLT WITH NCSE 
FOUNDATION BOLT WITH NOSE 
BOULON DE FONCATION AVEC NEZ 
HA~~ERSCHRAUBE ~IT NASE 
BULLO~E DI FC~DAZIO~E CON NASELLO 
ANKERBOUT MET NEUS., 





STEEL TUBULAR FOUNDATIONS 
FONOATICN PAR TUBES METALLIQUES 
ROEHRENGRUENDUNG 
FONDAZIONI A TUBI D ACCIAIO 
STALEN BUISFU~OERINGEN 
STEEL CELLAR FRAME 
CHASSIS DE CAVE EN ACIER 
KELLERRAHMEN AUS STAHL 




FIXl~G PANELS TO PCRTAL FRAMES 
FIXATION DES PANNEAUX SUR LES PORTIQUES 
ARMATO 
BEFESTIGUNG CER WAND- BZW DECKENELE~ENTE AN DEN RAHMEN 
FISSAGGIO DEI PANNELL! SUi PORTAL! 
BEVESTIGING VAN DE PANELEN OP DE PORTALEN 
FRAMES OF NORPAL BENDING QUALITY SHEET SET INTO THE WALL 
DOOR AND WINDOW FRAMES OF NORMAL BENDING QUALITY SHEET SET INTO THE 
WALL 










ZARGE~ AUS FALZBL£CH I~ DE~ WAENDEN 
TELAI DI LA~IERA PIEGATA NEI MURI 





TREILLIS D ARMATURE 
AR~IERUNGSGEFLECHT 
TRALICCIO D AR~ATURA 
DRAADGAAS VCCR BETO~BE~APENING 
GALVANIZED STEEL DECKING 





GALVANIZEC STEEL SHEET 
SELF SUPPORTIN~ PA~TILES IN GALVANIZED STEEL S~EET 
GIRDER 
GIRDER 
BACS AUTOPORTA~TS E~ TOLE D ACIE~ GALVANISEE 
SELBSTTRAGE~CE PFANNEN AUS VERZINKTEM STAHLBLECH 
ELEMENT! AUTOFORTANll IN LAMIERA D ACCIAIC ZINCATA 
ZELFDRAGENDE CEGALVANISEEROE STALEN PLATEN 








POUTRE DE RIGIDITE 
VERSTEIFUNGSTRAEGER 





























RIVET A TETE PERDUE 
KOPFLOSER NIET 
CHICDC A TESTA CIECA 
KLINKNAGEL ZO~DER KOP 
HEATING TUBES 
FINNED HEATING TUBES 
TUYAUX A AILETTES DE CHAUFFAGE 
RIPPENROHRHEIZKOERPER 






BOULGN A TETE HEXAGCNALE 
SECHSKANTSCHRAUBE 
BULLONE A TESTA ESAGONALE 
BOUT f'ET ZESKA~TIGE KOP., 
HEXAGONALE BOUT 
HEXAGONAL WIRE NETTING 
HIGH-LEVEL 
HEXAGO~Al ~IRE NETTING 
TREILLIS TRIPLE TORSICN 
DRAHTGEFLECHT MIT CREIFACHER VERWINDUNG 
TRALICCIU A TCRSIONE TRIPLA 
DRAADVLECHT~ERK MET ZES~OEKIGE ~AZEN 
HIGH-LEVEL OPENING LIGHTS 
HOLLOW 
~ETAL HIGH-LEVEL OPENING LIGHTS 
CHASSIS-IMPOS!ES CUVRANTS,EN ACIER 
KIPPFLUECELOBERLICHTER AUS STAHL 
SERRA~E~TI IN ACCIAIO APRIBILI 











HOLLOW CONCRETE WITH COARSE AGGREGATES CAST IN ISORAPIO TRELLIS CASING 
HCLLCW CONCRETE WITH COARSE AGGREGATES CASl IN ISORAPID TRELLIS CASING 
BETCN CAVERNE~X A AGREGATS LCURDS CCULE E~ CCFFRAGES GRILLES 
ISORAPID 
HOHLBETCN,AUS GROBEM ~ATERIAL IN GITTERVERSCHALUNGEN ISORAPID 
GEGOSSEN 
CALCESTRUZZC ALVEOLATO PESANTE GETTATO IN CASSEFORME A RETE 
ISORAPID 
KORRELBETON ~ET GROVE TOESLAGEN,CESTCRT BlNNEN BEKISTINGSRCCSTERS 
ISORAPID 
HOOK SOLT ••· 







BOULON DE FO~CATION 
HAM~ERSCHRAUBE., 
SCHAUFELl!OLZEN 
BULLONE CCN TESTA A T., 
BULLONE Cl FONDAZIONE 
FUNOAMENTBOUT., 
ANKERBOUT 
HOOK SCREW ., 






BOULON DE FCNCATION 
HA~~ERSCHRAUBE., 
SCHAUFELt!CLZEN 
BULLCNE CCN TESTA A T., 






ELECTRIC IMPACT WRENCH 
CLEr DE SERRACE ELECTRICUE 
ELEKTRISCHER CREH~DME~TSCHRAUBE~SCHLUESSEL 









ROUND IRCN A~CHORAGE 
ANCRAGE EN FEPS RONCS 
Ru:mANKER 
ANCCRRACCIO I~ FERRI TCNDI 
VERANKERING VA~ RCNC STAAFSTAAL 
IRON SHEETING 
REINFGRCEC CONCRETE CAST I~ IRO~ SHEETING 
BETON ARME CCLLE EN BA~CHES METALLICUES 
JOINT BOLT 
IN STAHLSCHALLNGEN HERGESTELLTER STAHLBETCN 
CALCESTRUZZC ARMATO GETTATO IN CASSEFOR~E METALLICHE 
GEWAPENC BETC~ GESTCRT IN STALEN BEKISTING 
COTTER BOLT., 
EYE BOLT AND KEY., 
JCliH BCLT 
BOULON A CLAVETTE., 
BOULDN A GOUPILLE 
SCHLIESSBOLZE~ •• 
KEILBOLZEN 





JOl~TS SCUDES BOUT A BOUT 
STUMPF VERSCH~EISSTE STOESSE 





TELESCOPIC CEILING SUPPORTING JOISTS 
KEY •• 
ETANCONS TUBULAIRES TELESCOPIQUES UTILISES COM~E SUPPORTS DE 
PLANCHERS 
TELESKOPARTIGE STAHLROHRSTEMPEL ALS CECKENSTUETZEN 
PUNTELLI TUBOLARI TELESCOPIC! PER AR~ATURE Cl SOLAI 




EYE BOLT AND KEY., 
JOINT BOLT 
BOULON A CLAVETTE., 











BULLCNE A CHIAVETTA 
SPIE60UT 
LABYRINTH-TYPE 
LABYRINTH-TYPE CONNECT!(~ roR CLACDlhG UNITS 
LATERAL 
LABYRl~TH-TYPE co~~ECTIO~ FOR CLACDING UNITS 
DISPCSITIF CE RACCORDE~E~T CU TYPE E~ LADYRINTliE DES ELEMENTS DE 
FA CADE 
LABYRJNTHARTIGER ANS:HLUSS CER FASSACENELE~ENTE 
DISPCSITIVO Cl RACCGRCO DEL TIPC A LABIRI~TC PER ELE~E~TI Cl 
FACCIATA 
LABYRINTVOR~IGE VERLl~DING VAN GEVELELEPE~TEN 
LATERAL BRACING 
TUBULAR CROSS BAR CF LATERAL E~ACING 
TRAVERSE TUBULAIRE OU CCNTREVENTEMENT 
ROPRRIEGEL DES ~INCVERBANOES 
TRAVERSA TUROLARE DI CONTP.OVENTATUR~ 




PETAL HIGH-LEVEL CFENI~G LIGHTS 
CHASSIS-IMPOSTES CUVRANTS,EN ACIER 
KIPPFLUEGELOBERLICHTER AUS STAHL 
SERRA~ENTI IN ACCIAIO APRIBILI 
STALEN VALRAA~ VCCR BCVENLICHTEN 
MACHINED HEAD 
MESH 
BOLT WITH MACHINED HEAD 
BOULCN AVEC TETE USINEE 
BOLZEN ~IT BEARBEITtTEM KOPF 
BULLONE CON TESTA LAVORATA 




WELDED PESH REINFORCEMENT 
AR~ATURE EN TREILLIS sauce 
GESCHWEISSTE eAUSTAHLHATTE 

















METAL HIGH-LEVEL OPENING LIGHTS 
METAL HIGH-LEVEL CFENING LIGHTS 
CHASSIS-IMPOSTES OUVRANTS,E~ ACIER 
KIPPFLUEGELOBERLICHTER AUS STAHL 
SERRAMENTI IN ACCIAlO APRIBILI 
STALEN VALRAA~ VOOR BOVENLICHTEN 
METAL PRODUCTS 




STALEN RAMEN EN OEUREN 
METAL SHEETINGS ~ITH CO~TINUOUS SUPPORT 
METAL SHEETINGS ~ITH CONTINUOUS SUPPORT 
FEUILLES OE ~ETAL SUR APPUI CCNTINU 
METALLDACHPLATTEN AUF SCHALUNG 
LAMIERE ~ETALLICHE SU APPOGGIO CONTINUO 






RIVET A TETE CEMI RLNDE APLATIE 
RUNCNIET ~IT CRCSSE~ KOPF 
CHICCO A TESTA SE~ITCNCA LARGA 





TETE DE RIVET 
NIETKOPF 
TESTA DI CHIOCO 
NAGELKOP 
PAN HEAD WITH TAPERED NECK 
RIVET A TETE CONE TRCNCUE AVEC COLLET 
HALBVERSENKTER NIET., 
NIET MIT HALBVERSE~KTEM KOPF 










KLINKNAGEL MET HALFVERZONKEN KCP 
~ETTtNG 
NETTING 
HEXAGONAL WIRE NETTING 
TREILLIS TRIPLE TORSION 
NETTING 
DRAHTGEFLECHT ~IT DREIFACHER VERWINDUNG 
TRALICCIO A TCRSIONE TRIPLA 
DRAADVLECHT~ERK MET ZES~OEKIGE HAZEN 
SQUARE WIRE NETTING 
TREILLIS SirPLE TORSION 
DRAHTGEFLECHT MIT EINFACHER VERWINDUNG 
TRALICCIO A TCRSIONE SEMPLICE 













BOLT AND NUT 
BOULO!J A ECRCU 
SCHRAUBE~GOLZEN KIT MUTTER 
BULLONE CON CADO 
HOER BOUT 
PAN HEAD ~ITH TAPERED NECK 
PAN HEAC WITH TAPERED NECK 
RIVET A TETE CONE TkONQUE AVEC COLLET 
HALBVERSENKTER NIET., 
NIET MIT HALBVERSE~KTE~ KOPF 
CHIODO A TESTA CONICA TRCNCATA CON COLLETTO 
KLINKNAGEL MET HALFVERZCNKEN KOP 
PANELS 
PANELS TC PORTAL FRAMES 
FIXI~G PANELS TC PCRTAL FRA~ES 
FIXATION DES PA~~EAUX SUP LES PJRTIQUES 
BEFESTIGUNC DER ~A~D- BZ~ CECKENELE~ENTE AN DE~ RAH~EN 
FISSAGGIO DEi PAN~ELLI SUI PORTALI 











PANTILES IN GALVA~IZED STEEL SHEET 
SELF SUPPORTI~G PA~TILES I~ GALVA~IZED STEEL ShEET 
HACS AUTOPORTANTS EN TOLE C ACIE~ GALVANISEE 
SELBSTTRAGENCE PFANNEN AUS VERZl~KTE~ STAHLALECH 
ELE~ENTl AUTOPORTANTI I~ LA~IERA D ACCIAIC ZINCATA 
ZELFDRAGE~DE GEGALVA~ISEERDE STALEN PLATEN 
PIECE· • • 
STEEL STRINGER 
PILE 
STEEL STRING PIECE (GB> •• 
STEEL STRINGER IUSA> 
u ..-or, AC I ER 
STAHLTREPPENBAUM 
TRAVE DI RA~PA DI ACCIAIO 
STALEN TRAPBOOM 
CONCRETE PILE 
PIEU EN BETCN ARME 
STAHLBETCNPFEILER 






STAY BOLT •• 
PILLAR BOLT 









STUD BOLT •• 




PAS SS TIFT 

















PLATE BOLT ., 
PLATES 
TRACK BOLT FOR FASTENI~G FISH PLATES 
FISH BOLT., 
FISH PLATE BOLT., 
TRACK BOLT FCR FASTENING FISH PLATES 
BOULON D ECLISSE., 
BCULCN A VIS PGUR FIXER LES ECLISSES 
LASCHENBCLZEN., 
LASCHENSCHRAUBE 





FISH PLATE &OLT., 
TRACK BOLT FOR FASTENING FISH PLATES 
BOULON D ECLISSE., 
BOULON A VIS POUR FIXER LES ECLISSES 
L ASCHENBOLZ EN., 
LASCHENSCHRAUBE 
BULLONE DELLA STECCA lCHIAVARDA) 
LAS BOUT 
PLATFOR~S ON COLUMNS ANCHORED IN THE ROCK 
PORTAL 
STEEL PLATFOR~S ON CCLUM~S ANCHORED IN THE ROCK 
PLATES-FORMES METALLIQUES SUR POTEAUX ANCRES DA~S LE ROCHER 
STAHLPLATTFOR~EN AUF IM FELSEN VERANKERTEN STUETZEN 
PIATTAFORME ~ETALLICHE SU CCLONNE A~CORATE ALLA ROCCIA 
STALEN PLATFORKEN OP IN OC ROTS VERANKERDE KCLCMMEN 
PORTAL FRAMES 
FIXING PANELS TO PCRTAL FRAMES 
PRE-COATING 
FIXATION DES PANNEAUX SUR LES PORTIQUES 
BEFESTIGUNG DER WANU- BZW OECKENELE~ENTE AN OEN RAHMEN 
FISSAGGIO DCI PANttELLI SUi PORTALI 
BEVESTIGING VAN OE PANELEN OP OE PORTALEN 
PRE-COATING OF STRIP 







PREREVETEMENT OU FEUILLARD 
VORUMMANTELU~C DES BANDES 
PRERIVESTIMENTO DEL NASTRO 
VOORBEKLEOING VAN BANDSTAAL 
PRODUCTS 
PRODUCTS 




STALEN RAMEN EN DEUREN 
PROPS 
PROPS 
BROAD-FLANGE I-SECTION PROPS 
BEQUILLES EN FERS H 
STUETZEN AUS COPPEL-T-PRCFJLEN 
APPOGGI RICAVATl DA PUTRELLE AD ALI LARCHE 
STUTTEN VAN OLBBCL-T-PRCFIELEN 
PURltN 
PURLIN 
~ACO~OER TRELLIS PLRLIN 
PANNE [N TREILLIS M~COMBER 
CITTERPFETTE ~ACO~BER 





IPN STEEL PRINCIPAL RAFTERS 
ARBALETRIERS ACIER I.P.N. 
STAHLSPARREN IPN 
PUNTC~l DI ACCIAIO IPN 
STALE:J I.P.r.. CAKSPA:HEN 
RAIL SPIKE • , 























CONTl~UOUS FOOTING IN REJNFCR:ED CONCRETE 
SEMELLE FJLANTE EN BETO~ ARME 
STREJFENFUNCA~ENT AUS STAHLBETON 
SCLETTA DJ FO~DAZIONE CONTINUA JN CEWENTO ARMATO 
STROKENFUNDERJ~G VA~ GE~APEND SETON 
REINFORCED CONCRETE CAST IN IRON SHEETING 
REINFORCEC CONCRETE CAST IN IRCN SHEETING 
SETON AR~E COLLE EN SANCHES ~ETALLIQUES 
JN STAHLSCHALL~GEN hERGESTELLTER STAHLBETCN 
CALCESTRUZZO ARJl.ATO GETTATO JN CASSEFORJJ,E ~ETALLICHE 
GEWAPEND BETCN GESTORT I~ STALEN BEKISTING 
REINFORCED CONCRETE CAST ON SITE 
REINFORCED CCNCRETE CAST ON SITE 
BETCN ARME CCLLE EN PLACE 
ORTBETCNIERTER STAHLBETCN 
CALCESTRUZZC ARMATO GETTATC JN OPERA 
JN HET WERK GESTGRT GEWAPEND SETON 
REJNFCRCED CONCRETE CCR~JCE 
R£1NFORCED CONCRETE CORNICE 
CORNICHE EN &ETCN ARME 
HAUPTGESJMS ALS STAHLBETON 
GRCNDA DJ CALCESTRUZZO ARMATO 
KROCNLJJST VA~ GEWAPE~D BETCN 
REINFORCED FDA~ CONCRETE SLAB 
REINFORCED FOAM CCNCRETE SLAB 
PLACUE CE BETCN CELLULAJRE ARME •• 
PLAQUE C[ eETON ~CUSSE ARY.E 
ARJl,IERTE SCHAL~BETCNPLATTE 
PIASTRA CJ CALCESTRuZZO CELLULARE 
PLAAl VAN GE~APEND SCHUIMBETON 
REINFORCEJJ,ENT 
REINFCRCE.,ENT 
FLOOR ~ITH FLA~GEC ShEET REINFCRCEMENT 
PLA~CHER UTJLJSANT CO~ME AR~ATURE LA TOLE PLIEE 
DECKE ~IT KUE~PEL9LECHBEWEPRUNG 
SOLAJO UTILIZZANTE LAMIERA PJEGATA CCME AR~ATURA 
VLCFR, ~AARSJJ ALS ~APE~ING GEVCUWEN PLAAT WOP.Cl GEBRUIKT 
REINFCRCEJJ.ENT 
TENSILE REJNFGRCE~ENT 











AR~ATURA Cl TRAZIONE 
TREKWAPENING 
REINFORCH'E~H 
WELDED W~SH REINFCRCEKENT 
AR~ATURE E~ TREILLIS SOUDE 
GESCH~EISSTE eAUSTAHL~ATTE 
ARMATURA IN RETE SALDATA 
GELASTE ~ETWAPENING 
RING BOLT •• 
EYE SCREW 
EYE BOLT •• 
RING BOLT •• 
EYE SCREW 
BOULON A OEILLET 
AUGENBOLZEN 







COUNTERSUNK OR FLUSH RIVET 
RIVET NOYE.• 
RIVET A TETE FRAISEE 
VERSENKTER NIET 
CHIODO A TESTA FRESATA 
KLINKNAGEL MET VERZONKEN KOP 
FLAT HEAD COUNTERS~NK RIVET 
RIVET A TETE PLATE NOYEE 
SENKNIET 
CHICDC A TESTA SVASATA PIANA 
VERZONKEN KLI~KNAGEL 
HEADLESS RIVET 
RIVET A TETE PERDUE 
KOPFLOSER NIET 
CHIODO A TESTA CIECA 
KLINKNAGEL ZO~DER KOP 
MUSHROO~-HEAD RIVET 
RIVET A TETE CE~I RONDE APLATJE 
RU~DNIET MIT GROSSEK KOPF 
CHIODO A TESTA SE~ITONDA LARGA 















ROUNC 10~ SNAP OR euTTON) RIVET 
RIVET A TETE CEMI RCNDE 
RUNDNIET., 
HAL BRUND!\ I ET 
CHIODO A TESTA SE~ITONCA 
Kl INKNAGEL ~ET llALFR:JNCE KOP 
ROUNC HEAD COhTERSL~K RIVET 
RIVET A TETE RONDE NOYEE 
lINSENSENKhlET 
CHIODO A TESTA SVAS£TA CCN CALCTTA 
KLINKNAGEL ~Cl RCNCE VERZCNKEN KOP 





TETE DE RIVET 
NIETKOPF 
TESTA DI CHICCO 
NAGELKOP 
STEEL ROCF TRUSS 
CHARPENTE MET~LLIOUE DE TOITURE 
METALLDACHGER~EST 
CARPENTERIA METALLICA DEL TETTO 
STAL[N DAKCCNSTRUCTIE 
ROOFS WITH STEEL TRUSS 
SLOPING ROOFS WITH STEEL TRUSS 
TCITURES INCLINEES AVEC FERMES EN ACIER 
GENEIGTE DAEC~ER ~IT STAHLSPARREN 
TETTI INCLINATI CCN CAPRIATE I~ ACCIAIO 
HELLE~CE DAKE~ MET ~TALEN GEBINT 
ROUND-HEADED 
SC REY 
ROUND-HEADED BOLT ., 
HEAD BUTTON BOLT 
ROUND-HEADED BOLT., 
HEAD DUTTON BOLT 
BOULON A TETE RONDE 
BOLZEN MIT RUNDEM KOPF 
BULLONE A TESTA TONDA 












BCULON A OEILLET 
AUGENBOLZEN 









BOULON DE FONCATION 
HAM~ERSCHRAUBE., 
SCHAUFELBOLZEN 
BULLCNE CON TESTA A T., 








































WALL AND WINDGW SECTION 
PANNEAU OE FACADE A CHASSIS DE FENETRE 
STIRNWAND MIT EI~GEfiAUTEN FENSTERZARGEN 
PANNELLO ~URC-FINESTRA 
GEVELPANEEL MET INGEBOUWD RAA~KOZIJN 
SECTIO:'\I PROPS 
ORCAC-FLANGE 1-srcTION PROPS 
REQUILLES EN FERS H 
STUETZEN AUS COPPEL-T-PRCFILEN 
APPOGGI RICAVATI OA PUTRELLE AO ALI LARGHE 




BOULC~ A CHAPEAU., 
BCULON A TETE 
KOPFSCHP.AUBE., 
KCPFBOLZEN 
BULLONE A CAPPELLO., 
BULLGNE A TESTA 
KOPSCHROEF 
SET INTO THE WALL 
DOOR AND ~INDCW FRAMES OF NORMAL BENDING QUALITY SHEET SET INTO THE 
WALL 
HUISSERIES E~ TCLE PLIEE E~ MURS 
ZAR~E:'\I AUS FALZOLECH IN DEN WAENDEN 
T~LAI Cl LA~IERA PIEGATA ~El ~URI 
KOZIJNEN VAN GEPROFILEERD PLAATSTAAL IN ORAGENDE MUREN 






S TI F TSCHRAUBE., 
PA SSS TIFT 


















SELF SUPPORTING PA~TILES IN GALVANIZED STEEL SHEET 
BACS AUTOPORTA~TS EN TOLE D ACIER GALVANISEE 
SELBSTTRAGENCE PFAN~EN AUS VERZINKTE~ STAHLBLECH 
ELEME~TI AUTCPORTANTI IN LAMIERA D ACCIAIC ZINCATA 
ZELFDRAGENDE GEGALVANISEERDE STALEN PLATEN 
SHEET REINFORCEMENT 
FLOCR WITH FLANGED SHEET REI~FDRCEMENT 
PLA~C~IER UTILISANT COMME AR~ATURE LA TOLE PLIEE 
DECKE ~IT KUE~PELBLECHBEWEHRUNG 
SOLAIO UTILIZZANTE LAMIERA PIEGATA COME ARMATURA 
VLCER, WAARBIJ ALS WAPENING GEVCUWEN PLAAT WOROT GEBRUIKT 
SHEET SET INTO THE WALL 
OCCR AND WINDO~ FRAMES OF NOR~AL BENDING CUALITY SHEET SET INTO THE 
WALL 
HUISSERIES E~ TOLE PLIEE EN MURS 
ZARGEN AUS FALZBLECH IN DEN ~AENDEN 
TELAI DI LA~IERA PIEGATA NEI MURI 
KOZIJNEN VAN CEPROFILEERD PLAATSTAAL IN OHAGENDE MUREN 
SHEET U-BEAMS 
NORMAL BENDING QUALITY SHEET U-BEAMS 
SOLIVES-HOURDIS EN TOLE PLIEE EN U 
U-TRAEGER AUS FALZBLECH 
NERVATURE-RIE~PI~ENIO DI LA~IERA PIEGATA AO U 




REINFORCED CONCRETE CAST IN IRON SHEETING 
BETCN ARME CC~LE EN SANCHES METALLIQUES 
IN STAHLSCHAL~~GEN HERGESTELLTER STAHLBETCN 
CALCESTRUZZO ARMATO GETTATO IN CASSEFORME ~ETALLICHE 
GEWAPEND BETC~ GESTORT IN STALEN BEKISTING 
SHEETINGS WITH CO~TINUO~S SUPPORT 
SLAB 
METAL SHEETINGS WITH CONTINUOUS SUPPORT 
FEUILLES DE METAL SUR APPUI CONTINU 
METALLDACHPLATTE~ AUF SCHALUNG 
LAMIERE METALLICHE SU APPOGGIO CONTINUO 












REINFORCED FOA~ :c~CRETE SLAB 
PLACUE CE BETC1 C£LLULAIRE ARME., 
PLACUE CE BETCN ~CUSSE AR~E 
AR~JERTE SCHAL~SETC~PLATTE 
PJASTRA CJ CALCESTRUZZC CE~LULARE 













SKALL METAL PRODUCTS 




STALEN RA~EN EN DEUREN 
SNUG BOLT 
SNUG BOLT 
BOULON A ERGOT 
HAKE~SCHRAUBE., 
NASENSCHRAUBE 

































RAIL SPIKE ., 





























SOUDEUSE PAR POINTS 
PUNKTSCH~EISS~ASCHINE 













60ULON A TETE CARREE 
BOLZEN ~IT VIERKANTKOPF 
BULLONE A TESTA QUAORATA 
BOUT MET VIERKANTE KOP 













STRUCTURAL ALLOY STEEL., 
CONSTRUCTIO~AL ALLCY STEEL 
STEEL ., 
ACIER OE CCNSTRUCTJCN ALLIE 
LEGIERTER BAUSTAHL 
ACCIAIO LECATC CA CCSTRUZIONI 
~ELEGEERD CC~STRUCTIESTAAL 
CONSTRUCTIONAL ALLOY STEEL 
STRUCTURAL ALLOY STEEL., 
CONSTRUCTIONAL ALLCY STEEL 
ACJER CE CONSTRUCTION ALLIE 
LEGIERTER BAUSTAHL 
ACCIAIC LEGATC DA CCSTRUZICNI 
GELECEERD CONSTRUCTJESTAAL 
STEEL BUILDING COMPONENT 
PRESSED STEEL BUILtI~G CCMPO~ENT 
ELE~E~T DE CC~STRUCTICN E~ ACIER ESTAMPE 
GEStNKSTAHLBA~TEIL 
ELE~ENTO DI CCSTRUZIC~E I~ ACCIAJO STAMPATO 
GESTA~ST STAALBCUWELEY.E~T 
STEEL BUILDS THE FUTURE 
STEEL BUILDS THE F~TURE 
L ACIER CO~STRUIT L AVENJR 
STAHL FUER CIE ~Ell VCN ~GRCEN 
L ACCIAIO CCSTRUISCE L AVVENJRE 








STEEL CELLAR FRA~E 
STEEL CELLAR FRA~E 
CHkSSIS CE CAVE EN ACIER 
KELLERRAH~E~ A0S STAHL 
TELA! Cl CA:.;TI:<A 1:~ ACCIAIO 
5TALEN KELCERKCZIJ~EN 
STEEL DECKING 





STEEL PLATFOR~S CN CCLU,NS A~CHORED I~ THE ROCK 
STEEL PLATFOR~S G~ CCLUMNS ANCHOREC IN THE ROCK 
~LATES-FCRKES ~ETALLIQUES SUR POTEAUX A~CRES DANS LE ROCHER 
STAHLPLATTFOR,EN AUF I~ FELSEN VERANKERTEN STUETZEN 
PIATTAFORME ~ETALLICHE SU CULCNNE A~CCRATE ALLA ROCCIA 
STALCN PLATFORME~ OP IN DE ROTS VERANKERDE KCLO~HEN 
STEEL PRI~CIPAL RAFTERS 
IPN STEEL PRINCIPAL RAFTERS 
ARBALETRIERS ACIER I.P.N. 
STAllLSPARREN IPN 
PUNTONl Cl ACCIAIO IPN 
STALEN I.P.N. DAKSPANTEN 
STEEL ROOF TRUSS 
STEEL ROCF TRUSS 
CHARPENTE METALLIOUE DC TOITURE 
METALLDACHGERUEST 
CARPENTERIA ~ETALLICA DEL TETTO 
STALEN CAKCONSTRUCTIE 
STEEL SHEET 
SELF SUPPORTING PA~TILES IN GALVANIZED STEEL ShEET 
BACS AUTOPORTANTS E~ TOLE 0 ACIER GALVANISEE 
SELBSTTRAGENDE PFANNEN AUS VERZINKTEM STAHLBLECH 
ELE~ENTI AUTOPORTANTI I~ LA~IERA D ACCIAIC ZINCATA 
ZELFDRAGENDE CEGALVA~ISEERDE STALEN PLATEN 
STEEL STRING PIECE •• 
STEEL STRINGER 
STEEL STRI~G PIECE IGBJ •• 
STEEL STRINGER IUSAJ 
LI MOt~ AC I ER 
STAHLTREPPENBAUM 













STEEL STRING PIECE IGB>., 
STEEL STRINGER lUSA) 
LIMO~ AC IER 
STAHL TREl'PENBAU~ 
TRAVE DI RAY.PA DI ACCIAIO · 
STALE:~ TRAPBCCM 
STEEL TRUSS 
SLOPING ROOFS WITH STEEL TRUSS 
TOITURES INCLI~EES AVEC FERKES E~ ACIER 
GENEIGTr CAEC~ER ~IT STAHLSPARREN .. 
TETTI INCLINATI CCN CAPRIATE IN ACCIAIO 
HCLLENDE DAKEN MET ~TALE~ GEBINT 
STEEL TUBULAR FOUNDATICNS 
STIFFENING 
STEEL ruguLAR FOUNCATIONS 
FONDATIC~ PAR TUBES ~ETALLIQUES 
ROEHRENG.RUE!llCLNG 
FONOAlJCNJ A TU~I 0 ACCIAIO 
STALEN ~UISFUNDERINGEN 
STIFFENING AND BRACING CF CURTAIN WALLS 
STIFFENING ANO BRACING OF CURTAlN WALLS 
RAIOISSAGE ET SOUTIEN DES MURS-RIOEAUX 
VERSTEIFUNG U~D ABSTUETZUNG VON VORHANGWAENDEN 
IRRIGICIMENTG E SCSTEGNO DELLE PARETI-CORTINA 




POUTRE DE RIGIDITE 
VERSTEIFUNGSTRAEGER 
TRAVE DJ RINFCRZO 
VERSTERKINGSLIGGER 
STRING PIECE ., 
STEEL STRINGER 
STEEL STRING PIECE IGB)., 





TRAVE DI RA~PA DJ ACCIAIO 
STALEN TRAPBOCM 
STEEL STRING PIECE IGB)., 














PRE-COATING OF STRIP 
PREREVETEMENT DU FEUILLARD 
VORUM~ANTELUNC DES BANDES 
PRERIVESTIME~TO DEL ~ASTRO 
VCORBEKLEDl~G VAN BA~DSTAAL 
STRUCTURAL 
STUD 
SIRUCTURAL ALLOY STEEL ., 
CONSTRUCTIONAL ALLOY STEEL 
STRUCTURAL ALLOY STEEL., 
CONSTRUCTIONAL ALLCY STEEL 
STUD, 
ACIER OE CC~STRUCTICN ALLIE 
LE~IERTER BAUSTAHL 








DULLC~E SENZA TESTA (PRIGIGNIERO) 
TAPE IND 
STUD BOLT ., 





PR I SONNIER 
STIFTSCHRAUBE., 
PASSSTIFT 




METAL SHEETINGS WITH CONTI~uous SUPPORT 
FEUILLES CE ~ETAL SUR APPUI CONTINU 









LAMIERE ~ETALLICHE SU APPOCGJO CONTINUO 




CRA~PON A VIS 
HAKENSCHRAUBE 










BOULON DE FCNCATION 
HA~MERSCHRAUBE., 
SCHAUFELBCLZEN 
BULLONE CON TESTA A T., 
BULLCNE CJ FO~CAZICNE 
FUNDAMENTBOUT., 
ANKERBOUT 
CONE HEAD BOLT., 
TAPER BOLT 
BOULCN A TETE CCNlQUE 
BOLZEN ~IT KC~ISCHE~ KOPF 
SULLONE A TESTA CONJCA 




PA~ HEAD WITH TAPERED NECK 
RIVET A TETE CONE TRC~QUE AVEC COLLET 
HALBVERSENKTER NIET., 
~JET MIT HALBVERSE~KTC~ KOPF 
CHlCCO A TESTA CONIC~ TRO~CATA CON CCLLETTO 
KLINKNAGEL ~ET HALFVERZO~KCN KCP 
TELESCOPIC CEILING SUPPCRTJNG JCJSTS 
TELESCOPIC CEILl~G SUPPO~Tl~~ JOISTS 
ETANCONS TUSULAJRES TELESCCPICUES UTILISES cc~~E SUPPORTS DE 
PLA~CllERS 
TELESKOPARTICE STAHLROHRST[~PEL ALS CECKE~STUETZEN 
PUNTELLI TueCLARI TELESCOPIC! PER AR~ATURE DI SOLAI 











AR~ATURE DE TRACTION 
ZUGBEWEHRUNG 


















SCHNE I DBRENt~E R 
CANNELLO DA TAGLIO 
SNIJBRANCER 
WELDING BURNER., 
WELDl~G TORCH lU S) 
CHALU~EAU SOUCEUR 
SCHWEISSBRENNER 
CANNELLO PER SALDARE 
LASBRANDER 
TRACK BOLT FOR FASTENING FISH PLATES 
FISH BOLT., 
FISH PLATE BOLT., 
TRACK SOLT FOR FASTENING FISH PLATES 
BOULON D ECLISSE., 
BOULON A VIS PCUR FIXER LES ECLISSES 
LASCHENBOLZEN., 
LASCHENSCHRAUBE 




HOLLOW CONCRETE WITH COARSE AGGREGATES CAST IN ISORAPID TRELLIS CASING 










HOHLBETO~,AUS GRCEE!'. ~ATE~IAL I~ GlTTERVERSCHALUNGES ISORAPID 
CEGOSSEN 
CALCEST~UZZC ALVEOLATC PESA~TE GETTATC lN CASSEFORME A RETE 
ISORAPIO 









~ACC~BER TRELLIS PLRLIN 
PA~~E E~ TREILLIS MACOMBER 
GITTERPFETTE ~ACO~BER 
CORRENTE A T~ALICCIO ~ACO~BER 
MACO~BER TRALIEGCRCING 
SLOPING RCGFS WITll STEEL TRUSS 
TOITURES l~CLINEES AVEC FE~~ES EN ACIER 
GCNEIGTE ~AEC~ER ~IT STAHLSPARREN 
TETTI INCLINATI CON CAPRIATE I~ ACCIAIO 
HELLE~OE CA~E\ MET STALE~ GESINT 
STEEL ROOF TRUSS 
CHARPENTE ~CT~LLIQUE DE TOITURE 
HE TALLCACllG ERl.:ES T 
CARPENTERIA ~ETALLICA DEL TETTO 
STALEN CAKCCNSTRUCTIE 
FINNED HEATING TUBES 
TUYAUX A AILETTES DE CHAUFFAGE 
RIPPENROHRHEIZKOERPER 
TUBI ALETTATI DI RISCALDAMENTO 
RIBBENBUIZEt\ 
TUBULAR CROSS BAR OF LATERAL BRACING 
TUBULAR CROSS BAR CF LATERAL BRACING 
TRAVERSE TUBULAIRE DU CONTREVENTEMENT 
ROHRRIEGEL DES WINDVERBANDES 
TRAVERSA TUBCLARE DI CO~TRCVENTATURA 
BUISVORMIGE KRUISBALK VA~ HET WINOVERBAND 
TUBULAR FOUNDATIONS 
STEEL TUBULAR FOUNCATIONS 
FONOATION PAR TUBES ~ETALLIQUES 
ROEHRENGRUENOUNG 












NOR~AL BENDING QUALITY SHEET U-BEAP.S 
SOLIVES-HCURCIS EN TOLE PLIEE EN U 
U-TRAEGER AUS FALZBLECH 
~ERVATURE-RIErPl~ENTC DI LA~IERA PIEGATA AC U 
U-VCRMICE VLCERBALKEN VAN GEVOUftEN PLAATSTAAL 
LABYRINTH-TYPE co~~[CTION FO~ CLADDING UNITS 
DISPOSITJF DE RACCORDCME~T OU TYPE [N LABYRINTHE DES ELEMENTS DE 
FA CADE 
LASYRJl\HIARTICER A!\SCHLUSS DER FASSACENCLE~ENTE 
DISPQSITIVO DI RAC~ORDO DEL TlPO A LABIRil\TC PER ELE~E~TI CI 
FACCIATA 










ADJUSTABLE VENT FLAP 
FERVETURE DE VENTILATION 
LUEFTUNCSVERSCHLUSS 
APERTUR~ DI VCNTILAZIONE 
VENTILATIE-CPE~INGEN 









VI ERE ;~OE EL BALI< EN 
DOOR A~D WINDOW FRA~ES OF NGRMAL BENDING tUALilY SHEET SET INTO THE 
WALL 
HUISSERIES E~ TCLE PLIEE E~ ~URS 
ZARGEN AUS FALZBLECH I~ DE~ ~AENDEN 
TELAI DI LAVIENA PI[CATA ~El ~URI 










WALL AND WINDOW SECTION 
WALL AND WINDOW SECTION 
PANNEAU DE FACADE A CHASSIS OE FE~ETRE 
STIRNWAND MIT EINGE~AUTEN FENSTERZARGEN 
PANNELLO ~URO-FINESTRA 
GEVELPA~EEL ~ET INGEBCUWO RAAMKOZIJN 
WALLS 
WALLS 
STIFFENING AND BRACING CF CURTAIN WALLS 
RAIDISSAGE ET SOUTIEN DES MURS-RIDEAUX 
VERSTEIFUNG U~D ABSTUETZUNG VON VORHANGWAENDEN 
IRRIGIDIMENTO E SOSTEGNO DELLE PARETI-CORTINA 











SOUDEUSE PAR POINTS 
PUNKTSCHWEISS~ASCHINE 
SALDATRICE ELETTRICA A PUNT! 
PUNTLASAPPARAAT 
WELDING BURNER ., 
\iOELDING TORCH 
WELD me; BURNER., 
WELDING TORCH lU S> 
CHALUMEAU SOUDEUR 
SCHWEISSBRENNER 





WELDING TORCH CU S) 
CHALUMEAU SOUDEUR 
SCH\\EISSBRENNER 
CA~NELLO PER SALOARE 
LASBRANDER 









DOCR AND WINCO~ FRAMES OF ~OR~~L BE~Dl~G CUALITY SHEET SET INTO THE 
WALL 
HUISSERIES E~ TCLE PLIEE EN ~URS 
ZARGEN AUS FALZBLECH I~ D~N WAENDEN 
TELAI DI LA~IEKA PIEGATA NEI MURI 
KOZIJNEN VAN G[?ROFILHRD P·LAATSTAAL H~ DRAGENDE ~UREN 
wrnoori SECTICN 
WALL A~C WINDO~ SECTION 
PA~NEAU DE FACADE A CHASSIS DE FEHETRE 
STIRNWAND MIT EINGEBAUTEN FENSTERZARGEN 
PA~NELLO MURC-FINESTRA 
GEVELPANEEL ~ET INGEBOUWD RAAMKOZIJN 
WIRE NETT ING 
HEXAGONAL WIRE ~ETTING 
TREILLIS TRIPLE TORSION 
DRAHTCEFLECIH MIT DREIFACliER VERWINDU~~G 
TRALICCIO A TCRSIONE TRIPLA 
ORAADVLECHTWERK ~ET ZESHOEKIGE HAZEN 
WIRE NfTTING 
SQUARE ~IRE NETTING 
TREILLIS SI~PLE TCRSION 
ORAHTGEFLECHT ~IT EINFACHER VER~INDUNG 
TRALICCIG A TCRSIO~E SE~PLICE 












ELECTRIC IMPACT WRENCH 
CLEF DE SERRAGE ELECTRICUE 
ELEKTRISCHER C~EH~C~ENT~CHRAUBENSCHLUESSEL 


















SINGLE-PJTCHEC LATTICED TRUSSES BUILT UP CF LIGHT ANGLES 
FER~ETTES EN TREILLIS CC~PCSEES DE CCR~JERES LEGERES 
FACH~ERKSINCER AUS LEICHT[~ ~INKELPRCFILE~ 
CAPRJATELLE A TRALJCCIO FOR~ATE CON ANGCLARJ LEGCERI 
VAKWERKSPANTE~ UIT LICHT HCEKSTAAL 
ASSEMBLY 
ASSEMBLY 
CHORD OF THE SPACE-FRA~E ASSEMBLY 
ME~BRURES OE L CSSATURE SPATIALE 
GURTE DES RAEL~LICHE~ FACHhERKES 
SRIGLIE CELLA STRUTTURA SPAZIALE 
SPA~TEN VAN HET RUI~TELIJK VAKWERK 
AXONOMETRIC 





AXCNC~ETRIC PRCJECTICN CF A STEEL FRA~EWCRK BUILCING WITH FRAMEWORK 
FLOCR BEAMS 
COUPE AXONOMETRICUE D UN IMMEUBLE A CSSATURE METALLIQUE AVEC 
POUTRES AJOUREES 
AXCNCMETRISCHC CARSTELLUN~ EINES STAHLSKELETTGEBAEUDES HIT 
DECKENFACHWERKTRAEGERN 
SEZIONE ASSCNCMETRICA DI UN ECIFICIC A STRUTTURA HETALLICA CON 
TRAVETTI RETICOLARI 
AXONOMETRISChE PROJECTIE VAN EEN GEBOUW MET STAALSKELET EN 
VAK~ERKVLOERLIGGERS 
AXONOHETRIC PROJECTION OF A STEEL FRAMEWORK BUILDING WITH FRAMEWORK 
FLOOR BEAMS 
COUPE AXONOMETRIQUE D UN IMMEUBLE A CSSATURE METALLIQUE AVEC 
POUTRES AJOUREES 
AXCNOMETRISCHE CARSTELLUNG EINES STAHLSKELETTGEBAEUDES HIT 
DECKENFACHWERKTRAEGERN 
SEZIONE ASSCNCMETRICA DI UN EDIFICIO A STRUTTURA METALLICA CON 
TRAVETTI RETICOLARI 
AXONOHETRISCHE PROJECTIE VAN EEN GEBCUW MET STAALSKELET EN 
VAKWERKVLOERLIGGERS 






AXONOMETRIC PROJECTIO~ OF A STEEL FRAMEWORK BUILDING WITH FRAMEWORK 
FLOOR BEAMS 
COUPE AXCNO~ETRIQUE D UN IMMEUBLE A OSSATLRE METALLIQUE AVEC 
PO~TRES AJOUREES 
AXONOMETRISCHE DARSTELLUNG EINES STAHLSKELETTGEBAEUDES HIT 
DECKENFACHWERKTRAEGERN 
SEZIONC ASSONCrETRICA DI UN EDIFICIO A STRUTTURA METALLICA CON 
TRAVETTI RETICGLARI 

























CHORD OF THE SPACE-FRA~'.E ASSEJ.:BLY 
CHORC OF THE SPACE-FRAME ASSEMBLY 
MEMBRURES D[ L CSSATURE SPATIALE 
GURTE DES RAELH ICllE:J FACH:-IERKES 
B~IGLIE DELLA STRUTTURA SPAZIALE 
SPA'HE~J VAN HH RIJIMTELIJK VAKWERK 
CONSTRUCTION 
CONSTRUCTION 
RIGID FRA~E CC~STRLCTION 
CONSTRUCTIO~ A CSSATURE RI~IDE 
STEIFER SKELETTBAU 












STEEL FRAMEWORK FOR CURTAIN WALLS 
STRUCTURE DE SUPPORT EN ACIER POUR MURS-RIDEAUX 
TRAGWERK AUS STAHL FUER 'A~TELWAENDE IVORHANGWAENDEl 
STRUTTURA DI SOSTEGNO IN ACCIAIO PER PARETI-CORTINA 




FACING FRAMEWORK WITH VERTICAL GIRDERS 
FACING FRAMEWORK ~ITH VERTICAL GIRDERS l~IDE ~AIN MULLIONS> 
STRUCTU~E PORTANTE DE FACADE A PROFILS PRINCIPAUX VERTICAUX 
FASSADENTRAG~ERK 'IT VERTIKALE~ HAUPTSPROSSEN 
STRUTTURA PORTANTE DI FACCIATA CON PROFILATI PRINCIPAL! VERTICAL! 
DRAGENDE GEVELCCNSTRUCTIE MET VERTICALE HCOFD STIJLEN 
FLOOR BEA~S 
AXONCMETRIC PROJECTIO~ OF A STEEL FRAMEWCRK BUILDING WITH FRAMEWORK 
FLOOR BEAMS 
COUPE AXONOMETRI~UE D UN IMMEUBLE A CSSAT~RE ~ETALLIQUE AVEC 
POUTRES AJCUREES 
AXCNOMETRISCH( DARSTELLUNG EINES STAllLSKELETTGEBAEUDES HIT 
CECKENFACHWER~TRAEGERN 
SEZIONE ASSCNCMETRICA DI UN EDIFICIC A STRUTTURA ~ETALLICA CON 
TRAVETTI RETICOLARJ 
AXONO~ETRISCHE PROJECTIE VAN EEN GEBCUW MET STAALSKELET EN 
VAKWERKVLCERLIGGERS 
FRAME - STRUCTURE 
STATICALLY INCETER~INED FRA,E-STRUCTURE 
STRUCTURE A CA~RES hYPCRSTATIQUE 
HYP[RSTATISCHE RAH~ENBAUWEISE 
STRUTTURA A TELAI IPERSTATJCA 
STATISCH CNBEPAALD( RA~E~STRUCTUUR 
FRA'E CONSTRUCTIO~ 
RIGID FRA~E CDNSTRLCTION 
CONSTRUCTION A OSSATURE RIGIDE 
STEIF~R SKELETTBAU 
COSTRUZIC~E AC CSSATURA RIGIDA 
STIJVE SKELETBCUW 
FRA'E WITH SCUARE ~CDULAR GRIDS 
RECTILINEAR FRA~E ~ITH S~UARE ~8CULAR GRIDS 
CSSATUR~ PLA~E AVE: OES GRILLES ~CD~LAIRES A ~AILLES CARREES 
GERADLI~ICES TRAGWERK ~IT CUADRATISC~EN GITTEREJNHEITEN 
STRUTTURA PIA~A CCN RETICCLI PCDULARI A MAGLIE QUACRATE 










PANEL INFILLINGS TC FRA~ED STRUCTURES 
FRAMEWORK 
FRAMEWORK 
RE~PLISSAGE Pft~ PA~NEAUX POUR CSSAT~RES EN CADRE 
FUELL~AENDE I~ SKELETTB~UTEN 
TA~PCNA~ENTC Cl STRUTTURE 4 SC~ELETRC INDIPE~DENTE 
BDUWSKELETVULLI~CE~ MET PA~ELEN 
TRELLIS FRAMEWORK 
STRUCTURE PCRTANTE E~ FCR~E DE GRILLE 
GITTERFCERMICES TRAG~ERK 
STRUTTURA PCRTANTE A RETICOLO 
DRAGE~D RASTERWERK 
FRA~EWORK DUILDING WITH fRA~EWORK FLOOR BEAMS 
AXCNC~ETRIC PRCJ~CTICh CF A STEEL FRA~EWCRK BUILDING WITH FRAMEWORK 
FLCCR BEAMS 
COUPE AXO~O~ETRIQUE D UN I~~EUDLE A CSSATURE ~ETALLIQUE AVEC 
POUTRES AJOUREES 
AXONOMETRISCHE CARSTELLUNG EINES STAHLSKELETTGEBAEUDES MIT 
DECKENFACHWERKTRAEGERN 
SEZIONE ASSONCMETRICA Cl U~ EGIFICIO A STRUTTURA METALLICA CON 
TRAVETTI RETICOLARI 
AXCNO~ETRISCHE PROJECTIE VA~ EE~ GEBCUW KET STAALSKELET EN 
VAKWERKVLOERLIGGERS 
FRA~EftORK FLCOR BEAMS 
AXONOMETRIC PROJECTION OF A STEEL FRA~EWCRK BUILDING WITH FRAMEWORK 
FLOCR BEAMS 
COUPE AXDNO~ETRIQUE D UN IMMEUBLE A CSSATURE METALLIQUE AVEC 
POUTRES AJOUREES 
AXONOMETRISCHE DARSTELLUNG EINES STAHLSKELETTGEBAEUDES MIT 
DECKENFACHWERKTRAEGERN 
SEZIONE ASSONCMETRICA DI UN EDIFICIO A STRUTTURA METALLICA CON 
TRAVETTI RETICOLARI 
AXDNOMETRISCHE PROJECTIE VAN EEN GEBCUW MET STAALSKELET EN 
VAKWERKVLDERLIGGERS 
FRA~EWORK FOR CURTAIN WALLS 
STEEL FRAMEWCRK FOR CURTAIN WALLS 
STRUCTURE DE SUPPORT EN ACIER POUR ~URS-RIDEAUX 
TRAGWERK AUS STAHL FUER ~ANTELWAENCE lVCRHANGWAENDEJ 
STRUTTURA DI SOSTEGNO IN ACCIAIO PER PARETI-CORTINA 
ORAGEND RAA~WERK VAN STAAL VOOR GORDIJNMUREN 
FRA~E~ORK OF GIRDERS A~C JOISTS ~ACE OF GRADE ACX STEEL 
ORTHOGONAL FRAMEWORK OF GIRDERS AND JOISTS ~ADE OF GRADE ADX STEEL 
OSSATURE ORTHCGONALE DE SCLIVES ET DE POUTRES EN ACIER ADX 










OSSATURA CRTCGONALE DI TRAVERSE E TRAVI ~AESTRE l~ ACCJAIO AOX 
ORTHC~O~ALE CC~STRUCTIE VA~ VLCEqLIGGE~S E~ HCCFDllGGERS 
SA~E~GESTELC LIT HANCELSSTAAL 
FRA~EWORK wlTH VERTICAL GIRDERS 
FACING FRA~EkORK ~ITH VERTICAL GiRCERS l~IDE ~AIN r.ULLIONS) 
STRUCTURE PC~TANTE DE FACACE A PROF!LS PRINCIPAUX VERTICAUX 
FASSAD:NTRAGWERK ~IT VERTIKALE~ HAUPTSPRCSSEN 
STRUTTURA PCRTANTE DI FACCIATA CD~ PRCFJLATI PRINCIPALI VERTICAL! 
CRAGE~DE GEVEL:C~STRUCTIE 'ET veqTJCALE HCCFC STIJLEN 
GIRDERS 
GIRDERS 
FACL~G FRA~E~ORK ~ITH VERTICAL GIRDERS l~ICE ~AIN ~ULLIONS) 
STRUCTURE PORTANTE OE FACACE A P~OFILS PRINCIPAUX VERTICAUX 
FASSADENTRAG~ERK MIT VERTIKALEN HAUPTSPROSSEN 
STRUTTURA PORTANTE DI FACCIATA co~ PROFILATI PRINCIPALI VERTICAL! 
ORAGENCE GEVELCCNSTRUCTIE MET VERTICALE HCOFC STIJLEN 




ORTHOGONAL FRAMEwORK OF GIRDERS ANO JOISTS ~ACE CF GRADE AOX STEEL 
CSSATURE ORTHCGCNALE CE SCLIVES ET CE POUTRES E~ ACIER AOX 
ORTHCGONALE KCNSTRUKTION AUS DECKENTRAECER~ U~D HAUPTTRAEGERN AUS 
HANDELSUEtiLICllEM BAUSTAHL 
OSSATURA ORTOCONALE DI TRAVERSE E TRAVI ~AESTRE IN ACCIAIO ACX 
ORTHCGO~ALE CCNSTRUCTIE VAN VLCERLIGGERS EN HOOFCLIGGERS 
SAMENGESTELD LIT HANDELSSTAAL 
RECTILINEAR FRAME ";ITU Sl;UARE r.CDULAR GRIC:S 
OSSATURE PLANE AVEC DES GRILLES MODULAIRES A ~AILLES CARREES 
GERACLINICES TRAG~ERK ~IT QUADRATISCHE~ GITTEREINHEITEN 
STRUTTURA PIA~A CON RETICCLI MGCULARI A r.AGLIE CUAORATE 
RECHTLIJNIG SKELET ~ET VICRKANT MOOULAIR TRALIEWERK 
!~FILLINGS TO FRAMED STRUCTURES 
JOISTS 
PANEL INFILLINGS TC FRAMED STRUCTURES 
REMPLIS~AGE PAR PANNEAUX POUR OSSATURES E~ CADRE 
FUELL~AENDE I~ SKELETTBAUTEN 
TAMPONA~ENTO Cl STRUTTURE A SCHELETRO INDIPE~DENTE 
BOUWSKELETVULLINGEN MET PANELEN 
JOISTS ~ADE OF GRADE ACX STEEL 
ORTHOGONAL FRA~EWCRK OF GIRDERS AND JOISTS MADE OF GRADE ADX STEEL 
OSSATURE ORTHCGCNALE DE SCLIVCS ET DE PCUTRES EN ACIER ACX 
ORTHOGO~ALE KCNSTRUKTION AUS CECKENTRAEGERN UNO HAUPTTRAEGERN AUS 
HANOELSUEHLICHEM BAUSTAHL 








ORTHOGONALE CCNSTflUCTIE VAN VLCERLIGGERS EN HOOFDLIGGERS 
SAMENGESTELD ~IT HANDELSSTAAL 
LATTICED 
LATTICED TRUSSES BUILT LP OF LIGHT ANGLES 
SINGLE-PITCHED LATTICED TRUSSES BUILT UP OF LIGHT ANGLES 
FER~ETTES EN TREILLIS CCMPCSEES DE CORNIERES LEGERES 
FACHWERKBINCER AUS LEICHTEN WINKELPRCFILEN 
CAPRIATELLE A TRALICCIO FORMATE CON ANGOLARI LEGGERI 
VAKWERKSPANTE~ UIT LICHT HOEKSTAAL 
MODULAR 
P'.ODULAR GRIDS 
RECTILINEAR FRAME kITH S~UARE MODULAR GRIDS 
OSSATURE PLANE AVEC DES GRILLES MOCULAIRES A MAILLES CA&REES 
GERADLI~IGES TRAGWERK MIT CUADRATISCPEN GITTEREINHEITEN 
STRUTTURA PIANA CON RETICOLI MODULAR! A MAGLIE QUADRATE 
RECHTLIJNIG SKELET MET VIERKANT MODULAIR TRALIEWERK 
MULTI-STOREY 
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS 








TRUSS WITH TRIA~GULAR wee' OPE~INGS 
FERWE A PANNCAUX TRIANGULAIRES 
BINDER MIT CREIECKIGEN FELDERN 
CAPRIATA A ~AGLIE TRIANGCLARI 
CEBINT MET C~IEHCEKIGE VELDEN 
ORTHOGONAL 
PANEL 
ORTHOGONAL FRAME~CRK OF GIRDERS AND JCISTS ~ACC OF GRADE ADX STEEL 
ORTHOGO~Al FRAMEWORK OF GIRDERS AND JOISTS ~ADE OF GRADE ADX STEEL 
OSSATURE ORTHCGO~ALE DE SCLIVES ET CE POUTRES EN ACIER ADX 
ORTHOGONALE ~C~STRUKTION AUS DCCKENTRAEGERN UNO HAUPTTRAEGERN AUS 
HANDELSUEBLICHEM BAUSTAHL 
CSSATURA CRTCGCNALE DI TRAVERSE E TRAVI MAESTRE I~ ACCIAIC ADX 
CRTHOGONALE CC~STRUCTIE VAN VLOERLIGCERS EN HGOFDLIGGERS . 
SAMENGESTELD LIT HANDELSSTAAL 
PANEL INFILLINGS TO FRA~ED STRUCTURES 
PANEL INFILLIN~: TC FRA~EC STRUCTURES 
REMPLISSAGE PAR PA~NEAUX POUR DSSATURES EN CADRE 










TAMPONA~ENTO Cl STRUTTURE A SCHELETRO tNDIPENCENTE 
BOU~SKELETVULLINGEN MET PANELEN 
PROJECTION 
RIGID 
PRCJECTICN OF A STEEL FRAMEWORK BUILDING WITH FRAME~ORK FLOOR BEAMS 
AXONOHETRIC PROJECTION OF A STEEL FRAMEWORK BUILDING WITH FRAMEWORK 
FLOCR BEAMS 
COUPE AXONO~ETRIQUE 0 UN IMMEUBLE A CSSATURE METALLIQUE AVEC 
POUTRES AJOUREES 
AXCNOMETRISC~E DARSTELLUNG EINES STAHLSKELETTGEBAEUDES MIT 
DECKENFACHWERKTRAEGERN 
SEZIONE ASSONC~ETRICA DI UN EDIFICIC A STRUTTURA METALLICA CON 
TRAVETTI RETICOLARI 
AXONOMETRISCHE PROJECTIE VAN EEN GEBOUW MET STAALSKELET EN 
VAKWERKVLOERLIGGER~ 
RIGID FRA~E CCNSTRUCTIO~ 
RIGID FRAME CONSTRUCTION 
CONSTRUCTICN A CSSATURE RIGIOE 
STEIFER SKELETTBAU 
COSTRUZICNE AC CSSATURA RIGIDA 
STIJVE SKELETBOUW 
SlNGLE-PITCHEO 
SINGLE-PITCHEC LATTICEC TRUSSES BUILT UP CF LICHT A~GLES 
SINGLE-PITCHED LATTICED TRUSSES BUILT UP CF LIGHT ANGLES 
FER~ETTES EN TREILLIS CC~POSEES DE CORNIERES LECERES 
FACHWERKBINDE~ AUS LEICHTEN Wl~KELPROFILEN 
CAPRIATELLE A TRALICCIO FOR~ATE CON ANGOLARI LEGGERI 




CHORD OF THE SPACE-FRA~E ASSEMBLY 
MEMBRURES DE L OSSATURE SPATIALE 
GURTE ors RAE~~LICHEN FACHWERKES 
BRIGLI[ DELLA STRUTTURA SPAZIALE 
SPANTEN VA~ HET RUl~TELIJK VAKWERK 
STATICALLY INDETER~INED FRA~E - STRUCTURE 
STEEL 
STEEL 
STATICALLY INDETERrINED FRA~E-STRUCTURE 
STRUCTURE A CADRES HYPE~STATICUE 
HYPERSTATISCHE RAHME~BAUWElSE 
STRUTTURA A TELAI I?ERSTATICA 
STATISCH ONBEPAALCE RAMENSTRUCTUUR 








OSSATURE ORTHCGONALE DE SOLIVES ET DE PCUTRES EN ACIER ADX 
CRTHCGONALE KCNSTRUKTlO~ AUS DECKENTRAEGERN UNO HAUPTTRAEGERN AUS 
HANDELSUEBLICHEM BAUSTAHL 
OSSATURA ORTOGONALC Cl TRAVERSE E TRAVI ~AESTRE IN ACCIAIO ADX 
ORTHOGONALE ccr-.STRUCTIE VA'! VLCERLIGGERS EN HCGFDLIGGERS 
SA~E~GESTELD LIT HA~DELSSTAAL 
STEEL FRA~EWCRK BUILDING hlTH FRA~EWORK FLOOR BEAMS 
AXONOMETRIC PROJECTJO~ OF A STEEL FRA~EWCRK eUJLCING ~ITH FRAKE~ORK 
FLOOR BEAMS 
COUPE AXO~O~:TRICUE D UN IM~EUBLE A CSSATURE ~ETALLICUE AVEC 
POUTRES AJOUREES 
AXONO~ETRISCHE CARSTELLUNG EINES STAHLSKELETTGEBAEUDES MIT 
CECKENFACHWERKTRAEGERN 
SEZIONE ASSONC~ETRICA DI UN ECIFICIC A STRUTTURA METALLICA CON 
TRAVETTI RETICOLARI 
AXONO~ETRISC~E PROJECTIE VAN EEN GEecuw MET STAALSKELET EN 
VAKWERKVLOERLIGGERS 
STEEL FRAMEWORK FOR CURTAIN WALLS 
STECL FRA~EWCRK FCP. CURTAIN WALLS 
STRUCTURE DE SUPPORT EN ACIER POUR ruRS-RIDEAUX 
TRAGWERK AUS STAHL FUER ~ANTELWAENDE IVDR~ANGWAENDE> 
STRUTTURA DI SOSTEGNO I~ ACCIAIO PER PARETI-CDRTINA 
DRAGE~D RAA~WERK VA~ STAAL VOCR GORCIJNMUREN 
STRUCTURE 
STRUCTURE 
STATICALLY INDETER~INCD FRAME-STRUCTURE 
STRUCTUqE A CADRCS HYPERSTATICUE 
HYPERSTATISCHE RAH~ENBAUWEISE 
STRUTTURA A TELA! IPERSTATICA 




PANEL I~FILLI~GS TC FRAMED STRUCTURES 
REMPLISSAGE PAR PANNEAUX POUR CSSATURES EN CADRE 
FUELLWAENDE I~ SKELETTBAUTEN 
TAMPONA~ENTC Cl STRUTTURE A SCHELETRO INDIPENCENTE 




STRUCTURE. PORTANTE EN FORME DE GRILLE 
GITTERFOERMIGES TRAGWERK 











TRUSS WITH TRIANGULAR WED OPENINGS 
TRUSSES 
TRUSS WITH TRIANGULAR WEB OPENINGS 
FERl:E A PANf\EAUX TRlA;.GULAIRES 
BINDER MIT CREIECKIGEN FELCERN 
CAPRIATA A MACLIE TRIANGOLARI 
GEBI~T ~ET D~IEHOEKlGE VELDEN 




SINGLE-PITCHED LATTICED TRUSSES BUILT UP CF LIGHT ANGLES 
FER~ETTES EN TREILLIS CCMPOSEES DE CCRNIERES LEGERES 
FACllWERKBINDER AUS LEICHTEN WlNKELPRCFILEr-. 
CAPRIATELLE A TRALICCIO FOR~ATE CON ANGOLARI LEGGERI 
VAKWERKSPANTE~ UIT LICHT HGEKSTAAL 
STEEL FRA~E~ORK FCR CURTAIN WALLS 
STRUCTURE DE SUPPORT EN ACIER POUR ~URS-RIDEAUX 
TRAGWERK AUS STAHL FUER rA~TELWAENCE IVORhANGWAENDE) 
STRUTTURA DI SOSTEGNC IN ACCIAIO PER PARETl-CORTINA 
DRAGEND RAA,WERK VAN STAAL VCCR GORCIJNMUREN 
WEB OPENINGS 
TRUSS WITH TRIANGULAR WEB OPENINGS 
FERME A PANNEAUX TRIANGULAIRES 
BINDER ~IT DREIECKIGEN FELDERN 
CAPRIATA A MAGLIE TRIANGOLARI 












ATOMIC H - WELDING 
BUILDINGS 
ATOMIC H-t-;ELDING 
SOUDURE A L H ATOMIQUE 
ATO~ISCHE H-SCHWEISSUNG 
SALDATURA ALL H ATOMICO 
HET ATOrAIRE hATERSTGFLASSEN 
BUILDINGS IN PREFABRICATED UNITS 
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KRAAN ~ET HCRIZONTALE UITLEGGER 
RUNAOCUT CRANE 
GRUE MONTEE SLR CA~ION 
AUTOKRAN 





GRU A PONTE 
RIJDENDE KRAAi\ 
CRANES ON RAILS 
FERRY 
JIB CRANES ON RAILS 
GRUES A FLECHE TCUR~ANTE SUR RAIL 
TUR~OREH-SCHIE1CNKRANE 
GRu A BRACCIC CIREVOLE SU RCTAIA 

















GANTRY !FOR CRANE) 
GRAB 
VOIE DE RuULE~ENT OE GRUE 
KRANBAHN 










SUCCESSIVE TRANSFERS CF ~EASURE~ENTS 
REPORTS SUCCESSIFS EN CHAINE 
KETTENUEBERTRAGUNGEN 
RIPORTI SUCCESSIVI A CATENA 
ACHTER ELKAAR TE VERRICHTEN ~AATUITZETTINGEN 
MEASUREMENTS ON THE SITE 
OVERHEAD 
TRANSFER OF ~EASURE~ENTS ON THE SITE 
REPORT DES DI~ENSICNS SUR CHANTIER 
UEBERTRAGUNG CER ~ASSE AUF DER BAUSTELLE 
RIPORTG DI QUCTE SUL CANTIERE 









KRAAN MET HCRIZONTALE UITLEGGER 
JIB CRANES ON RAILS 
GRUES A FLECHE TOURNANTE SUR RAIL 
TURMDREH-SCHIENENKRANE 
GRU A BRACCIC GIREVULE SU ROTAIA 











. RUNADCUT CRANE 
RUNABOUT CRANE 
GRUE MO~TEE SUR CAMION 
AUTOKRAN 




TUBES FOR DISCONNECTABLE SCAFFOLDING 
TUBES POUR EC~AFAUDAGES DEMONTABLES 
CE~ONTIERGARE GERUESTROHRE 
TUB! PER PCNTEGGI S~O~TABILI 







CHIAVI A TUBC 
TUBULAIP.E SPA~NERS 
TECHNOLOGY CF THE SITE 
TRANSFER 
TEC~NOLOGY OF THE SITE 
TECHNOLCGlE CL CHANTIER 
BAUSTELLENBETRIEBSTECHNIK 
TECNOLCGIA DEL CA~TIERE 
TECHNISCHE rLANNING VA~ DE BOUWPLAATS 
TRANSFER OF MEASUREMENTS ON THE SITE 
TRA~SFERS 
TRANSFER CF ~EASUREMENTS ON THE SITE 
REPORT DES DI~ENSIONS SUR CHANTIER 
UEBERTRAGUNG CER MASSE AUF OER BAUSTELLE 
RtPORTO DI QUCTE SUL CANTIERE 
MAATUITZETTEN OP OE BOUWPLAATS 
TRANSFERS OF MEASUREMENTS 
TRAVELLING 
SUCCESSIVE TRANSFERS OF MEASUREMENTS 
REPORTS SUCCESSIFS EN CHAINE 
KETTENUEBERTRAGUNGEN 
RIPORTI SUCCESSIVI A CATENA 
ACHTER ELKAAR TE VERRICHTEN MAATUITZETTINGEN 
TRAVELLING CRANE 
TRAVELLING CRANE 










GRU A PONTE 
RIJDENDE KRAAt.. 
TUAES FOR DISCO~NECTABLE SCAFFOLDING 
TUBES FOR DISCONNECTAbLE SCAFFCLDING 
TUBES POUR EC~AFAUDAGES DEMCNTABLES 
DEMCNTIERBARE GERUESTROHRE 
TUBI PER PO~T[GGI S~O~TABILI 






CHIAVI A TUBC 
TUBULAIRE SPAt..NERS 










TEGEN AARCBEVINGEN BEVEILIGOE BCU~WERKEN 
ACCELERATION 
ACCELERATION SPECTRA 
DISPLACE~ENTrVELCCITY AND ACCCLERATICN SPECTRA 
SPECTRES OE CEPLACEMENT,DE VITESSE ET 0 ACCELERATION 
DISLOKATICNS-,GESCHWINOIGKEITS- UNO BESCHLEUNIGUNGSSPEKTRE~ 
SPETTRI 01 SPCSTA~E~TO,CI VELOCITA E 01 ACCELERAZICNE 
SPRONG- IOISLCKATIE-1,SNELHEIDS- EN VERSNELLINGSSPECTRA 
ACCELEROGRAPH 
ACCELEROGRAPH 
STRONG GROUND ~OTltN ACCELERCGRAPH 
ACCELEROGRAPHE POUR LES ~OUVE~ENTS DE GRANDE A~PLITUDE 
BESCHLEUNIGUNGS~ESSER FUER STARKE BOCENBE~EGUNGEN 
ACCELEROGRAFO PER MOVIMENTI DI GRANDE A~PIEZZA 












ANGLES Rl~ETEC TCGETHEn TC FO~M LARGE HCLLO~ SECTIO~S 
STEEL PLATES A~D A~GLES RIVETED TOGETHER TO FOR~ LARGE HCLLOW SECTIONS 
TOLES ET CORNIERES E~ ACIER REUNIES PAR RIVETAGE DE MA~IERE A 
FORMER DE GRA~CS CADRES CREUX 
STAHLPLATTEN L~C -~I~KEL,ClE ZU GRCSSEN HCHLFELDERN VERNIETET 
SINO 
LA~IERE EC ANGGLARI DI ACCIAIO UNITI A RIBAOITURA PER FORHARE 
GRA~DI PROFILATI CAVI 
STALEN PLATE~ EN HCEKEN ZCCANIC VASTGEKLONKEN OAT ZIJ GROTE OPEN 
VAKKEN VORHEN 
BEA~ CCNhECTIO~S 
ROLLED STRUCTURAL STEEL SECTIONS ANC SPECIAL SPLIT BEAM CONNECTIONS 
PROFILES DC CC~STRUCTIO~ LAMINES EN ACIER ET ASSE~BLAGES FCURCHUS 
GEWALZTE &AUSTAHLPRCFILE u~c TRAEGER ~IT SPALT-VERBINOUNGEN 
PROFILATI PER COSTRUZIONI LA~INATI I~ ACCIAIO E SPECIAL! 






~EWALSTE CONSTRUCTJESTAALPRCFJELEh E~ SPECIALE GESPLETEN 




CONSIDER SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR 
CO~PORTErENT E~ PRESENCE DE PHE~OVENES SIS~IQUES 
DAS VERHALTE~ BEi ERD0EBE~ I~ BETRACHT ZIEHEN 
CONSIDERARE IL CO~PORTA~E~TC SISMICC 
REKC~ING HGUDEN ~ET DE GEDRAGINGEN I~ GEVAL VAN AAROBEVINGEN 
BUILDIN~ HA~GI~~ FROM LA~GE STEEL TRUSSES 
SIX-STOREY BUILDINC HANGING FRO~ LARGE STEEL TRUSSES 
BATrnc:NT t.. SIX ETAGES suspc:-.ou A DE GRANDS CADRES EN ACIER 
SECHSGESCHCSS ICES GEUAEt.:DE t-'.IT AUFHAENGUNG AUS GROSSEN 
STAHLTRAEGERN 
FABRRICATO A SEI PIAN! SOSPESO A GRCSSI PCRTALI DI ACCIAIO 







TEGEN AARDBEVINGEN hEVEILIGDE BCUW~ERKEN 
COE FF IC·IENT 
COE FF IC I ENT 
FCUNCATION COEFFICIENT 
COEFFICIENT DE SOUS-SOL 
UNTERGRUNDSKOEFrlZIENT 





EARTHQUAKE DUE TC CGLLAPSE 
TREMBLE~ENT DE TERRE D EFFONDREMENT 
EINSTURZCEBEN 
TERREMOTO CCN SPRCFONDA~ENTO 
INSTORTINGSAARDBEVING 
COLUMNS AND GIRDERS 
FACILITATE EASY CO~NECTICNS BETWEEN COLU~NS AND GIRDERS 
FACILITER LES ASSEMBLAGES DE POTEAUX ET DC POUTRES 
EINE EINFACHE VERBihDUNG VON PFEILERN UNO TRAEGERN ERMOEGLICHEN 
FACILITARE IL COLLEGA~ENTC SPEDITO FRA COLC~NE E TRAVI 











SEIS~IC ENVIRONME~TAL CO~DITICNS 
CO~DJTIC~S CE ~ILIEU DU POINT DE VUE SIS~CLOGIQUE 
LOKALE SEJSMISCHE BEDINGUNGEN 
CCNDIZICNI SI~~ICHE A~~IE~TALI 
LOKALE SEISMISCHE O~STANDIG~EDEN 
CONNECTIONS 
CONNECTICt\S 
ROLLED STRUCTURAL STEEL SECTICNS AND SPECIAL SPLIT BEA~ CCNNECTIONS 
PROFILES DE cc:•STRUCTIO~ LA~INES EN ACIER ET ASSEMBLAGES FOURCHUS 
GEWALZTE BAUSTAHLPRCFILE u~c TRAEGER ~IT SPALT-VERBINDUNGEN 
PROFILATI PER COSTR~ZIONI LA~INATI I~ ACCIAIO E SPECIAL! 
COLLEGAMENTI A TRAVE SPACCATA 
GEWALSTE CONSTRUCTIESTAALPRCFIELEN EN SPECIALE GESPLETEN 
BALKVERBI~DI~GEN 
CON~ECTIONS BETWEEN CCL~MNS AND GIRDERS 
FACILITATE EASY co~~ECTIONS BETWEEN COLU~NS ANC GIRDERS 
FACILITER LES ASSEP.BLAGES DE PCTEAUX ET DE POUTRES 
EINE EINFACHE VERBINDUNG VON PFEILERN UNO TRAEGERN ERMCECLICHEN 
FACILITARE IL CCLLECA~E~TC SPEDITO FRA COLO,..NE E TRAVI 
EENVOUDIGE VERBINDINGEN TUSSEN KOLO~MEN EN LIGGERS ~OGELIJK MAKEN 
CONNECTIONS I~ THE FI~LC 
PREFABRICATED WELDED STEEL SECTIONS WITH RIVETED CONNECTIONS IN THE 
FIELD 
CONSIDERATIONS 
PRCFILS SCUDES PREFABRICUES ASSEMBLES SUR PLACE PAR RIVETAGE 
VORGEFERTIGTE GESCHWEISSTE STAHLPROFILE MIT AN DER BAUSTELLE 
GENIETETEN VERBINOUNGEN 
PROFILATI SALCATI PREFA6BRICATI MONTATI SUL POSTC MEDIANTE 
RIBADITURA 
GEPREFABRICEERDE GELASTE PROFIELEN ~ET TER PLAATSE GEKLONKEN 
VERBINDINGEN 
CCNS I DERATIONS 
INCCMPATIBILITY WITH DYNAMIC CONSICERATICNS 
DESIGN 
DESIGN 
INCOrPATIBILITE lDE CERTAINS MODES CE CO~STRUCTICN) AVEC LES 
SOLLICITATIO~S CYNAMIQUES 
UNZULAENGLIC~KEIT lGEWISSER KCNSTRUKTIONSFCRMEN) BEi DYNAMISCHER 
BEANSPRUCHUNG 
INCQHPATIBILITA CON CONSIDERAZIONI CINAMICHE 
ONVERENICBAAR~EIO tVAN BEPAALDE CONSTRUCTIESI MET CVERWEGINGEN 
VAN DYNAMISCHE AARD 
INTRODUCE THE OYNA~IC FORCES INTO T~E DESIGN 









CYNAMISCHE KRAEFTE BEi CER PLANUNG BERUECKSICHTIGEN 
INCLUDERE GLI SFURZI DINAMICI NEL CALCOLO DELLA COSTRUZIONE 
IN HET PROJECT REKENING HOUOEN MET CE OYNAMISCH[ KRACHTEN 
DISPLACEMENT 
DISPLACEMENT , VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION SPECTRA 
OISPLACEMENT,VELCCITY ANO ACCELERATION SPECTRA 
SPECTRES OE CEPLACEMENT,OE VITESSE ET 0 ACCELERATION 
OISLOKATIONS-,GESCHWINDIGKEITS- UNO 6ESCHLEUNIGUNGSSPEKTREN 
SPETTRI DI SPOSTAMENTO,OI VELOCITA E DI ACCELERAZIONE· 
SPRCNG- IDISLCKATIE->,SNELHEIDS- EN VERSNELLINGSSPECTRA 
DOMINANT 
DOMINA~T OR RESONANCE PERIODS OF THE GROUND 
DOMINANT OR RESONA~CE PERIODS OF THE GROUND 
PERIOOES OOMINANTES OU DE RESONNANCE DU SCL 
GRUND- ODER RESONANZPERIODEN DES BOOENS 
PERIOD! DOMINANT! 0 DI RISONANZA DEL SUCLC 




INCCMPATIOILITY WITH DYNAMIC CONSIDERATIONS 
INCOMPATIBILITE IOE CERTAINS MCDES DC CONSTRUCTION) AVEC LES 
SOLLICITATIONS OYNAMIQUES 
UNZULACNGLICHKEIT IGEWISSER KONSTRUKTIONSFCRMENt BEi OYNAMISCHER 
BEA·~SPRUCHUNG 
INCOMPATIBILITA CON CONSIDERAZIONI CINAMICHE 
ONVERENIGBAARHEID IVAN BEPAALDE CONSTRUCTJES> MET CVERWEGINGEN 
VAN DYNA~ISCHE AARO 
DYNAMIC FCRCES INTO THE DESIGN 
INTRODUCE THE DYNA~IC FORCES INTC THE DESIGN 
!~CLURE LES EFFORTS DY~AMIQUES CANS LES CALCULS OE CONSTRUCTION 
DYNAMISCHE KRAEFTE dEl DER PLANUNG BERUECKSICHTIGEN 
INCLUOERE GLI SFORZI DINA~ICI NEL CALCOLO DELLA COSTRUZIONE 
IN HET PRCJECT REKENINC HCUCEN MET CE OYNAMISCHE KRACHTEN 





















TRE~BLE~ENT OE TERRE ARTIFICIEL •• 













TREMOLE~ENT CE TERRE A RELAIS 
RELAISBEBEN 
RELA I SBEVING 
TECTC~IC EARTHQUAKE 
EARTHCUAKE 












EARTHCUAKE DUE TO COLLAFSE 
EARTHQUAKE DUE TC COLLAPSE 
TREYBLE~CNT DE TERRE C EFFCNCRE~ENT 
EINSTURZBEBEN 



















ErrECTS OF EARTHQUAKES 
EFFETS DES TRE~BLEMENTS DE TERRE 
SELASTUNG DURCH ERCSTCESSE 
EFFETTI DEi TE~REMOTI 
GEVOLGEN VA~ AARDBEVINGEN 
EARTHQUAKES 
S~ARM EARTHQUAKES 
SERIE DE SECOLSSES 
ERCBEBE~SCHWARMat 
SCHl\'.AR,..BEBEN 
SERIE DI SCCSSE 
AARDBEVI~GE~Z~ERM 
EARTHQUAKES UP TO SEVE~ OF THE MODIFIED MERCALLI SCALE 
PASS SATISFACTORILY EARTHQUAKES UP TC SEVEN OF THE MODIFIED MERCALLI 
SCALE 
RESISTER DE ,..ANJERE SATISFAJSANTE A CES TREMBLEMENTS OE TERRE D 
INTENSITE SEPT SELO~ L ECHELLE MODIFIEE DE ,..ERCALLI 
AUSREICHENDER WIOERSTANC GEGEN ERDBEBEN BIS ZU STUFE SIEBEN DER 
MODIFIZIERTEN SKALA VON MERCALLI 
RESISTERE IN ,..COO SODOISFACENTE A TERREMOTI FINO AL NUMERC SETTE 
DELLA SCALA ,..ERCALLI MOOIFICATA 
BEVREDIGENDE "EERSTANC AAN AARCBEVI~GEN VAh INTENSITEIT ZEVEN DER 
SCHAAL VAN MERCALLI 
EFFECTS 
EFFECTS CF EARTHQUAKES 
EFFECTS OF EARTHQUAKES 
EFFETS DES TREMBLEME~TS DE TERRE 
BELASTUNG DURCH ERDSTOESSE 
EFFETTI DEi TERREMOTI 




SEISMIC ENVIRONMENTAL COhDITIONS 
CONDITIONS DE MILIEU DU POINT DE VUE SISMCLOGIQUE 
LOKALE SEISMISCHE BEDlNGUNGEN 
CONDIZIONI SISMICHE AMBIENTALI 
LOKALE SEISMISCHE OMSTA~DIGHEDEN 
ENVIRONMENTAL FORCES 
RESPONSE OF THE ENVIRONME~TAL FORCES 
REACTION DES FACTEURS DE MILIEU 
AUSWIRKUNG DER NATURGEGEBENEN KRAEFTE 
REAZIONE DELLE FORZE AMBIENTALI SISMICHE 











PREFABRICATEC ~ELDCC STEEL SECTJ:~s ~ITH RIVCTEC co~~ECTIONS IN THE 
FIELD 
PRCFlLS SOUDES PREFABRICUES ASSE~BLES SUR PLACE PA~ RlVETAGE 
VORGEFEP.TIGTC GESCH\>EISSTE STAHLPRC.FlLE MIT AN DER BAUSTELLE 
GE~IETETE~ VCRBl~D~NGEN 
PRCFILATl SALCATI Pl:EFABtrnICt.TI ~o~~TATI SUL POSTO MEDIANTE 
R IBACITURA 




RESPCNSE CF THE E~VIRCNHENTAL FORCES 
REACTIO~ DES FACTEURS CE rILIEU 
AUS~IRKUNG OCR NATURGEGEB~NEN KRAEFTE 
REAZlONE DELLC FORZE A~BIENTALl SIS~ICHE 
UITWERKJNG VA~ DE C~GEVENDE NATUURKRACHTEN 
FORCES 
STA~C THE SEISMIC FORCES 
RESISTER AUX ~CUVE~CNTS SISYIOUES 
DEN SE I S~I SCHEI'\ KRAEFTCN s u•rnt'AL TEN 
RESISTERE ALLE SOLLECITAZIC~I SISRICHE 
W(ERSTAND BIECEN AAN DE SEISMISCHC KRACHTEN 
FORCES INTO THE DCSIGN 
FORESHOCK 
INTRCOUCE THE OYNA~IC FCRCES l~TC T~E CESIGN 
INCLURE LES EFFORTS DYNAMJQUES OANS LES CALCULS OE CONSTRUCTION 
OYNA~ISCHE KRAEFTE HCl DER PLANUNG BERUEC~SICHTIGEN 
INCLUDERE GLI SFORZI DINA~ICI NEL CALCOLO DELLA COSTRUZIONE 












COEFFICIENT DE sous-ICL 
UNTERGRUNDSKCEFFIZIENT 












FACILITATE EASY CO~NECTIONS BETWEEN COLU~NS ANC GIRDERS 
FACILITER LES ASSEMBLAGES DE POTEAUX ET DE POUTRES 
EINE EINFACHE VERBINDUNG VON PFEILERN UNO TRAEGERN ERMOEGLICHEN 
FACILITARE IL COLLEGAMENTO SPEDITO FRA COLONNE E TRAVI 
EENVOUDIGE VERBINDI~GEN TUSSEN KCLO~~EN E~ LIGGERS ~OGELIJK HAKEN 
GROUND 
GROUND 
DOMI~ANT OR RESONA~CE PERICDS CF THE GRCUND 
PERIODES DO~INANTES OU DE RESONNANCE DU SCL 
GRUND- ODER RESONANZPERIODEN DES BCCENS 
PERIOD! DOMINANTI 0 DI RISONANZA DEL SUOLO 
DOMINERENDE CF RESO~ANTIEPERIGDEN VAN DE BODEM 
GROUND MOTION 
MEASURE THE GROUND MOTION 
MESURER LES ~CUVEMENTS CU SOL 
HESSEN DER BOCENBEWEuUNGEN 
MISURARE I ~OVl~ENTI DEL TERRENO 
METEN VAN BODEMBEWEGINGEN 
GROUND MOTION ACCELEROGRAPH 
HOLLOW 
STRONG GROUND MOTICN ACCELEROGRAPH 
ACCELEROGRAPHE POUR LES ~OUVE~ENTS DE GRA~DE AMPLITUDE 
BESCHLEUNIGUNGSMESSER FUER STARKE BODENBE~EGUNGEN 
ACCELEROGRAFO PER ~OVIMENTI DI GRANDE A~PIEZZA 
VERSNELLI~GS~ETER VOOR INTENSE BODEMBEWEGINGEN 
HOLLOW SECTIONS 
STEEL PLATES AND A~GLES RIVETED TOGETHER TO FORM LARGE HOLLOW SECTIONS 
TCLES ET CORNIERES EN ACIER RCUNIES PAR RIVETAGE DE MANIERE A 
FORMER DE GRA~DS CADRES CREUX 
WOTION 
MOTION 
STAHLPLATTE~ UND -~INKEL,DIE ZU GROSSEN HCPLFELDERN VERNIETET 
SINO 
LAMIERE ED ANCCLARI DI ACCIAIO UNITI A RieADITURA PER FCRMARE 
GRANDI PROFILATI CAVI 
STALEN PLATEN EN HCEKEN ZODANlG VASTGEKLO~KEN CAT ZIJ GROTE OPEN 
VAKKEN VORHEN 
MEASURE THE GROUND MOTION 
MESURER LES ~CUVEMENTS DU SOL 
MESSEN DER BCCENBEWEGU~GEN 
MISURARE I MOVIMENTI CEL TERRENC 
METE~ VA~ BCDEMBEWEGINGEN 
MOTION ACCELERCGRAPH 










ACCELEROGRAPHE POUR LES MOUVE~ENTS CE CRA~DE AMPLITUDE 
BESCHLEUNIGUNCSMESSER FUER STARKE BCCENBEhEGUNGEN 
ACCELEROGRAFO PER MOVl~ENTI DI GRANDE AMPIEZZA 
VERSNELLINGSMETER VOOR INTENSE BODE~BEWEGINGEN 
PERIODS 
PERIODS OF THE GRCUND 
DO~INANT OR RESONA~CE PERIODS OF THE GROUND 
PERIODES DOMINANTES OU DE RESCNNANCE OU SCL 
GRUND- ODER RESONANZPERIODEN DES BOOENS 
PERIOD! DOMINANT! 0 DI RISCNANZA DEL SUOLC 
DOMINERENDE OF RESONANTIEPERIOCEN VAN DE BODEM 
PLATES 
PLATES AND ANGLES RIVETED TCGETHER TC FORM LARGE HOLLOW SECTIONS. _ 
STEEL PLATES AND A~GLES RIVETED TOGETHER TC FOR~ LARGE HOLLOW SECTIONS 
TOLES ET CORNJERES EN ACIER REUNIES PAR RIVETAGE DE MANIERE A 
FORMER DE GRA~DS CADRES CREUX 
STAHLPLATTEN ~~D -WINKELtDIE ZU GROSSEN HCHLFELOERN VERNIETET 
SINO 
LAMIERE ED ANCOLARI DI ACCIAIO UNITI A RIBADITURA PER FORMARE 
GRANDI PROFILATI CAVI 




PREFABRICATED WELDED STEEL SECTIONS ~ITH RIVETED CO~NECTIONS IN THE FIEbO 
PREFABRICATED WELDED STEEL SECTIONS WITH RIVETED CONNECTIONS IN THE 
FIELD 
PROFILS SCUDES PREFABRICUES ASSEMBLES SUR PLACE PAR RIVETAGE 
VORGEFERTIGTE GESCH~EISSTE STAHLPROFILE ~IT AN DER BAUSTELLE 
GENIETETEN VERBINDUNGEN 
PROFILATI SALDATI PREFABBRICATI MGNTATI SUL POSTO MEDIANTE 
RIBADITURA 









HIGH STRESSES OBTAINED SY RESONANCE 
CONTRAINTES ELEVEES DUES A LA RESONNANCE 
DURCH RESCNANZ HERVCRGERUFENE STARKE SPAN~U~GEN 
FORTI SCLLECITAZIONJ COVUTE ALLA RISCNANZA 









RESONANCE PERIOCS OF THE GROUND 
RESPONSE 
OO~INANT OR PESONANCE PERICDS CF THE GROUND 
PERIODES DOY.INANTES CU DE RESONNANCE DU SCL 
GRUND- ODER RESONANZPERICDEN DES BODENS 
PERIODI OOMINANTI C DI RI~O~ANZA DEL SUOLC 
DOMI~ERENDE CF RESONA~TIEPERICDEN VAN DE BODEM 
RESPONSE OF THE ENVIRCN,ENTAL FORCES 
SCALE 
SCALE 
RESPONSE OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL FORCES 
REACTION DES FACTEURS DE rILIEU 
AUSWIRKUNG DER NATURGEGEBENE~ KRAEFTE 
REAZIONE DELLE FORZE AMBIENTALI SIS~ICHE 
UITWERKI~G VA~ DE C~GEVE~DE NATUURKRACHTEN 
PASS SATISFACTORILY EARTHQUAKES UP TO SEVEN OF THE MODIFIED MERCALLI 
SCALE 
RESISTER DE ~ANIERE SATISFAISANTE A CES TREMBLEMENTS DE TERRE 0 
INTENSITE SEPT SELO~ L ECHELLE MODIFIEE DE ~ERCALLI 
AUSREICHENDER ~IDERSTANC GEGEN ERDCEBEN BIS ZU STUFE SIEBEN DER 
MODIFIZIERTEN SKALA VON MERCALLI 
RESISTERE IN ~UDO SCDDISFACENTE A TERRCMCTI FINO AL NU~ERO SETTE 
DELLA SCALA ~ERCALLI MOCIFICATA 
BEVREDIGENDE ~EERSTANO AAN AARDBEVINGEN VAN INTENSITEIT ZEVEN DER 
SCHAAL VAN MERCALLI 
SECTIONS 
SECTIONS 
STEEL PLATES AND A~GLES RIVETED TOGETHER TO FORM LARGE HOLLOW SECTIONS 
TOLES ET CORNIERES EN ACIER REUNIES PAR RIVETAGE DE MANIERE A 
FORMER DE GRANDS CADRES CREUX 
STAHLPLATTEN LND -WINKEL,DIE ZU GRCSSEN HGHLFELDERN VERNIETET 
SINO 
LAMIERE ED ANGOLARI DI ACCIAIO UNITI A RIBADITURA PER FORMARE 
GRANDI PROFILATI CAVI 
STALEN PLATEN EN HOEKEN ZODANIG VASTGEKLO~KEN DAT ZIJ GROTE OPEN 
VAKKEN VORMEN 
SECTIO~S A~O SPECIAL SPLIT BEAM CONNECTIONS 
ROLLED STRUCTURAL STEEL SECTIONS AND SPECIAL SPLIT BEAM CONNECTIONS 
PROFILES DE CCNSTRUCTION LAMINES EN ACIER ET ASSEMBLAGES FCURCHUS 
GEWALZTE BAUSTAHLPRCFILE UNO TRAEGER MIT SPALT-VERBINDUNGEN 
PROFILATI PER COSTRUZIONI LAY.I~ATI IN ACCIAIO E SPECIAL! 
COLLECA~ENTI A TRAVE SPACCATA 
GEWALSTE CONSTRUCTIESTAALPROFIELEN EN SPECIALE GESPLETEN 
BALKVERBINDINGEN 










PREFABRICATED WELDED STEEL SECTIONS WITH RIVETED CONNECTIONS IN THE 
FIELD 
PROFILS SOUDES PR:FABRICUES ASSE~BLES SUR PLACE PAR RIVETAGE 
VORGEFERTIGTE GESCHWEISSTE STAHLPROFILE MIT A~ DER RAUSTELLE 
GENIETETEN VERBl~CUNGEN 
PROFILATI SALtATI PREFAesqJtATI MCNTATI SLL POSTO MEOIANTE 
RIBADITURA 
GEPREFABRICEERDE GELASTE PRCFIELEN ~ET TER PLAATSE GEKLONKEN 
VERBINDINGEN 
se1sr.1c BEHAVIOUR 
CONSIDER SEIS~IC BEHAVIOUR 
COMPORTEMENT EN PRESENCE CE PHENO~ENES SlS~lQUES 
OAS VERHALTEN BEl ERDBEBEN IN BETRACHT ZIEHEN 
CONSIDERARE IL COMPORTAME~TO SISMICC 
REKENING HCUDEN r.ET DE GEDRAGINGEN IN GEVAL VAN AARDBEVINGEN 
SEISMIC ENVIRON~EHTAL CCNDITIONS 
SEISMIC ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS 
CONOITICNS OE MILIEU CU POINT OE VUE SISMCLOGIQUE 
LOKALE SEIS~ISCHE BEDINGUNGEN 
CONOIZIO~I SISMICHE AMBIENTALI 





STAND THE SEISMIC FORCES 
RESISTER AUX ~OUVEMENTS SISMIQUES 
DEN SEISMISCHEN KRAEFTEN STANOHALTEN 
RESISTERE ALLE SOLLECITAZIONI SISMICHE 









SPECIAL SPLIT BEAM CONNECTIONS 
ROLLED STRUCTURAL STEEL SECTIONS AND SPECIAL SPLIT BEAM CONNECTIONS 
PROFILES DE CCNSTRUCTJON LAMJNES EN ACIER ET ASSEMBLAGES FOURCHUS 
GEWALZTE BAUSTAHLPROFILE UNO TRAEGER HIT SPALT-VERBINDUNGEN 
PROFILATI PER COSTRUZIONI LAMINATI IN ACCIAIO E SPECIAL! 
COLLEGAMENTI A TRAVE SPACCATA 











DISPLACE~ENT,VELCCITY ANO ACCELERATION SPECTRA 
SPECTRES DE DEPLACEMENT,OE VITESSE ET 0 ACCELERATION 
DISLOKATIONS-,GESCHwINDIGKEITS- UNO BESCHLEUNIGUNGSSPEKTREN 
SPETTRI DI SPCSTA~ENTO,CI VELOCITA E DI ACCELERAZIONE 
SPRONG- IDISLCKATIE-),SNELHEICS- EN VERSNELLINGSSPECTRA 
STEEL PLATES AND ANGLES RIVETED TOGETHER TO FORM LARGE HOLLOW SECTIONS 
STEEL PLATES AND A~GLES RIVETEC TOGETHCR TO FORM LARGE HOLLOW SECTIONS 
TOLES ET CORNIERES EN ACIER R(UNIES PAR RIVETAGE DE MANIERE A 
FORMER OE GRA~DS CADRES CREUX 
STAHLPLATTEN LNO -~INKEL,DIE ZU GRC~SE~ HCHLFELDERN VERNIETET 
SINO LA~IERE ED ANCOLARI Cl ACCIAIO UNIT! A RIBADITURA PER FORMARE 
GRANDI PRCFILATI CAVI 
STALEN PLATEN EN HOEKE~ ZODANIG VASTGEKLO~KEN DAT ZIJ GROTE OPEN 
VAKKEN VORMEN 
STEEL SECTIONS AND SPECIAL SPLIT BEA~ CGNNECTIONS 
ROLLED STRUCTURAL STEEL SECTIONS AND SPECIAL SPLIT BEAM CONNECTIONS 
PROFILES DE CCNSTRUCTIO~ LA~l~ES EN ACIER ET ASSEMBLAGES FCURCHUS 
GEWALZTE BAUSTAHLPRCFILE UNO TRAEGER MIT SPALT-VERBINDUNGEN 
PROFILATI PER COSTRUZICNI LAMINATI IN ACCIAIO E SPECIAL! 
COLLEGA~ENTI A TRAVE SPACCATA 
GEWALSTE CONSTRUCTIESTAALPRCFIELEN EN SPECIALE GESPLETEN 
BALKVERBINDINGEN 
STEEL SECTIONS WITH RIVETED CCNNECTICNS IN THE FIELC 
PREFABRICATED WELDED STEcL SECTIONS WITH RIVETED CONNECTIONS IN THE 
FIELD 
PROFILS SOUDES PRFFABRIQUES A~SEMBLES SUR PLACE PAR RIVETAGE 
VORGEFERTIGTE CESCHhEISSTE STAHLP~OFILE MIT A~ DER BAUSTELLE 
GENIETETEN VERBINDUNGEN 
PRCFILATI SALCATI PREFABBRICATI ~CNTATI S~L POSTO MEDIANTE 
RIBADITURA 
CEPREFABRICEERCE CELASTE PROFIELEN rET TER PLAATSE GCKLONKEN 
VERBINCINGEN 
STEEL TRUSSES 
SIX-STOREY BUILDI~C HANGING FROY LARGE STEEL TRUSSES 
BATIMENT A SIX ETAGES SUSPENDU A DE GRANDS CADRES EN ACIER 
SECHSGESCHOSSIGES GE6AEUDE MIT AUF~AE~GUNC AUS GROSSEN 
STAHLTRACCERN 
rABARICATC A SEI PIA~l SOSPESC A GRCSSI PCRTALI DI ACCIAIO 
GEBOUW VAN ZES VERDIEPl~GE~ OPGEHANGEN AA~ GROTE STALEN GEBINTEN 
STRESSES 
STRESSES CBTAINED BY RESONANCE 









CONTRAINTCS ELEVEES DUES A LA RESONNANCE 
DURCH RESONANZ HERVORGERUFENE STARKE SPANNUNGEN 
FORTI SCLLECITAZIONJ DOVUTE ALLA RISCNANZA 
STERKE SPANNI~GEN TEN GEVCLGE VAN RESONANTIE 
STRUCTURAL 
SWARM 
STRUCTURAL STEEL SECTIC~S AND SPECIAL SPLIT BEAM CONNECTIONS 
ROLLED STRUCTURAL STEEL $CCTICNS AND SPECIAL SPLIT BEAM CONNECTIONS 
PROFILES DC CCNSTRUCTION LAMJNES EN ACIER ET ASSEMBLAGES FOURCHUS 
GEwALZTE liAUSTAHLPROFILE UNO TRAEGER MIT SPALT-VERBINDUNGEN 
PROFILATJ PER COSTRUZIONI LAMINATI IN A'CJAlO E SPECIAL! 
COLLEGA~ENTI A TRAVE SPACCATA 




SERIE DE SECCUSSES 
ERCBCBENSCH~AR~., 
SCt'HARt-'.BEBEN 














SIX-STOREY BUILDI~G HA~CI~G FRO~ LARGE STEEL TRUSSES 
VELOCITY 
BATI~ENT A SIX ETAG~S SUSPENDU A DE GRANDS CADRES EN ACIER 
SECHSGESCHCSSIGES GEBAEUDE ~IT AUFHAENGUNG AUS GROSSEN 
STAHLTRAEGERN 
FABBRICATC A SEI PIA~I SOSPESO A GROSSI PCRTALI DI ACCIAIO 
GEBOUW VAN ZES VERCIEPINGtN OPGEHANGEN AAN GRCTE STALEN GEDINTEN 
VELCCITY AND ACCELERATICN SPECTRA 
CISPLACE~~~TtVELOCITY AND ACCCLERATICN SP~CTRA 
SPECTRES CC CEPLACE~ENT,DE VITESSE ET C ACCELERATION 
DISLCKATICNS-,GESCH~INCJGKEJTS- UNO BESCHLEUNJGU~GSSPEKTREN 
SPETTRI CJ SP:SrA~E~TC,:I VELOCITA ~ Cl ACCELERAZIONE 


















OFFICIAL REGULATIONS -STEEL CCNSTRUCTICNS IN THE CO~MUNITY 
RECLEME~TS -CONSTRUCTIO~ E~ ACIER- ~ARCHE co~~UN 
BAUVORSCHRIFTE~ -STAHLKO~STRUKTJONEN- I~ DER GE~EINSCHAFT 
REGCLA~~NTI -COSTRUZIONI I~ ACCIAJO- CEL ~ERCATC CCMUNE 








RESISTA~CC A L USURE 
VERSCHLEISSHAERTE., 
VERSCHLCISSFESTICKEIT 






DURCISSE~ENT PAR PRECIPITATION., 
DURCISSE~ENT PAR VIEILLISSEMENT 
AUSSCHEICUNCStAERTUNG., 
ALTERUNGSZAEHIGKEIT., 
HAERTUNG DURCH ALTERN 
INCRUCl~ENTO PER INVCCCHIA~ENTO 
CHARPY SHOCK TEST CN NOTCHED BAR 
ESSA! DE RCSILIENCE CHARPY POUR L ACIER 
CHARPY-KERBSChLAGPROBE FUER STAHL 
PRCVA DI RESILIENZA CHARPY PER L ACCIAIO 
KERFSLAGPROEF VOOR STAAL VCLGENS CHARPY 
BAR TEST 
NOTCH BAR TEST 
ESSA! DE CHOC SUR EPROUVETTE ENTAILLEE 
KERBSCHLAGPROBE 
PRCVA D URTO CON PROVETTA INTAGLIATA 
KERFSLAGPROEF 














PROVA DI PIEGA~ENTO 
VERVORMINGSgUf~PROEF 
BENCING TEST 
ALTER~ATING BE~DINC TEST 
ESSAI DE PLIAGE ALTERNE 
HIN-U~C-HERBIEGEPROBE 
PRCVA DI PIEGAPE~TG ALTERNO 




BEND I:~G TEST 











ESSAI AU CHALLI~EAU 
LOETR::JHRPROBE., 
BRE ~,:~ERP P.DB::: 
PROVA AL CA\~~LLC 
CNCERZOEK ~ET DE gLAASPIJP 
Ter-.:s ILE AP.EAK 
RUPTURE A TRACTIO~ 
~RUCH CER ZERREISSPROBE 
ROTTURA ALLA TNAZIO~E 
BREUK DCOR TREK 







CHAP.PY PE\DULU~ ., 
RISILIEN:E TE$TI~~ ~ACHI~E 
CHARPY P~~CULU~., 










PE~DULE DE CHARPY PCUR ESSAIS CE RESILIENCE 
CHARPV-HAMMER., 
KEROSC~LAGPROBEMASCHINE 
PENDOLO DJ CllARPY PER PROVE DI RESILIENZA 
CHARPY SHCCK TEST ON NCTCHEO BAR 
CHARPY SHOCK TEST CN NOTCHED BAR 
ESSA! DE RESILIENCE CHARPY POUR L ACJER 
CUARPV-KERBSCHLAGPROBE FUER STAHL 
PROVA DI RESILIENZA CHARPY PER L ACCJAIO 


















CONSTRUCTIONS I~ THE CCl"~U~JTY COUNTRIES 
OFFICIAL REGULATJC~5 CCNCER~I~G STEEL CL~STRUCTICNS IN THE CO~MUNITY 
COUNTRIES 
LES REGLE~ENTS CC~CERNA~T LA CC~STRUCTICN EN ACIER DANS LES PAYS 
CU ~~ARCHE COfll"UN 
DIE BAUVORSCHRIFTEN FUER STAHLBAUKCNSTRUKTICNEN I~ D[N LAE~DERN 
DER GEr[JNSCHAFT 
I RCGOLA~ENTI I~ ~ATERJA CJ CCSTRUZIC~E I~ ACCIAIO NEI PAESI DEL 
MERCATC CCMUNE 




RESI5TA~CE AU FLUAGE 
KRJECHFESTIGKEIT., 
DAUERSTA\CFESTIGKEIT 









CREEP I~~:; LIP'IT 
LI~ITE C CCCULE~ENT., 
D!: FLUAGE 
CAUEP.S TA!li.lF EST I ::iKE IT., 
FLIESSGP.ENZE 







ESSA I DE FLU AGE 
CAUERST~~DVER~UCH., 
KRIE8Hf!:STIGKEITSPRuEFU~G 
P~OVA DI SCC 0 HJKENTO VISCOSO 
KRUIPPRCEF 
~EARING DEPTH !CF THE RAIL HEAC) 
LI~ITE D USURE AC~ISSIBLE IOU C~AMPIGNCN) 
ZULAESSIGE A~~UETZU~::iSHOEHE ICES SC~IE~ENKCPFES) 
LI~ITE C USURA A~~I5SI6ILE IDEL FUNGC DELLA ROTAIA) 
TCEGESTANE SLIJTAGEGRE~S IVA~ DE RAILKOP) 
DEPTH OF HARDENING 
DIS TORSION 
DEPTH OF HARDENING 
PENETRATICN CE TREMPE 
HAERTUNGST I EFE 
PENETRAZIONE Cl TEMPRA 





RESISTANCE A LA DEFGRMATION 
VERFORMUNGSFESTIGKEIT 
RESISTE~ZA ALLA DEFCR~AZIONE 
~EERSTAND TEGEN VERVOR~ING 
ORA\..'ING TEST 
DEEP DRAWING TEST 
ESSAI D E~BOUTISSAGE 
TIEFZIEHPROBE., 
TIEFUNGSVERSUCH 
















Z I EHbARKE IT., 
DEW~BARKEIT 




LIMITE APPARE~TE C cXTE~SION 
DEH!'llUNGSGRE!'.IZE 






RESISTA~CE A LA F~TIGUE., 
ENDURANCE 
DAUERSTA~DFESTIGKEIT 





ESSAI DE FATIGUE., 
ESSAI D E~DURANCE 
DAUERFESTIGKEJTSPRCBE., 
DAUE~STA~CFESTIGKEITSPROBE 






CRUDE STEEL EQUIVALENT 
EQUIVALENT E~ ACIER BRUT 
ROHSTAHLGEWICH 
IN CQUIVALENTE Cl ACCIAIC CREZZO 
EQUIVALENT IN RUWSTAAL EENHEDEN 
BLOWPIPE ESSAY 









PROVA AL CANNELLO 






LIMITE DI RESISTENZA ALLA FATICA 
VER~OEIINGSGRENS (VCOR STAAL) 
FATIGUE LIMIT 
FATIGUE LIMIT 
LI~ITE DE FATIGUE., 
Ll~ITE D ENDURANCE 
WECHSELFESTIGKEIT 
Llf'.ITE DI FATICA 
VERMOEIINGSGRENS 




RESISTA~CE A LA FATIGUE., 
ENDURANCE 
DAUERSTANDFESTIGKEIT 
RESISTENZA ALLA FATICA 
VER~OEllNGSSTERKTE 




ESSA! DE FATIGUE., 
ESSAI C E~CURANCE 
DAUERFESTIGKEITSPROBE., 
DAUERSTAf\DFESTIGKEITSPROBE 








































COARSE GRAINED FRACTURE 
CASSURE A GROS GRAIN •• ; 
CASSURE GROSSIERE~ENT GRANULEE 
GROSSKOERNIGER BRUCH 










FINE GRAINED FRACTLRE 
CASSURE A GRAIN FIN., 
FINE~E~T GRANULEE 
FEI~KOERNIGER BRUCH 
FRATTURA A GRANO FINO 
FIJNKORRELIGE BREUK 
GRAINED FRACTURE 
COARS[ GRAINEC FRACTURE 
CASSURE A GRCS GRAI~., 
CASSURE GROSSIEREMENT GRANULEE 
GRCSSKOER~IGER BRUC~ 










FINE GRAINED FRACTLRE 
CASSURE A GRAIN FIN., 
FINEMENT GRANULEE 
FEINKOERNIGER BRUCH 




DEPTH OF HARDENING 
PENETRATION DE TREMPE 
HAERTUNGSTIEFE 




DURCJSSE~ENT PAR PRECIPITATION., 
DURCISSE~ENT PAR VIEILLISSEMENT 
AUSSCHEIDUNGS~AERTU~G., 
ALTERUNGSZAEHIGKEIT., 
HAERTUNG DURCH ALTERN 





DURCISSEMENT PAR PRECIPITATION., 
OURCISSE~ENT PAR VIEILLISSEMENT 
AUSSCHEIOUNGS~AERTUNG., 
ALTERUNGSZAEHIGKEIT., 
HAERTUNG DURCH ALTERN 
INCRUDIMENTO PER INVECCHIAMENTO 
HARDENING TEST 
HARDENING TEST 
ESSA! DE TREHPE 
HAERTUNGSPROBE 





RESISTANCE TO SHOCK., 
IMPACT STRENGTH 
RESISTANCE AU CHOC 
SCHLAGFESTIGKEIT 















Ll~ITE D ECCULEMENT., 
DE FLUACE 
DAUERSTANDFESTIGKEIT., 
fl I ESSGRENZE 






LIMITE DI RESISTENZA ALLA FATICA 
VER~OEIINGSGRE~S IVCOR STAAL) 
FATIGUE LIMIT 
LJMITE DE FATIGUE., 
LIMITE C ENDURANCE 
WECHSELFESTIG~EIT 




RISILIENCE TESTING MACHINE 
CHARPY PENDULUM., 
RISILIENCE TESTING MACHINE 
POINT 
POINT 
PENDULE DE CHARPY PLJUR ESSAIS DE RESILIENCE 
CHARPY-HAMHER., 
KERBSCHLAGPROBEMASCHINE 
PENDOLO DI CHARPY PER PROVE DI RESILIENZA 
YIELD POINT 
LIMITE APPARENTE D ETIRAGE 
STRECKGRENZE 
LI~ITE DI SNERVAMENTO 
REKGRENS . 
PRECIPITATION 




DURCISSEMENT PAR PRECIPITATION., 
DURCISSE~ENT PAR VIEILLISSEMENT 
AUSSCHEIDUNGS~AERTUNG., 
ALTERUNGSZAEHIGKEIT., 















REGULA TI ONS 
REGULATIONS CONCERNING STEEL CONSTRUCTIONS IN THE CC,..P'UNITY COUNTRIES 




LES REGLE~ENTS CONCER~A~T LA CCNSTRUCTION EN ACIER DANS LES PAYS 
DU MARCHE COP',..UN 
DIE BAUVCRSCHRIFTEN FUER STAHLBAUKCNSTRUKTIONEN IN DEN LAE~OERN 
DER GEMEINSCHAFT 
I REGCLAP'ENTI IN MATERIA DI COSTRUZIONE IN ACCIAIO NEI PAESI DEL 
~ERCATO COMUNE 











RESISTANCE ~ L USURE 
VERSCHLEISSHAERTE., 
VERSCHLEISSFESlIGKEIT 






RESISTANCE A L USURE 
VERSCHLEISSHA(RTE., 
VERSCHLEISSFESTIGKEIT 











RESISTANCE TO SHOCK ., 
J~PACT STRENGTH 
RESISTANCE TO SHOCK., 
IMPACT STRENGTH 
RESISTANCE AU CHOC 
SCHLAGFESTICKEIT 





RESISTANT A LA ROUILLE 
ROSTFREJ., 
ROSTBESTAENOIG 




RlSILlENCE TESTING ~ACHINE 
CHARPY PENDULUM., 
RISILIENCE TESTING ~ACHINE 
PENDULE DE CHARPY POUR ESSAJS CE RESILIENCE 
CHARPY-HAMJ-:ER., 
KEPBSCHLAGPROBE~ASCHINE 






EPREUVE DE TRACTION., 
ESSAI DE RUPTURE., 
ESSAI OE TRACTION 
ZERREISSPROBE., 
ZUGVERSUCH 




RESISTANT A LA ROUILLE 
RCSTFREI., 
P.CSTBESTAENDIG 













ESSAI DE PENETRATION PAR STRIAGE 
RITZVERSUCH 







RESISTANCE AU CISAILLEMENT 
SCHERFESTIGKEIT 





SOLLICITATION DE CISAILLEttENT 
SCHERBEANSPRUCHUNG 
SOLLICITAZICNE CI TAGLIC 
SCHUIFSPANNING 
IMPACT STRENGTH 
RESISTANCE TO SHOCK., 
IMPACT STRENGTH 
RESISTANCE AU CHOC 
SCHLAGFESTI GKEIT 
RESISTENZA ALL URTO 
STOOTWEERSTANC: 
SHOCK TEST ON NOTCHED BAR 
CHARPY SHOCK TEST ON NOTCHED BAR 
ESSAI DE RESILIENCE CHARPY POUR L ACIER 
CHARPY-KERBSC~LAGPROBE FUER STAHL 
PROVA DI RESILIENZA CHARPY PER L ACCIAIO 
KERFSLAGPROEF VOOR STAAL VOLGENS CHARPY 
STEEL CONSTRUCTIONS IN THE CO~MUNITY COUNTRIES 
OFFICIAL REGULATIONS CONCER~ING STEEL CO~STRUCTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY 
COUNTRIES 
LES REGLEMENTS CCNCERNANT LA CONSTRUCTION EN ACIER OANS LES PAYS 
OU MARCHE COflflUN 
DIE BAUVORSCHRIFTEN FUER STAHLBAUKCNSTRUKTICNEN IN OEN LAENOERN 
DER GEt~E I NSCHAFT 
I REGOLA~ENTI IN MATERIA DI CCSTRUZICNE I~ ACCIAIO NEI PAESI DEL 
MERCATO CO,.,UNE 












CRUCE STEEL EQUIVALENT 
EQUIVALENT EN ACIER BRUT 
ROHSTAHLGEkICH 
IN CCUIVALENTE DI ACCIAIO GREZZO 

















RESISTANCE A LA DEFCRMATION 
VERFCR~UNGSFESTIGKEIT 
RESISTCNZA ALLA DEFCRMAZIONE 
WEERSTAND TEGEN VERVORMING 
CREEP STRENGTH 
STRENGTH 
RESISTANCE AU FLUAG& 
KRIECHFESTIGKEIT.t 
DAUERSTA~OFESTIGKEIT 





RESISTANCE A LA DEPORMATION 
VERFOR~UNGSFESTIGKEIT 
RESISTENZA ALLA DEFORMAZIONE 

















RESISTANCE AU CHOC 
SCHLAGFEST t GKEIT 




RESISTANCE AU CISAILLEMENT 
SCHERF ES TIGKE IT 




RESISTANCE A LA TRACTION 
FESTIGKEIT IZCG-,ZERREISS-> 




RESISTANCE A LA TORSION 
DRHIFEST I GK EI T 






RESISTA~CE A LA FATIGUE., 
ENDURANCE 
DAUERSTANDFESTIGKEIT 








RESISTA~CE A LA CEFCRMATION 
VERFCR~UNGSFESTIGKEIT 
RESISTE~ZA ALLA DEFGRMAZIONE 
kEERSTA~C TEG[N VERVOR~ING 
SHEARH\G STRESS 
























RUPTURE A TRACTION 
BRUCH DER ZERREISSPROBE 
ROTTURA ALLA TRAZIONE 
BREUK DOOR TREK 
TENSILE STRENGTH 
TENSILE STRENGTH 
RESISTANCE A LA TRACTION 
FESTIGKEIT IZLG-,ZERREISS-) 
RESISTENZA ALLA TRAZIONE 
TREKVASTHEID., 
TREKSHRKTE 






EPREUVE DE TRACTION., 
ESSAI DE RUPTURE., 
ESSAI OE TRACTION 
ZERREISSPROBE., 
ZUGVERSUCH 
PROVA Dl ROTTl,;RA 
TREKPROEF 
ALTERNATING BENOl~C TEST 
ESSAI DC PLIACE ALTERNE 
HIN-U~D-HEflBIEGEPROBE 
PROVA DI PIEGAMENTO ALTERNO 
HEEN EN ~EERBLIGPRCEF 
BENC TEST., 
BENCING TEST 

















PROVA DI PIEGAW.ENTO 
VERVORrING~BUIGPROEF 
COLC TEST 
ESSAI A FROID 
KALTVERSUCH 
PROVA A FREODC 
KOUDE PROEF 
CREEPING TEST 
ESSA I DE FLUAGE 
DAUERSTANDVERSUCH., 
KRIECHFESTIGKEITSPRUEFUNG 
PROVA DI SCCRRI~ENTC VISCOSO 
KRUIPPROEF 
DEEP DRAWING TEST 
ESSAI D E~BCUTISSAGE 
TIEFZIEHPROBE., 
TI EFUt~GS VERSUCH 





ESSAI DE FATIGUE., 
ESSA! D (NDURANCE 
DAUERFESTIGKEITSPROBE., 
OAUERSTA~DFESTJGKEITSPROBE 
PRCVA DI FATICA 
VER~OEIOHEIOSPROEF 
HARDENING TEST 
ESSAI DE TREfo'.FE 
HAERTUNGSPROBE· 
PROVA DI TEMPRA 
HARDINGSPROEF 
NOTCH BAR TEST 


















ESSAI CE PENETRATICN PAR STRIAGE 
RITZVERSUCH 




EPREUVE CC TRACTION., 
ESSAI DE R~PTURE., 
ESSAI DE TRACTION 
ZERREISSPROBE., 
ZUGVERSUCH 
PROVA DI RCTTLRA 
TREKPROEF 
WELC:ING TEST 
ESSAI DE SOUCABILITE 
SCHWEISS PROBE 
















EPREUVE DE TRACTIO~., 
ESSAI OE RUPTURE., 
ESSAI DE TRACTION 
ZERRE I SSPROBE., 
ZUGVERSUCH 









TEST ON NOTCHED BAR 
CHARPY SHOCK TEST CN NCTCHED BAR 
ESS~I DE RESILIENCE CHARPY POUR L ACIER 
CHARPY-KERBSC~LAGPROdE FUER STAHL 
PROVA DI RESILIENZA CHARPY PER L ACCIAIO 






ESSAI DE FATIGUE., 
ESSAI 0 ENDURANCE 
DAUERFESTIGKEITSPROBE., 
OAUERSTA~DFESTIGKEITSPROBE 




RISILIENCE TESTING MACHINE 
PENDULE DE CHARPY PCUR ESSAIS DE RESILIENCE 
CHARPY-HAMMER., 
KERBSCHLAGPRCBE~ASCHINE 




















RESISTA~:E A LA TCR~ION 
DRH1FEST IGKEI T 














RESISTANCE A L USURE 
VERSCHLEISSHAERTE., 
VERSCHLEISSFESTIGK!IT 
RESISTENZA ALL USURA 
SL I JTWEERST ANC: 
WEARING 
WEARINC DEPTH 
WEARING DEPTH !CF THE RAIL HEAD) 
LIMITE 0 USURE AD~ISSIBLE IOU CHAMPIGNON) 
ZULAESSIGE ABNUETZUNGSHOEHE IDES SCHIENCNKOPFES) 
LI~ITE D USURA AMMISSIBILE IDEL FUNGC DELLA RCTAIA) 





ESSAI DE SOUDABILITE 
SCH\.!CISSPROBE 




LI~ITE APPARE~TE 0 ETIRAGE 
STRECKGRENZE 










UTILISATICN DE L ACJER 
STAHLVERkE~WUNG 
CTILJZZAZIO~E DELL ACCIAJO 




BLINDAGE EN TCLE 
BLECHPANZERU~G 
RIVESTI~E~TC Cl LA~IERA 
PLAATHEKLEDING 
BOILER WITH O~EGA STEEL TUBES 
BRACKETS 
HIGH PRESSURE BOILER WITH OMEGA STEEL TUBES 
CHAUDIERE A TLBES D ACIER OMEGA A HAUTE PRESSION 
OMEGA-STAHLRCHRKESSEL IN HOCHDRUCKA~SFUEHR~NG 
CALOAIA A TUBI Cl ACCIAIO OMEGA AD ALTA PRESSIONE 
OMEGA-HOGEDRUKKETEL 
BRACKETS FOR ELECTRIC WIRES CR LA~PHGLDERS 
TUBULAR WALL BRACKETS FOR ELECTRIC ~IRES CR LA~PHCLOERS 
POTENCES (SUPPORTS MURAUX) TUBULAIRES POUR FILS ET LAMPES 
ROHRAUSLEGER FUER LEITUNGEN UND LEUCHTER 
BRACCJ MURALI TUBOLARI PORTAFILI E PORTALAMPAOA 




TUBES FOR PNEUMATIC BREAKERS 
TUBES POUR CA~CNS DE MARTEAUX PNEU~ATIQUES 
LUFTHAMMERROHRE 
TUBJ PER CANNE DI MARTELLI PNEUMATJCJ 
BUIZEN VCOR P~EU~ATISCHE HAMERS 
CIRCUIT IN BLACK PLATE TUBES 
COIL 
COIL 
HOT WATER CIRCUIT JN BLACK PLATE TUBES 
CIRCUITS EN T~BE FER NOIR 
HEISSWASSERUt':LAUF IN SCHWARZBLECHROEHREN 
CIRCUIT! IN T~BO DI LAt':IERA NERA 















COILS FOR RACIATJNG PANELS OF HEATING PLANTS 
TUBULAR COILS FOR RADlATl,G PANELS OF HEATING PLANTS 
SERPENTINS TUBULAIRES PCUR INSTALLATIONS CE CHAUFFAGE A PANNEAUX 
A RAYONNEMENT 
ROHRSCHLANGEN FUER STRAHLUNGSHEIZANLAGEN 
SERPENTINI TUBOLARI PER IMPIANTI DI RISCALCA~ENTO A PANNELL! 
RADIANTI. 




STEEL UTILIZATIO~ CGNGRESS 
CONGRES SUR l UTILISATICN DE L ACIER 
KONGRESS UEBER STAHLVERWENDUNG 
CONGRESSO SULL UTILIZZAZIONE DELL ACCIAIO 
CONGRES OVER tE TOEPASSINC VAN STAAL 
DLSCHARGE 
DISCHARGE PIPES ., 
RAINWATER DOWN-PIPE 




TUYAUX OE DESCENTE POUR EAUX CE PLUIE 
REGENWASSERABFLUSSRCHRE 
TUBI PER SCARICHI PLUVIALI 
GOCTPIJPEN., 
REGENWATERPIJPEN 




TUYAUX OE OESCENTE POUR EAUX DE PLUJE 
REGENWASSERABFLUSSRCHRE 
TUBI PER SCARICHI PLUVIAL! 
GOOTPIJPEN., 
REGENWATERPIJPEN 
TUBES FOR RAILINGS,GATES,PALISAOES,FENCINGS 
TUOES POUR LA CONSTRUCTION DE 
BALUSTRADES,GRILLES,PALISSADES,PARAPETS 
ROHRE ZUR HERSTELLUNG VON 
GELAENDERN,GITTERN,PFAHLZAEUNEN,BRUSTWEHREN 
TUBI PER COSTRUZJONI DI BALAUSTRE,CANCELLATE,PALJZZATE,RINGHIERE 











TUBES TARAUDES TYPE GAZ 
GASGEWINDEROHRE 
TUBI FILETTATI DEL TIPO GAS 
GASDRAADBUIZEI'\ 
GATES 
GATES ~ PALISADES , FENCINGS 
TUBES FOR RAILINGS,GATES,PALISADES,FENCINGS 
TUBES POUR LA CONSTRUCTION DE 
BALUSTRADES,GRILLES,PALISSADES,PARAPETS 
ROHRE ZUR HERSTELLUNG VON 
GELAENDERN,GITTERN,PFAHLZAEUNEN,BRUSTWEHREN 
TUB! PER COSTRUZIONI DI BALAUSTRE,CANCELLATE,PALIZZATE~RINGHIERE 




GUTTER DISCHARGE PIPES ., 
RAINWATER DOWN-PIPE 
GUY 
GUTTER DISCHARGE PIPES., 
RAINWATER DOWN-PIPE 
TUYAUX DE DESCENTE POUR EAUX DE PLUIE 
REGENWASSERABFLUSSRGHRE 
TUBI PER SCARICHI PLUVIAL! 
GCOTPIJPEN., 
REGENWATERPIJPEN 
GUY I AERIAL> 
HAUBAN IANTEf\l'\E) 
ABSPAN'IKABEL 




STEEL PANELS FOR CENTRAL HEATING 
ELE~ENTS CHAUFFANTS E~ PLAQUES D ACIER 
STAHLPLATTEN~~lZKOERPER 
ELE~ENTI SCALCANTI A PIASTRC D ACCIAIO 
STALEN PANEELnADIATOREN 
HEATING PLANTS 
TUBULAR COILS FOR RADIATING PANELS CF HEATI'IG PLANTS 
SERPENTINS TUeULAJRES PCUR INSTALLATIONS CE CHAUFFAGE A PAf\NEAUX 
A RAYON'IEMENT 










SERPENTINI TUBOLARI PER IrPIANTI DI RISCALCAMENTO A PANNELL! 
RADIANTI 





JOINTS A EMBOITEMENT 
STEMMMUFFENVERBINDUNGEN 
GIUNTI A BICCtIERE 
a<CFVERIH ND ING EN 
SCREWED AND SOCKETED JOINT 
JOINT A ~ANCHCN FILETE 
AUFGESCURAUBTE MUFFENVERBINDUNG 




AUTOGENOUS WELDING JOINTS 
JOINTS POUR SCUDURE AUTCGENE 
SCHWEISSMUFFE~VERBINDUNGEN 




JOINTS A EMBCITE¥.ENT 
STE~MMUFFENVERBINDUNGEN 





TUBULAR WALL BRACKETS FOR ELECTRIC WIRES OR LA~PHOLDERS 
POTENCES ISUPPCRTS ¥.URAUXI TUCULAIRES POUR FILS ET LAMPES 
ROHRAUSLEGER FUER LEITU~GEN UNt LEUCHTER 
BRAtCI MURALI TUBOLARJ PORTAFILI E PCRTALA¥.PADA 
BUISVOR~IGE AR¥.EN VOOR LEJCJNGEN EN LANTAARNS 
PALISADES , FENCINGS 
TUBES FOR RAILINGS,GATES,PALISACES,FENCINGS 
TUBES POUR LA CO~STRUCTJON DE 
BALUSTRADES1GRJLLES1PALJSSADE51PARAPETS 
ROHRE ZUR HERSTELLUNG VCN 
GELAENDERN1GITTERN1PFAHLZAEU~E~1BRUSTWEHREN 








BUIZEN VOOR CC~STRUCTIE VAN 
LEUNINGEN,HEKKEN,PALISSADE~,BCRSTWEP.INGEN 
PANELS 
PANELS FOR CE~TRAL HEATING 
STEEL PANELS FOR CENTRAL HEATING· 
ELEMENTS CHAUFFANTS EN PLACUES D ACIER 
STAHLPLATTENHEIZKOERPER 
ELE~ENTI SCALCANTI A PIASTRE D ACCIAIO 
STALEN PANEELRACIATOREN 
PANELS OF HEATING PLANTS 
TUBULAR COILS FOR RADIATING PANELS OF HEATING PLANTS 
SERPENTINS TUBULAIRES PCUR INSTALLATIONS CE CHAUFFAGE A PA~NEAUX 
A RAYONNEMENT 
ROHRSCULANGEN FUER STRAHLUNGSHEIZANLAGEN 
SERPENTINI TUBCLARI PER I~PIANTI DI RISCALCA~ENTO A PANNELL! 
RADIANT I 





TUBES TARAUDES TYPE GAZ 
GASGEl.:INDERCHRE 
TUBI FlLETTATI DEL TIPO GAS 
GASDRAADBUIZE~ 
RAINWATER DOWN-PIPE 
GUTTER DISCHARGE PIPES., 
RAIN~ATER DO~N-PIPE 
TUYAUX CE OESCENTE POUR EAUX DE PLUIE 
REGENWASSERABFLUSSROHRE 
TUBI PER SCARICHI PLUVIAL! 
GOCTPIJPEN., 




TUBULAR COILS FOR RADIATING PANELS OF HEATING PLANTS 
SERPENTINS TUCULAIRES POUR INSTALLATIONS DE CHAUFFAGE A PANNEAUX 
A RAYONNEMENT 
ROHRSCHLANGEN FUER STRAHLUNGSHEIZANLAGEN 
SERPENTINI TUBOLARI PER I~PIANTI DI RISCALOAMENTO A PANNELL! 
RAD I ANTI 
BUISVORHIGE VERWARHINGSSPIRALEN MET STRALINGSPANELEN 
PLATE TUBES 










CIRCUITS EN Tl:!lE FER ~JOIR 
HEISSWASSERU~LAUF IN SCH~ARZBLECHROEHREN 
CIRCUITI IN TLBC DI LAHIERA NERA 





BLINDAGE EN TCLE 
BLECHPANZERUNC 
RIVESTIMENTO Cl LAMIERA 
PLAATBEKLEDING 
RAILINGS , GATES , PALISADES , FENCINGS 
RAINWATER 
TUBES FOR RAILINGS,GATES,PALISAOES,FENCINGS 
TUBES POUR LA CO~STRUCTION DE 
BALUSTRACES,GRILLES,PALISSADES,PARAPETS 
ROHRE ZUR HERSTELLU~G VCN 
GELAENDERN,GITTERN,PFAHLZAEUNEN,BRUSTWEHREN 
TUBI PER COSTRUZIONI DI BALAUSTRE,CANCELLATE,PALIZZATE,RINGHIERE 




GUTTER DISCHARGE PIPES., 
RAINWATER DOWN-PIPE 
TUYAUX DE DESCENTE POUR EAUX DE PLUIE 
REGENWASSERABFLUSSROHRE 
TUBI PCR SCARICHI PLUVIALI 
GOOTPIJPEN., 
REGE~WATERPIJPEN 
RODS IN STEP TAPERED SECTIONS 
SCREWED 
LIGHTNING ROOS IN STEP TAPERED SECTIONS 
TIGES A PARATCNNERRE A TRONCS RETRECIS 
ABGESETZTE BLITZABLEITERSTANGEN 
ASTE PER PARAFUL~INI A TRONCHI R4STREMATI 
TAPS UITLOPENCE STAVEN VOOR BLIKSE~AFLEIDERS 
SCREWED AND SOCKETED JOINT 
SECHONS 
SCREWED AND SOCKETED JOINT 
JOINT A ~ANCHCN FILETE 
AUFGESCHRAUBTE ~UFFENVERBINDUNG 










LIGHTNING RODS IN STEP TAPERED SECTIONS 
TIGES A PARATCNNERRE A TRDNCS RETRECIS 
ABGESETZTE BLITZABLEITERSTA~GEN 
ASTE PER PARAFULMl~I A TRONCHI RASTREMATI 
TAPS UITLOPENCE STAVEN VOOR BLIKSEMAFLEIDERS 
SHUTTERS 
SHUTTERS 
TUBES FOR ROLLING SHUTTERS 
TUBES POUR VCLETS ROULANTS 
RDLLADEN-ROHRE 
TUBI PER SERRANDE 




SCRE~ED AND SOCKETED JOINT 
JOINT A ~ANCHCN FILETE 
AUFGESCHRAUBTE MUFFENVERBINDUNG 
GIUNTO A MANICOTTO FILETTATO 
OPGESCHROEFDE SCKVERBl~DING 
STEEL PANELS FOR CENTRAL HEATING 
STEEL PANELS FOR CENTRAL HEATING 
ELE~E~TS CHAUFFA~TS E~ PLA~UCS D ACIER 
STAHLPLATTE~HEIZKnERPER 
ELE~E~TI SCALCANTI A PIASTRE D ACCIAIO 
STALEN PANEELRAUIATOREN 
STEEL TUBES 
HIGH PRESSURE BOILER ~ITH U~EGA STEEL TUBES 
CHAUDIERE A TLBES D ACIER C~EGA A HAUTE PRESSION 
OMEGA-ST AllLROl-RKESS EL IN HOCllORUCK AUS FUEHRUNG 
CALDAIA A TUBI DI ACCIAIC O~EGA AD ALTA PRESSIONE 
DMEGA-HOGEDRUKKETEL 
STEEL UTILIZATION CONGRESS 
STEEL UTILIZATION CCNGRESS 
CONGRES SUR L UTILISATION CE L ACIER 
KONGRESS UEeER STAHLVERkE~DUNG 
CONGRESSO SULL UTILIZZAZIO~E CELL ACCJAIC 




















LIGHTNING ROOS IN STEP TAPERED SECTIONS 
TIGES A PARATCNNERRE A TRONCS RETRECIS 
ABGESETZTE BLITZABLEITERSTANGEN 
ASTE PER PARAFUL~INI A TRONCHI RASTREHATI 
TAPS UITLOPENCE STAVE~ VCCR BLIKSE~AFLEIDERS 





TUBES TARAUDES TYPE GAZ 
GASGEWINDEROHRE 
TUBI FILETTATI DEL TIPO GAS 
GASDRAADBUIZEI\ 
HIGH PRESSURE BOILER WITH OMEGA STEEL TUBES 
CHAUDIERE A TUBES D ACIER O~EGA A HAUTE PRESSION 
O~EGA-STAHLRO~RKESSEL IN HOCHDRUCKAUSFUEHRUNG 
CALDAIA A TUBI DI ACCIAIO crECA AD ALTA PRESSIONE 
OMEGA-HOGEDRUKKETEL 
HOT ~ATER CIRCUIT II\ BLACK PLATE TUBES 
CIRCUITS EN TLBE FER NOIR 
HEISSWASSERUMLAUF I~ SCHWARZBLECHROEHREN 
CIRCUITI IN TlBO DI LAMIERA NERA 
HEET~ATERCIRCULATIE IN eUIZEN VA~ 01\VERTl~CE PLAAT 
TUBES FOR PNEU~ATIC BREAKERS 
TUBES FOR PNEUMATIC BREAKERS 
TUBES POUR CA~ONS DE ~ARTEAUX PNEU~ATIQUES 
LUFTtlAHMERRCHRE 
TUBI PER CANNE DI ~ARTELLl PNEUMATIC! 
BUIZEN VOOR Pl\EUMATISCHE HA~ERS 
TUBES FOR RAILINGS , GATES , PALISADES , FENCINGS 
TUBES FOR RAILINGS,GATES,PALISADES,FENCINGS 
TUBES POUR LA CCNSTRUCTICN CE 
BALUSTRADES,GRILLES,PALISSADES,PARAPETS 
ROHRE zu~ HERSTELLUNG VCN 
GELAENDERN,GITTERN,PFAHLZAEUNEN,BRUSTWEHREN 
TUBI PE~ COSTRUZIONI DI BALAUSTRE,CANCELLATE,PALIZZATE,RINGHIERE 
BUIZEN VCOR CC~STRUCTIE VAN 
LEUNINGEN,HEKKEN.PALISSADE~.eORSTWE~INGEN 









TUBES FOR ROLLING SHUTTERS 
TUBES PO~R VCLETS RCULA~TS 
ROLL ADE!'ll-ROHR E 
TUBI PER SERRA~DE 
BUIZEN VCOR RCLLUIKEN 
TUBUlAR 
TUBULAR COILS FOR RADIATING PANELS OF HEATING PLANTS 
TUBULAR COILS FOR RADIATING PA~ELS OF HEAT!~~ PLANTS 
SERPENTI:-.:S TU~llLAIRES PCUR Il\SULLATIC~S DE CtiAUFFAGE A PA~NEAUX 
A RAYON"IEMENT 
ROHRSCHLANGEN FUER STRAHLUNGSHEIZANLAGEN 
SERPENTINI TU00LA~I PER l~PIA~TI DI RISCALDA~ENTO A PANNELL! 
!UDIANTI 







TUBULAR WALL BRACKETS FCR ELECTRIC ~IRES OR LA~PHOLDERS 
TUBULAR WALL BRACKETS FOR ELECTRIC WIRES CR LA~PHCLDERS 
POTENCES (SUPPORTS MURAUX) TUBULAIRES POUR FILS ET LA~PES 
ROHRAUSLEGER FUER LEITUNGEN UNO LEUCHTER 
BRACCI 114URALI TUBOLARI PORTAF Ill E PORTALAMPADA 









WALL BRACKETS FOR ELECTRIC WIRES CR LA.MPHOLDERS 
TUBULAR WALL BRACKETS FOR ELECTRit ~IRES OR LA~PHCLDERS 
POTENCES (SUPPORTS MURAUX) TUBULAIRES POUR FILS ET LAMPES 
ROHRAUSLEGER FUER LEITUNGEN UNC LEUCHTER 
BRACCI MURALI TUBOLARI PORTAFILI E PORTALA~PADA 
BUISVORMIGE ARMEN VOOR LEIDINGEN EN LANTAARNS 
WELDING 
WELDING JCINTS 
AUTOGE~OUS WELDING JOINTS 












GIU~TI PER SALDATURA AUTOGENA 
AUTCGENE LASVER6INDINGEN 
WIRES OR LAMPHOLDERS 
TUBULAR WALL BRACKETS FOR ELECT~IC ~IRES CR LA~PHOLOERS 
POTE~CES lSUPFCRTS ~URAUX) TUBULAIRES PCUR FILS ET LAMPES 
ROHRAUSLEGER FUER LLITUNGEN UNO LEUCHTER . 
BRACCI MURALI TUBOLARI PORTAFILI E PORTALA~PAOA 






IRON AND STEEL PRODUCTS 
PRODUJTS SIOERURGIQUES 
EISE~- UNO STAHLERZ(~GNISSE 
PRODCTTI SIDERURGJCJ 










ACIER AFFINE PAR LE VENT 
WI NDF R J SCHS TAl-L 
ACCIAIO AFFI:JATC AL VENTO 
f\LAASSTAAL., 
ANGLE STEEL ., 
HEAVY Al\GLES 
~ET LUC~T DCORGE~LAZEI\ STAAL 






ANGLE STCEL WITH ROU~C EDGES ., 
L - BEA~S ~ITH RCU~C ECGES 
ANGLE STEEL ~ITH ~cu~c EDGES., 
L-B~A~S WITH ROU~C EDGES 
COR~IERE A AIL~S ~GALES., 
CC~NIERE A CCl~S ARRCNDIS 
GLEICHSCHCNKLIGER Wl~KELSTAHL., 
RU~DKA~TIGER WINKELSTAHL 
A~GOLAR( AD L A LATJ UGUALI., 
ANGOLARE A SPIGOLI ARRCTCNDATI 
GELIJKZIJCIG rCEKSTAAL •• 
HCEKSTAAL ~ET AFGERO~DE HOEKEN 
ANGLE STEEL ~ITH SHARP EDGES 
A~GLE STEEL WITH SrARP EDGES 
CORNIERES A ARETES VIVES 
SCHARFKANTIGEP WINKELSTAHL 
























ANGLES \\ITH ROU:\IC EDGES 
UNECUAL A~GLtS ~IT~ RCU~L EDGES 
CDR~IERES l~EGALES ~ COINS ARRCNDIS 
UNGL EI CHSCHE~,KLI CER RU1.:CKA~T I GER ~ It-.KELSTAHL 
A~GOLARI AO L A LATI CJSUGUALI A SPIGCLI ARROTCNDATI 
O~GCLIJKZJJCIC HOEKSTAAL ~ET AFGERC~CE HOEKEN 
ANNEALED 
AN~EALEC SHEET IRON 










TOLE DE eLl~CAGE 
PAl•ZERPLATTE 
LA~IERA DI ccnAZZA 
PANT~ERPLAAT 
CCC SPIKE BAR 
HR A C~U'.PONS 
i~AGELEI ~EN., 
HAYEl'>.E ISEN 
FE~r.c PEP. ARrlONI 
KRM'MEN I JZER 
SI19 00510 
SI19 00512 
Sil c; 00696 










FERRC CTT AGCNO 
ACHTKANT STAAL 
RIBBED BAR 
FER A NERVURES CCNTRALES 
RIPPENEISEN 








ACCIAIC LA~l~ATC PIATTO 
PLATSTAAL 
HOLLC~ HALFROU~D BAR STEEL 
FER DE~I-ROND CREUX 
HOHLHALBRUNCSTAHL 








TONDO Cl ACCIAIO 
RONDSTAAL 
ROUND SAR STEEL 
BAR STEEL 






























BA~E ~:I RE 
FIL DC rER CLAIR 
BLM~KER ORAHT 
FILC DI FERRC LUCIDC 





STAB!iTAHL UNC LEICHTER PRGFILSTAHL 
ACCIAIO ~ERCA~TILE., 
LA~l~'TI ~ERCANTILI 
STAAFSTAAL E~ LICHT PR8FIELSTAAL 
BRIGHT STEEL BARS 
BARRES D ACIER POLI 
POLIERTER STAPSTAHL 
BARRE D ACCIAIO LEVIGATO 
BLANK STAA~STAAL 
BRIGHT STEEL BARS 
BARRES EN ACIER RECUIT 
BLANKSTAHL IN STAEBEN 
BARRE DI ACCIAIO RICOTTC 








FER PGUR BARREAUX DE GRILLES 
ROSTSTABEISEN 
BARRE PER GRIGLIE 

























ESAGONC D ACCIAIO 
ZESKANT STAAL 
IRON BARS 
FERS E~ BARRES 
STABSTAHL., 
STARCISE~ IVERhlTERTl 
FERRO I"J BARRE., 
ACCIAIO IN BARRE 
STAAfSTAAL., 




BARRE "'.ERCA~T Ill 
STAAFSTAAL 
ROUND BARS FCR REl~FORCING CCNCRETE,CONCRETE REINFCRCING BARS !FERRO 
CONCRETE f\ARS) 








TRAPEZE I SEN 

























FER POUR RARREAUX OE GRILLES 
RCSTSTAREISEN 
BARRE PER GRICLIE 







STABSTAHL UND LEICHTcR PRCFILSTAHL 
ACCIAIO MERCA~TILE., 
LA~INATI ~ERCA~TILI 
STAAFSTAAL E~ LICHT PROFltLSTAAL 
SQUARE BAR STEEL 
SCUARES., 
SQUARE BARS., 







BARS AND SECTIONS 
BARS AND SECTIONS 
FERS MARCHANCS ET PROFILES 
STAS- UNC FOR~STAHL 
FERRI cor.MERCIALI E PRCFILATI., 
FERRI MERCANTILI E PRCFILATI 
STAAF- EN PRCFIELSTAAL 
BARS FOR REINFCRCI~G CC~CRETE 
CORRUGATED BARS FCR REINFORCI~G CONCRETE 










GEGRCEFD STAAFSTAl\l VCOR ~E~APE~D eETON 
BARS FOR REINFORCING CChCRETE , CC~CRCTE REI~FCRCINC BARS 
ROUNC BARS FOR REI~rORCI~G CCNCRETE,CO'\:CRETE REINFORCI~G BARS !FERRO 
CONCRETE BARS) 
RONCS A SETON 
AR~IERU~GSEISE~., 
MO'\:IEREISEN., 
13 ET G:·zs TAl-L 





















FER POUR CLCTLRES 
GELAENOER-EISEN 
COROO~ATD DCPPIO 






PROFILATI ZCRES •• 
FERRI ZCRES 
ZORC:S IJZER 
Sil 9 00876 








BEA~S WITH ROUND ECGES 
BESSEMER 
ANGLE STEEL WITH RCUND EDGES., 
L-BEA~S WITH ROU~D ECGES 
CORNIERE A AILES EGALES., 
CORHIERE A COihS ARRO~DIS 
GLEICHSCHENKLIGER WI~KELST,HL., 
RUNOKANTIGER Wl~KELSTAHL 
ANGOLARE AD L A LATI UGUALI., 
ANGOLARE A SPIGCLI ARRCTONOATI 
GELIJKZIJDIG HCEKSTAAL., 
HOEKSTAAL ~ET AFCERCNCE HOEKEN 
BESSEf'ER BASIC STEEL 
BIFURCATED 





BIFURCATED OR FORKED PIFE 


















STEEL FOR CASE-HARCENING., 
BLISTER STEEL 
ACIER DE CEf'E~TATION 
EINSATZSTAHL 













TOLE OE CHAUDIERE 
KESSELBLECH 












FER A BOUDIN 
WULSTSTAHL 





PLAT A BOUDIN 
FLACHWULSTSTAHL 




FERS A T A BCLRRELET 
WULSTEISEN ~IT FLANSCHEN 








INSULATED WIRE AND CABLES 
CABLES ET CCNCUCTEURS !SOLES 
ISOLIERTE KAREL UNC LEITER 
CAVI E CC~DUTTORI ISOLATI 
GEISDLEERDE KABELS EN ORAAD 
SI19 00908 
















CASE - HARDENING ., 
BLISHR STEEL 
STEEL FOR CASE-HARCENING., 
ftLISTER STEEL 
ACIER DE CE..,E~TATION 
EINSATZSTAHL 




























CENTHIFUGAL :ASTINC PIPE 
TUYAU CE~TRIFUGE 
S:llL EUCE ~:;•jS SR OHR 
TUBO :E~TRIFUCATO 
Sll9 00283 
























CENTRIFUGAL CASTING PIPE 




CENTRIFUGAAL GEGOTEN BUIS 
CHAIN STEEL 
CHAI~ STEEL 
ACIER A CHAINES 
KETTE"-'STAHL 





FERS U NORMAUX 
NQRp.IALES U-EISEN 





U (ACIER U) 
U-STAHL 




Sil c; 00717 
SI19 0098J 
SI19 00294 





CHECKER PLATE •• 
RIFLED PLATE 













ACIER AU ~ICKEL-CHRCME 
CHRO~NICKELSTAHL 
ACCIAIO AL NlCHEL-CRO~O 
CHRCOMNIKKEL STAAL 












BANOES LA~INEES A FROID 
KALTGEWALZTE~ BAND 
BANCE LA~INATE A FREDDO 
KOUDGEWALST BA~CSTAAL 




GEGRDEFD STAAFSTAAL VCOR GEWAPENC 2ETON 
CONCRETE , CCNCRETE REl~FORCl~u BARS 
ROUND BARS FOR REINFORCING CONCRETE,CO~CRETE REl~FORCING BARS CFERRO 
CONCRETE BARSJ 
RONDS A BETON 
AR~IERUNGSEISEN., 





Sil 9 00392 
SI19 00876 
Sll9 00875 
TONDI PER CEMENTO ARMATO 
BE TONS TAAL 
CONCRETE RCINFORCING BARS 
ROUND BARS FOR REl~FORCING CONCRETE,CONCRETE REINFORCING BARS (FERRO 
CONCRETE BARS) 




TONDI PER CEMENTO ARMATO 
BE TONS TAAL 
CONNECTOR 
CONNECTOR , ~ADE FRO~ MILD-STEEL PLATE 
CCNNECTOR,MADE FRO~ MILD-STEEL PLATE 
uOUSSET C ACIER EN TOLE D ACJER DOUX 
KNOTENBLECH A~S FLUSSSTAHLBLECH 
PJASTRA IN LA~IERA DJ ACCJAIO DOLCE 




ACJER RESJSTA~T A LA CCRROSION 
NICHTROSTENDER STAHL 
ACCJAJO RCSJSTENTE ALLA CORROSIONE 
CORROSJEVAST STAAL 
CORRUGATED 
CORRUGATED BARS FOR REJ~FORCl~G CCNCRETE 




GEGROEFD STAAFSTAAL VCOR GE~APEND BETON 
CORRUGATED SHEET 
CURVED CORRUGATED SHEET 
TOLE ONDULEE CINTREE 
BOGENFOERMIGES WELLBLECH 




GALVA~JZED SHEET WITH TRAPEZOIDAL CORRUGATIONS 
TOLC GALVA~ISEE A ONOES TRAPEZCIDALES 
VERZJNKTES TRAPEZBLECH 




Sil 9 01C26 









DEAD SOFT STEEL •• 
EXTRA MILD STEEL 
DEAC SOFT STEEL •• 
EXTRA MILD STEEL 
ACIER EXTRA DCUX 
BESONDERS WEICHER STAHL 
ACCIAIO EXTRA-DOLCE 









TOLE A 'E1'!8CUTIR 
KUEMPELBLECH 
.LAHIERA DA I~BUTIRE 




DEEP DRAWING SHEET 
TOLE POUR E~BCUTISSAGE PRCFCND 
TI EFZ I EHHLECH 





' GEZOCENE STAEBE 













Sil c; 00909 
SI 19 009H 
Sll9 00396 
Sil c; 00388 





ANGLE STEEL WITH RCUND ECGES., 
L-BEA~S WITH ROUND EDGES 
CORNIERE A AILES EGALES., 
CORNIERE A COI~S ARRONOIS 
GLEICHSCHENKLIGER WJNKELSTAHL., 
RUNDKANTIGER WlNKELSTA~l 
ANGCLARE AO L A LATI UGUALI., 
ANGOLARE A SPIGOLI ARROTONOATI 
GELIJKZIJDIG ~OEKSTAAL., 
HOEKSTAAL MET AFGERO~CE HGEKEN 
ANGLE STEEL ~ITH S~ARP EDGES 
CORNIERES A ARETES VIVES 
SCHARFKANTIGER WINKELSTAHL 
ANGOLARI A SPIGCLI VIVI 
SCHERPKANTIG ~OEKSTAAL 
SECTIONS WITH SHARP EDGES 
PROFILS A ANGLES VIFS., 
PROFILS A ARETES VIVES 
SCHARFKANTIGE PROFILE 
PROFILATI A SPIGOLI VIVI 
SCHERPKANTIGE PROFIELEN 
STANDARD SECTIONS kITH ROUND EDGES 
PROFILS A COI~S ARRONDIS 
RUNDKANTIGE PROFILE 
PROFILATI A SPIGOLI ARROTONCATI 
UNEQUAL ANGLES WITH ROUND EDGES 
CORNIERES INEGALES A COINS ARRCNDIS 
UNGLEICHSCHENKLIGER RUNDKANTIGER WI~KELSTAHL 
ANGOLARI AO L A LATI DISUGUALI A SPIGOLI ARROTCNDATI 
ONGELIJKZIJCIG HOEKSTAAL MET AFGERCNCE HOEKEN 
EDGES ., 
L - BEAMS ~ITH ROUND EDGES 
ANGLE STEEL WITH RCUNO EDGES., 
L-BEAMS WITH ROUND EDGES 
CORNIERE A AILES EGALES., 
CCRNIERE A COI~S ARRONOIS 
GLEICHSCHENKLIGER WINKELSTAHL~, 
RUNOKANTIGER WINKELSTAHL 
ANGOLARE AO L A LATI UGUALI., 
ANGOLARE A SPIGOLI ARRCTONOATI 
GELIJKZTJOIG ~OEKSTAAL., 











ELECTROLYTIC TIN PLATE 
ELECTROLYTIC ·TIN PLATE 
FER BLANC ELECTRCLYTIQUE 
ELEKTROLYTISCH VERZIN~TES WEISSBLECH 
BANDA STAGNATA ELETTROLITJCA 










HOLLOW EXTRUDED SECTIONS 
PRCFILS CREUX EXTRUDES 
STRANGGEPRESSTE HOHLPROFILE 
PROFILATI CAVI ESTRUSI 
GEPERSTE HGLLE PROFIELEN 
FEATHER EDGED FLAT 
FEATHER EDGED FLAT 
FERS A ARETES VIVES 
SCHARFKANTIGER STAHL 
FERRO A SPIGOLI VIVI 
SCHERPKANTIG STAAL 
FEATHER EDGED HALFROUND 
FENCING 
FEATHER EDGED HALFROUND 
OEMl-ROND IRREGULIER 
REGELLOSER HALBRUNDSTAHL 
MEZZO-TONDO IRREGOLARE . 




FIL DE FER PCLR CLOTURE 
DRAHT FUER U~ZAEUNUNGEN 
FILO DI FERRO PER RECINZIONJ 















FILLEi:t !:!OD • • 





FIL A SOUDER 
SCHWEISSDRAHT 



















TUt3ES A AILETTES 
Rf PDENRO!:H'!.Et-. 
TUt30 AD ALETTE 
GS:RltiD:; :3~1ZE:\ 




FER PGvR BARREAUX DE GRILLES 
ROSTSTABEISEN 
t3ARRE P~R GP.ICLIE 
IJZEREN STAVE~ VCOR ROOSTERS 
FIRE-RESISTING 
FIRE-RESISTING STEEL 
s 119 00594 














FLANGE OR FLANGED PIPE 
FLANGE OR FLANGED PIPE 
TUYAU A BRIDE 
FLANSCHENROHR 
TUBO A FLA~Gl A 




FLANGE OR FLANGED PIPE 
TUYAU A BRIDE 
FlANSCHE!-,JROHR 















FEATHER EDGED FLAT 
FERS A ARETES VIVES 
SCHARFKANTIGER STAHL 
FERRO A ~PIGCLI VlVI 
SCHF~PYANTJG ~TAAL 
FLAT BAR STEEL 
FLAT!. •• 
FLAT 8~.R ~TEEL 
ACIER PLAT 
FLACHSTAHL 










FLAT HAL FF.GlJr\('l 
FLAT HAL FROUND 
DH'I-RClND PLAT 
rL t.Ch-•;ALE\Pli':CSTAHL 
MEZZO-TCNDO IREGCLAREI PIAT.TO 
PLAT ~:ALFROND STAAL 
FLATS 
FLATS 
ROUND ECGED FLATS 
FERS PLATS A ARETES ARRCNDIES 
~UhD~~~TiGEk FLACHSTAHL 
FER~I PJATTJ A SPJGOLJ ARROTONDATI 
PLATSTAAL MET AF~ERONDE KA~TEN 
FLATS • • 
FLAT BAR STEEL 
FLATS., 
FOLIATED 
FLAT BAR STEEL 
ACIER PLAT 
FLACHSTAHL 
ACCIAIO LAMINATC PIATTO 
PLATSTAAL 






SAMENGESTELD lIT DUNNE BLADEN 
FORKED PlPE 
GALVANIZED 
BIFURCATED CR FORKED PIPE 
Tt:Yl'.U BI FlJRQUE 




GALVANIZ~D SHEET WITH TRAPEZOIDAL CORRUGATIONS 
GALVANIZED SHEET WITH TRAPEZOIDAL CORRUG~TJONS 
TOLE GALVANISEE A ONDES TRAPEZOIDALES 
VERZJNKTES TRAPEZBLECH 













RIBBED GALVA~IZEC SHEET-STEEL 
TOLE D ACIER ~ERVUREf GALVANISEE 
~ERIPPTES VERZINKTES STAHLBLECH 
LAMIERA 0 ACCIAIO NERVATA ZINCATA 
GERICD GEGALVANISEERD PLAATSTAAL 
GAUGE OF WIRE 
GAUGE CF l\IRE 
~UMERO DU FIL., 
JAUGE DU FIL 
DRAHTNU,r~ER 
NUMERD DEL FILO., 












COARSE GRAINED IRON 
FER A GRCS CRAIN 
GROBKOERNIGES EISEN 
FCRRO A GRANA GROSSA 
GROFKORRELIG IJZER 
GRAINED IRON 
FINE GRAINED IRON 
GRATE BARS 
FER A GRAINS FINS 
FEINKORNEISEN 




FER POUR BARREAUX DE GRILLES 
ROSTSTABEISEN 
BARRE PER GRIGLlE 
IJZEREN STAVE~ VOOR ROOSTERS 
HALFROUND 
HALF ROUND 
FEATHER EDGED HALFROUND 
Sil 9 0(1208 
SI19 00720 
Silc; OC824 
Sil c; 00429 
Sil c; 00428 










MEZZO-TONDO IREGOLARE) PIATTO 
PLAT HALFROND STAAL 
HALFROUND BAR STEEL 
HOLLOW HALFROUNO BAR STEEL 
FER OE~l-ROND CREUX 
HOHLHALBRUNDSTAHL 
















ACC 1A10 DURO 
HARD STAAL 
MEDIUM HARO STEEL 
ACIEP. Ml-OUR 
~ITTELHARTER STAHL 
ACCIAIO ~EZZO DURO 
MIDDEUiARC STAAL 
HARDENED 
HARDENED A~D TE~PERED STEEL 
HARCENED AND TEMPENEC STEEL 
ACIER TREMPE ET RECUIT 
VERGUETETER SlAHL 
ACCIAIO BCNIFICATO 

















HARDENED STEEL ., 
HEAT TREATED STEEL 
HARDENED STEEL., 







HARDENING • ,. 
BLISTER STEEL 
·STEEL FOR CASE-HARCENING •• 
HEXAGONS 
BLISTER STEEL 
ACIER DE CE~E~TATION 
EINSATZSTAHL 










ESAGO~O D ACCIAIO 
ZESKA~T STAAL 
HIGH-ALLCY STEEL 
HIGH-~RADE,HIGH-CUALITY STEEL,HIGH-ALLCY STEEL 





HIGH-CARBO~ STRUCTURAL STEEL 
HIGH-CARSC~ STRUCTLRAL STEEL 









ACCIAIC flNO Al CARUONIC CA COSTRUZICNE 
ONGELEGEERD CCNSTRUCTIESTAAL 
HIGH-GRACE , HIGH-CUALITY STEEL , HIGH-ALLOY STEEL 







ACIER COURA~T CE CU~LITC SUPERIEURE 
QUAL I TA::'.TSS TAH 




FER DE QlJAL ITE 
QUAL IT A ET SS TAl-:L 
FERRO DI QUAL ITA 
K~ALITEITSIJZER 
HIGlf-QUALITY 











HIGH-CUALITY STEEL , HIGH-ALLOY STEEL 
HCLLOW 





HOLLOh EXTRUDED SECTIONS 
HOLLOW EXTRUDED SECTIONS 
PROFILS CREUX EXTRUDES 
STRANGGEPRESSTE HOHLPRCFILE 
PROFILATI CAVI ESTRUSI 
Sil-> C0316 
Sll9 00270 




SI 19 01130 
201 
202 
GEPERSTE HOLLE PROFIELEN 
HCLLCW HALFROUND BAR STEEL 
HOLLCW HALFRCUND BAR STEEL 
FER DE~I-RC~C CREUX 
HOHLHALBRU~CSTAHL 






HOT-EXTRUCED SPECIAL STEEL SECTIONS 
HOT-EXTRUDED SPECIAL STEEL SECTICNS 
PRCFILS D ACIER SPECIAUX EXTRUDES A CHAUD 
WAR~STRA~GGEPRESSTE SC~CERPROFILE AUS STAHL 
PROFILATI SPECIAL! IN ACCIAIO OTTE~UTI PER ESTRUSIONE A CALDO 
WAR~GEPERSTE SPECIALE STAAL PROFIELEN 
HOT-EXTRUCEC STEEL SECTION 
STEPPED HOT-EXTRUDED STEEL SECTION 
PROFIL A GRACl~S CN ACIER EXTRUDE A CHAUD 
GESTAFFELTES,~ARMSTRA~GGEPRESSTES STAHLPRCFIL 
PROFILATO A GRACINI IN ACCIAIO ESTRUSO A CALCO lALLA PRESSAl 















FER POUR CLCTCRES 
GELAE,.OER-EISEN 
CORDCNATC DCPPIO 
IJZER YOOR HE~KEN 
BULB IRON 























FERRO BRUC IA TC 
GEBRANO IJZER 
COARSE GRAINED IRON 
FER A G~OS GRAIN 
GROBKOERNIGES EISEN 









FER A GRAINS FINS 
FEINKORNEISEN 










FERRC ~ALLEASILE 0 FUCl~ABILE 




FERRO OVAL E., 
OVl\LETTC 






















FER A RIVET 
NIETENEISEN 
FERRO PER CHICDI 
KLINK~AGELS TA.AL 




















FERS rn BARRES 
STABSTAHL., 
STABEi$(~ IVERALTERT) 
FERRO I'' BARRE., 
ACCIAIO I:>; i3ARRE 
STAAFSTAAL., 
WELIJZER IN STAVEN IVERCUCERD) 
SHEET IRCT~ TUBE 











TUYAt; eJ TOLE 
BLECHRCHR 
TUBC IN LAMIERA 
BLIKKEN ElUIZEI\ 
SOCKET PIPE JOINT 
TUYAU A EMBCITEMENT 
MUFFENROHR 










L - BEA~S WITH ROUND EDGES 
~NGLE STEEL WITH RCUND ECGES., 
L-BEAMS ~ITH ROUND ECGES 
CORNIERE A AILES EGiLES., 
CORNIERC A COINS ARRONDIS 
GLEICHSCHENKLIGER WINKELSTAHL., 
RUNDKANTIGER WJNKELSTAHL 
ANGOLARE AD L A LATI UGUALJ., 
ANGOLARE A SPIGOLI ARROTONDATI 
GELIJKZIJDIG hOEKSTAAL., 







SAMENGESTELC LIT DUNNE BLADEN 
LEAD-PLATED 
LEAO-PLATED SHEET 






Sil 9 00992 
SI19 00978 






























MEDlU~ HARO STEEL 
MEDIUM HA~D STEEL 
ACIER Ml-OUR 
MITTELHARTER STAHL 

































I-SECTION VERTICAL MEMBER 
PROFIL DE POTEAU EN I 
I-PFOSTENPROF Il 
PROFILATO AD I DI SOSTEGNO 






ACIER r-'ARCHllNC •• 
LAMI~[S r~RCHANDS 
STABSTAHL U~D LEICHTER PRCFILSTAHL 
ACCIAIO ~ERCA~TILE., 
LA~INATI ~ERCA~TILJ 








DEAD SOFT STEEL •• 
ExrnA MILD STEEL 
ACIER EXTRA DCUX 
3ESCNDERS ~EICHER STAHL 
ACCIAIU EXTRA-DCLCE 
dIJZLNDER WEEK STAAL 
MILD STEEL • • 
SOFT STEEL 
















ONCELEGEERD STAAL flET LAAG c-GEHALTE 
MILO STEEL PLATE 
fo'.ILD-STEEt. 
MILC STEEL PLATE 
TOLE EN ACIER DOUX 
FLUSSEISENBLECH 
LAMIERA DI FERRO OMOGENEO 
~ILD-STEEL PLATE 
CONNECTCR,MADE FROfl ~ILD-STEEL PLATE 
GOUSSET D ACIER EN TOLE D ACIER OOUX 
KNOTENBLECH AUS FLUSSSTAHLBLECH 
PIASTRA IN LAf'IERA DI ACCIAIO DOLCE 











ACIER NON VIEILLISSANT., 



































OVAAL I JZER 
OXYGEN 
OXYGEN OLOW\ STEEL 
PURE OXYGEN RLOhN STEEL 
ACIER A L CXYG[NE PUR 
~EINER C2-STAl-L 
A:CIAIC ALL OSSI~ENC PURO 






FIL DE rER DECAPE 
GEBE I ZTER D~AH 
FILO DI FERRC DECAPATO 
GEBEITST DRAAC 
PILING ST~EL , PILING SECTION 
STEEL PI LI NG. , 
SHEET PILING., 
SHEET PILE., 








PILING • • 
SHEET PILE ., 
PILING STEEL , PILIN~ SECTION 
STEEL PI LI NG., 
SHEET PILING., 
SHEET PILE., 

















SHEET PILING • • 
SHEET PILE •• 






















































CENTRIFUGAAL GEGCTEN BUIS 
FLANGE OR FLANGED PIPE 
TUYAU A BRIDE 
FLANSCHEl\ROHR 








SOCKET PIPE JOINT 
TUYAU A EMBCITEMENT 
MUFFE'.'.IROHR 




TUYAU A ~ANCHCN 
MUHENROHR 
TUBD A ~~A:-.JICOTTO 
~OFBUIS 










TOLE DE BLINCAGE 
PANZERPLATTE 




















TOLE DE CHAUDIERE 
KESSELBLECH 
LAMIERA DA CALDAIE 
KETELPLAAT 
BULB PLATE 
PLAT A BOUDIN 
FLACH\.WLSTS TAl-'L 
FERRO PIATTO A BULBO 
KRAALPLATSTAAL 






GERIBDE STALE~ PLAAT., 
GERUITE PLAAT., 
~UITJESPLAAT 
CC~NECTCR,MADC FRC~ MILD-STEEL PLATE 
GOUSSET D ACIER EN TCLE D ACIER OOUX 
KNOTENBLECH ALS FLUSSSTAHLBLECH 
PIASTRA IN LA~IERA LI ACCIAIC CCLCE 
KNCGPPLAAT VA~ ZACHl PLAATSTAAL 
DISH PLATE 
TOLE A nrnouT IR 
KUP'PELE\LECH 
LAMIERA DA I~e~TIRE 
DIEPSTAt~PPLAAT 
ELECTROLYTIC TIN PLATE 
FER BLANC CLECTRCLYTIQUE 
~LEKTROLYTISC~ VCRZlNNTES WCISSBLECH 
BANDA STAGNATA ELETTRCLITICA 
ELECTROLYTISC~ VERTINC 8LIK 
FLANGED PLATE 
TCLE A ~GRD TCtBE OU RABATTU 
KREMPBLECH,eCERCELBLECH 
Sil c; 00908 
Sil«; CC42l 
Sil 9 00967 
Sll9 01026 
Sll9 00909 











FER BLA!:C ET A~E ~ CllAUD 
FEUERVERZINNTES ~~ISSBLECH 





LA~IERA ~~EDI A 
MIDDELZ~ARE PLAAT., 
MIDDELDIKKE PLAAT 
f.1ILD STEEL PLATE 
TOLE EN ACIER OOUX 
FLUSSCI SENBU:CH 
LAMIERA Cl FCR~C OMCGENEO 
PLAIN PLATE., 
SMOOTH PLATE 
TCLE LI SSE 
GLATTES BLECH 
LA~IERA LISCU 
















s 11 q 00911 
5119 00582 
S119 00958 







CHECKER PLATE •• 
RIFLEC PLATE 






























































PROFILED SHEET IRON 







FERS A T A SCLRRELET 
~ULSTEISEN ~IT FLANSCHEN 














ROUND BARS FCR REl~FORCJ~G CCNCR[TE,CO~CRETE REI~FORCI~G BARS (FERRO 
CONCRETE BARS t 




TONDI PER CEMENTO ARMATC 
DETO:-.!STAAL 
REINFCRCI~G CONCRETE 













GEGROEFD STAAFSTAAL VOOR GEWAPEND BETON 
REINFORCING CONCRETE , CONCRETE REINFORCING BARS 
ROUND BARS FOR REl~FORCING CONCRETE,CONCRETE REINFORCING BARS CFERRO 
CONCRETE BARS) 








HEAT RESISTI~C STEEL 
ACICR RESISTA~T A LA CHALEUR 
HITZE6ESTAENCIGER STAHL 





FER A NERVURES CE~TRALES 
RtPrENEISEN 
FERRO PIATTD CON NER~ATURA CENTRALE., 
COROONATC SEMPLICE 
RIBBED GALVANIZED SHEET-STEEL 
RIBBED GALVANIZED SHECT-STEEL 
TCLE D ACIER ~ERVUREE GALVANISEE 
GERIPPTES VERZINKTES STAhLBLECH 
LA~IERA D ACCIAIO NERVATA ZINCATA 















SI 19 00815 
SI l c; 00313 
SI19 00410 
Sil 9 00208 







FER A RIVET 
NI ETE:.iE I SEN 
FERRO PER CHICCI 
Kl INKNAGELS TAAL 






FIL A SOUDER 
SCH\.:EISSCRAHT 







FIL A SOUDER 
SCH\.:EISSDRAHT 












TUBES SANS SDUDURE 
NAHTLOSE ROEHREN 











































STEPPED HOT-EXTRUDED STEEL SECTION 
PROFIL A G~AOINS EN ACIER EXTRUDE A CHAUO 
GESTAFFELTES,~ARMSTRANGGEPRESSTES STAHLPRCFIL 
PROFILATO A GRAOINI IN ACCIAIO ESTRUSC A CALCO (ALLA PRESSAI 
GET~APT IVERSPRINGEND> PROFIEL VAN WARMGEPERST STAAL 
SECTION VERTICAL ~E,,,BER 
1-SECTJO~ VERTICAL MEMBER 




PROFJLATO AO I DI SOSTEGNO 
KOLOHMEN VAN 1-PROFIELEN 
BARS A~D SECTIONS 
FERS MARCHANOS ET PROFILES 
STAB- UNO FOR~STAHL 
Sll9 00824 
Sil c; 00829 
SI19 00825 
SI19 00721 




FERRI COMMERCIALI E PROFILATI., 
FERRI MERCANTILI E PROFILATI 








SEC TI O"JS 
ACIER PROFILE FORT 
SCHWERER PROFILSTAHL 
PROFILATO PESANTE DI ACCIAIO 
ZWAAR PROFIELSTAAL 
HEAVY STRUCTURAL SECTIONS 
SECTIONS 




PROFILATI DA COSTRUZIONE 
ZWARE PRCFIELEN., 
dOUWP~OFIELEN 
HOLLC~ EXTRUDED SE:TICNS 
SECTIONS 
PROFILS CREUX EXTRUDES 
STRANGGEPRESSTE HCHLPROFILE 
PROFILATI CAVI ESTRUSI 
GEPERSTE HOLLE PROFIELEN 
HOT ROLLED STEEL SECTIONS 
SECTICNS 
ACI~R PROFILE LA~INE A CHAUO 
WAR~GEWALZTER FOR~STAHL 
PROFILATC DI ACCIAIO LA~I~ATO A CALDO 
~AR~G~~ALST PRCFIELSTAAL 
HOT-EXTRUDCD SPECIAL STEEL SECTIONS 
SECTIONS 
PRCFILS D ACIER SPECIAUX EXTRUDES A CHAUD 
WAR~STRANGCEPRESSTE SC~CERPRCFILE AUS STAHL 
PROFILATI SPECIAL! II> ACCIAIO CTTE~~TI PER ESTRUSIONE A CALDO 
WAR~GEPERSTC SPECIALE STAAL PROFIELEN 
LIGHT SECTIONS 
Sil 9 00593 
SI 19 01109 
Sll9 00358 
Sil9 00830 






ACIER PROFILE LEGER 
LEICHTER PRCFILSTAHL 




AC IER PROFILE 
FORt'.STAHL 
PROFILATO IOI ACCIAIOJ 
PROFIELSTAAL 
SECTIONS "'ITH ROUNC ECGES 
STA~DARC SECTIONS ~ITH ROUND EDGES 
PROFILS A COINS ARRONDIS 
RUNDKANTIGE PROFILE 
PRCFILATI A SPIGOLI ARRCTCNDATI 
SECTIONS klTH SHARP EDGES 
.. SECTIO:\IS "<ITH SHARP EDGES 
PRCFILS A AN~LES VIFS., 
PROFILS A ARETES VIVES 
SCHARFKANTIGE PROFILE 



























































CURVED CORRUGATED SHEET 
TOLC ONDULEE CINTREE 
BOGENFCERMIGES WELLBLECH 





TOLE POUR EMBCUTISSAGE 
TI EF Z I EH3LECH 













Sil 9 00595 
Sll9 00962 
SI19 00914 












. LAt-'.JERA GROSSA 
. DIKKE PLAAT 










TCLE MINCE OE QUALITE 
QUALITAETSFEI~BLECH 
LA~IERA SOTTILE Cl CUALITA 
SPECIALE Dlll'\NE PLAAT 
SHEET IRON 





PROFILED SHEET IRON 




SHEET IRON TUBE 
SHEET IRON TUBE 
TUYAU EN TOLE 
SLECHROHR 
TUBO IN LAMIERA 
BLIKKEN BUIZEN 
SHEET PILE • , 




PILING STEEL,PILJNG SECTION 
Sll9 00939 
s11c; 00965 
Sil c; 00943 











SHEET PILil'\G • , 
SHEET PILE • , 











SHEET WITH TRAPEZOIDAL CORRUGATIONS 
GALVA~IZED SHEET hITH TRAPEZCIDAL CCRRUGATICNS 
TOLE GALVANISE[ A ONDES T~APEZOIDALES 
VERZINKTES TRAPEZBLECH 




RIBBED GALVANIZED SHEET-STEEL 
TOLE D ACIE~ ~~RVUREE GALVA~ISEE 
GE~ I PP TES VFU lr\KTES S TllHLBLECH 
LAMIERA D ACCIAIO NERVATA ZI~CATA 





TUYAU A ,_.A"lCHCN 
MUFFE:"-iROHR 
TUBO A '~A'HCOTTO 
,..OFBUIS 


















SOCKET PIPE JOINT 
SOCKET PIPE JOINT 
SOFT IRON 
TUYAU A EMBOITEMENT 
MUFFENROHR 

















O~GELEGEERD STAAL f'ET LAAC C-GE~ALTE 
SOFT STEEL 
AClER NCN TREf'PE 
UNGEHAE~TETER STAHL 
ACCIAIO ~CN TE~PRATO 
~IET-GEHA~O STAAL 
SGFT STEEL ., 
EXTRA r.ILC STEEL 
CtAC SOFT STEEL., 
EXTRA ~ILD STEEL 
ACIER EXTRA OCUX 
eEsc~rnERS WE I CUER s TAHL 
ACCIAIC EXT~A-OOLCE 
BIJZCNCER WtEK STAAL 
SPECIAL 
SPECIAL STEEL SECTIONS 
HOT-EXTRUDED SPE:I~L STEEL SECTIONS 
PROFILS D ACIE~ SPECIAUX EXT~UDES A CHAUD 
WAR~STRl\~~GEPPESSTE SC~CE~P~CFILE AUS STA~L 
Sll9 00990 
SI19 00978 
Sil 9 00587 
Sll9 0030lt 
Sll9 00448 
Sil 9 00307 
Sll 9 01129 
SPIKE 
PRCl=ILATI SPECIALI l~J ACCIAIC CTTEr•VTI PER ESTRU'.ilCNE II CALDC 








SPEC l llAL STAAL 
DCG SPIKE BAR 
FER A CRAl-'.PO'~S 
NllG!:LEISEr->., 
HllKE:>EISEN 




SQUARE BARS ., 







SQUARE BAR STEEL 
FERS CARRES 
VIERKANTSTAl-IL., 










ACIER AFFINE FAR LE VENT 
WI NDFR I SCHS TAt-l 
ACCIAIO AFFINATO AL VENTO 
BLAASSTAAL., 





































































AC JER A C~lA INES 
KETTENSTAHL 
ACCIAIO PER CATENE 
KETTI·~CSTAAL 
CHANNEL STEEL 
U IACIER U) 
U-STAHL 
FERRO AD U 
U-STAAL 
CHRO~E-NICKEL STEEL 
ACIER AU NICKEL-CHRCME 
CHROMNICKELSTAHL 
ACCIAIO Al NJCHEL-CROMO 
CHRCO~NIKKEL STAAL 
CORRCSION-RESISTINC STEEL 
ACIER RESISTA~T A LA CORROSION 
NICHTROSTENCER STAHL 
ACCJAIO RESISTENTE ALLA CCRROSJONE 
CORRCSJEVAST STAAL 
CEAC SCFT STEEL., 
EXTRA MILD STEEL 
ACIE~ EXTRA DCUX 
BESC~DEP.S WEICHER STAHL 
ASCIAIO EXTRA-DOLCE 









ACIER TRAITE Al FCUR ELECTRIQUE 
ELEKTRCS TAHL 
ACCIAIC ELETTRICO., 






























FLAT BAR STEEL 
ACIER PLAT 
FLACHSTAHL 













HARDENED ANO TEr-PERED STEEL 
ACIER TREMPE ET RECUIT 
VERCUETETER STAHL 
ACCIAIO BO~IFICATO 




























HEAT RESISTING STEEL 
ACIE~ RFSISTA~T A LA CHALEUR 
HITZEBESTAE~CI~ER STAHL 
ACCIAIO RCSISTE~TE Al CALORE 
HITTEBESTE~DIC STAAL 
HIGH-CARBO~ STRU~TLRAL STEEL 
ACIER FIN AU CARBCNE DE CCNSTRUCTJON 
U~LEGJERTER BAUSTAHL 
ACCIAIO FINO AL CAROGNIC CA CCSTRUZJCNE 
O~GF.LEGEERD CCNSTRUCTJESTAAL 
HIGH-GRADE STEEL 
ACJER COURA~T DE :uALJTE SUPERJEURE 
QUAL I TAETSS TAl-L 
ACCJAIO CO~U~E OJ QUALITA SUPERIORE 
GANGBAAR KWALITEITSSTAAL 
HIGH-GRADE STEEL 
FER DE CUAL ITE 
QUAL IT AETSSTA"'l 
FERRO DI QUALITA 
KWALITEITSIJZER 












SI l 9 00373 
Sl19 00316 
Sll9 00301 














HOLLOW HALFROU~O BAR STEEL 
FER DE~I-RO~C CREUX 
HOHLHALBRUNCSTAHL 














LOW CARBON STEEL 
ACIER A BASSE TENEUR EN CARBONE 
NIEDRIGGEKOHLTER STAHL 
ACCIAIO A BASSO TENORE DI CARBONIO 
STAAL MET LAAG C-GEHALTE 
MEDIUM HARD STEEL 
ACIER Ml-OUR 
MITTELHARTER STAHL 








ACCIA 10 DOLCE 
ZACHT STAAL., 

















ACIER NON VIEILLISSANT., 

















ACCIAIO SEMPLICE ORDINARIO 






PURE OXYGEN BLO~N STEEL 
ACIER A L OXVGENE PUR 
REINER C2-STAHL 
ACCIAIO ALL CSSIGENC PURO 
~ET ZUIVERE Z~URSTOF GEBLAZE~ STAAL 
ROUND BAR STEEL 
ACIER ROND 
RUND STAHL 
TONDO DI ACCIAIO 
RONDSTAAL 
ROUNC BAR STEEL 




















ACIER NON TRE~PE 
UNGEHAERTETER STAHL 










SQUARE BAR STEEL 
FERS CARRES 





STEEL FOR CASE-llARCENING., 
BLISTER STEEL 
ACIER OE CE~E~TATION 
EINSATZSTAHL 
ACCIAIO OA CE~ENTAZIONE 
CARBOHE[RSTAAL., 
C Hi E:\ITE E RS TAAL 
TUNGSTEN STEEL 
ACIER AU TUNGSTENE 
WOLFRAMSTAHL 
ACCIAIO AL TUNGSTENO 
WOLFRA~STAAL 
UNBLISTEREC STEEL 







s 11 c; 00352 
sue; 00215 
STEEL ., 













EXTRA HILD STEEL 
DEAD SOFT STEEL., 
EXTRA •· ILD STEEL 
STEEL ., 
ACIER EXTRA DCUX 
BESONDERS WEICHER STAHL 
ACCIAIO EXTRA-DCLCE 
BIJZONOER WEEK STAAL 
HEAT TREATED STEEL 
HARDENED STEEL., 








HEAVY ANGLE STEEL., 
HEAVY ANGLES 












SI 19 00275 





















ONGELEGEERD STAAL ~CT LAAG C-GEHALTE 
STEEL •• 
TONNAGE STEEL 






ACCIAIU SE~PLICE ORDINARIO 
GEWOON GANGttAAR STAAL 



















BRIGHT STEEL BARS 
BARRES D ACIER POLI 
POLIERTER STABSTAHL 
BARRE D ACCIAIO LEVIGATO 
Sil c; C0327 
snc; oo3e1t 
Sil c; 00291 





BRIGHT STEEL BARS 
BARRES EN ACIER RECUIT 
BLANKSTAHL IN STAEBEN 
BARRE DI ACCIAIO RICOTTO 
BLANK GEWALST KOUDGETROKKEN STAAFSTAAL 
STEEL FOR CASE - HARDENING •• 
BLISTER STEEL 
STEEL FOR CASE-HAqOENING •• 
BLISTER STEEL 
ACIER DE CEME~TATION 
EINSATZSTAHL 
ACCIAIO DA CE~ENTAZIONE 
CARBONEERSTAAL., 
CEMENTEERSTAAL 
SJEEL PILING • • 
SHEET PILING., 
SHEET PILE ., 












MILC STEEL PLATE 
TOLE EN ACIER DOUX 
FLUSSEISENBLECH 
LA~IERA DI FERRO OMOGENEO 
STEEL SECTION 
STEPPED HOT-EXTRUDED STEEL SECTION 
PROFIL A GRACINS EN ACIER EXTRUDE A CHAUO 
GESTAFFELTES,hARMSTRANGGEPRESSTES STAHLPRCFIL 
PROFILATO A GRADINI IN ACCIAIO ESTRUSO A CALCO !ALLA PRESSA) 
GETRAPT IVERSPRINGEND) PROFIEL VAN WAR~GEPERST STAAL 
STEEL SECTIONS 
HOT ROLLED STEEL SECTIONS 











PROFILATO DI ACCIAIO LAMINATO A CALOO 
WARMGEWALST PROFIELSTAAL 
STEEL SECTIONS 
HOT-EXTRUDED SPECIAL STEEL SECTIONS 
PROFILS D ACIER SPECIAUX EXTRUDES A CHAUD 
WARMSTRANGGEPRESSTE SONOERPROFILE AUS STAHL 
PROFILATI SPECIAL! IN ACCIAIO OTTENUTI PER ESTRUSIONE A CALOD 
WARMGEPERSTE SPECIALE STAAL PROFIELEN 
STEEL WITH ROUND ECGES ., 
L - BEA~S WITH ROUND ECGES 
ANGLE STEEL ~ITH RCUND EDGES., 
L-BEAMS WITH ROUNC EDGES 
CCRNIERE A AILES EGALES., 
CORNIERE A COINS ARRONDIS 
GLEICHSCHENKLIGER WINKELSTAHL., 
RUNDKANTJGER hlNKELSTAHL 
ANGOLARE AD L A LATJ UGUALI., 
ANGOLARE A SPIGOLI ARROTONDATI 
GELIJKZIJDIG ~DEKSTAAL., 
HOEKSTAAL MET AFGERONDE HOEKEN 
STEEL WITH SHARP EDGES 
ANGLE STEEL WITH SHARP EDGES 
COR~IERES A ARETES VIVES 
SCHARFKANTIGER WINKELSTAHL 
















TUYAU DE FUMEE 
RAUCHROHR 





Sil c; 00509 





BAND~S LAMINEES A FROID 
KALTGEWALZTES BAND 










HEAVY STRUCTURAL SECTIONS 








HIGH-CARBON STRUCTURAL STEEL 
TARED PIPE 
ACIER FIN AU CARBCNE DE CCNSTRUCTICN 
UNLEGIERTER BAUSTAHL 










HARDENED AND TE~PERED STEEL 
ACIER TREHPE ET RECUIT 
VERGUETETER STAHL 
ACCIAIO BONIFICATO 




TOLE FORTE •• 
GROSSE TCLE 
sue; 00392 
Sil 9 00391 
SI19 00830 














TOLE MINCE DE QUALITE 
QUALITAETSFEit-.BLECH 
LAMIERA SOTTILE DI QUALITA 
SPECIALE DUNNE PLAAT 
ELECTROLYTIC TIN PLATE 
TIN PLATE 
FER BLANC ELECTRCLYTIQUE 
ELEKTROLYTISCh VERZINNTES ~EISSBLECH 
BANDA STAGNATA ELETTROLITICA 
ELECTROLYTISC~ VERTINC BLIK 
HOT TIN PLATE 
TIN PLATE 
FER BLANC ETA~E A CHAUD 
FEUERVERZINNTES ~EISSBLECH 



















ACCIAIO SEMPLICE ORDINARIO 












TRAPEZE I SEN 













TUBES A AILETTES 
RIPPENROEHREN 




SAND CAST TUBE 
TUYAU COULE E~ SABLE 
IN SAND GECCSSENES ROHR •• 
SANDGUSSROHR 
TUBO COLATO I~ SABBIA 
IN ZAND GECOTEN BUIS 
SI19 00992 
TUBE 
SHEET IRCN TUBE 
TUYAU·EN TOLE 
BLECHROHR 




SMOKE TUBE •• 
STOVE TUBE 
TUYAU DE FUMEE 
RAUCHROHR 





SMOKE TUBE •• 
STOVE TUBE 
TUVAU DE FUMEE 
RAUCliROHR 








TUBES SANS SCUOURE 
NAHTLCSE RCEHPEN 




ACIER AU TUNCSTENE 
.,;CLFRAMSTAHL 












ACICR SANS AMPOULE 
~LASENLOSER STAHL 

























Sil 9 C0641J 
WtRE 
WELDING ROD •• 
WELDING ..:IRE 
FILLER ROD •• 
WELDING ROD •• 
WELDING WIRE 
FIL A SOUDER 
S CHWrI SS ORAHT 
FILO PER SALDATURE 
LASORAAO 
WELDING WIRE 
FILLER ROD •• 







FIL A SOUDER 
SCHWEISSORAHT 
FILC PER SALCATURE 
LASORAAO 
BARE WIRE 
FIL OE FER CLAIR 
BLANKER ORAHT 








FIL OE FER POLR CLOTURE 
DRAHT FUER U~ZAEUNUNGEN 
FILO DI FERRO PER RECINZIONI 
ORAAD VOOR AFRASTERING 
FILLER ROD •• 
WELDING ROD.:. 
WELDlNG WIRE 
Fil A SOUDER 
SCHWEISSORAHT 
FILO PER SALDATURE 
LASORAAD 
SI19 0061t9 










GAUGE OF WIRE 
NUP'ERO DU FIL.• 
JAUGE DU FIL 
DRAHTNUP'P'.ER 
NUr.CRO DEL FILO •• 
SPESSORE DEL FILO 
DRAADDIKTE 
PICKLED WIRE 
FIL DE FER DECAPE 
GEBEIZTER ORAi-iT 
FILO DI FERRC DECAPATO 
CEBE ITS T ORA AC 
WIRE A:-.10 CABLES 
INSULATED WIRE AND CABLES 
CABLES ET CONDUCTEURS ISOLES 
ISCLIERTE KABEL UNC LEITER 
CAVI E CONDUTTO~I ISOLATI 


















FER SOUDE •• 
FER CORRCYE 
SCHWEISSEISEN 





PROFILATO A z •• 







Sil 9 00610 
ZORES 
Z-IJZER 















ROADS ANC ROADWAY ACCESSORIES 
ROUTES ET ACCESSOIRES ROUTIERS 
STRASSEN UNO STRASSENZUBEHOER 
STRADE E ACCESSCRI STRACALI 
WEGEN EN BIJKO~ENDE VCORZJENINGEN 
ACCESSORIES 
ACCESSORIES 
ROACS AND ROADWAY ACCESSORIES 
ROUTES ET ACCESSOIRES ROUTIERS 
STRASSEN UNO STRASSE~ZUBEHCER 
STRAOE ED ACCESSORI STRADALI 









BARRIERS OF RAILWAY CROSSINGS 
BRIDGE 
TUBES FO~ BARRIERS OF RAILWAY CROSSINGS 
TUBES POUR BARRIERES DE PASSAGE A NIVEAU 
ROHR( FUER SC~RANKEN AN BAHNUEBERGAENGEN 
TUBI PER SBARRE DI PASSAGCI A LIVELLC 
BUIZEN VOOR SPOORBO~EN VAN SPCORWEGOVERCANCEN 
BRIDGE RAILINGS 
uULL-HEADS 
ROAD AND BRIDGE RAILINGS 
PARAPETS DE RCUTES ET DE PO~TS 
STRASSE~- UNO BRUECKENGELAENDER 
PARAPETTI STRADALI E DI PONTI 
BORSTWERINGEN VOOR ~EGEN EN BRUGGEN 
BULL-HEADS AS CURBSTONES 
TUBULAR GUARD POSTS WITH HOTFORGED BULL-HEADS AS CUReSTONES 
BORNES ET BCUTERCUES TUSULAJRES A TCTE ARRC~CJE FORGEE A CHAUO 
PRALLPFOSTEN ~IT RU~DGESCHMIECETE~ KCPF 
PARACARRI TUBCLARI A TESTA ARRCTCNCATA FORCIATA A CALDO 
HOEKPALEN ~ET wAR~GESMEDE RONDE KOP 
CHANDELIERS 











VEELA~rIGE CUISVGR~IGE STRAATLANTAARNS 
:oNTACT 
CCNTACT ~IRES 
PORTAL FRA~CS I~ TLBULAR LATTICE WORK FCR SUSPENDI~G AND STRAINING 
CONTACT WIRES 
PORTICUES E~ TREILLIS TUBULAIRE POUR LE SLPPORT ET L A~ARRAGE DES 
CATENA IRES 
ROHRCITTER-PCRTALRAH~E~ FUER DIE AUFHAENGUNG UNO ABSPANNUNG DER 
FAl-IRL( ITUNGEN 
PALI A TRALJCCIC TUDCLARE PER SOSTEGNC ED CR~ECCIO DELLE LINEE DI 
CONTATTC 
DRAACPOQTALE~ IN BUIZE~VAK~E~K VOOR CE ONCERSTEUNJ~G EN 




PASSAGE A NIVEAU 
SCHIE~ENGLEIC~E UEBERGAENGE 
PASSAGGI A LIVELLO 
SPOORWEGOVE~CA~GEN OP RAJL-NIVEAU 
CROSSINGS 
TUBES FOR BARRIERS OF RAllhAY CRCSSINGS 
TUBES POUR BARRIERES DE PASSAGE A NIVEAU 
ROHRE FUER SC~RANKE~ AN ~AHNUEBERGAESGEN 
TUBI PER SBARRE Cl PASSAGCI A LJVELLC _ 
BUIZEN VOCR SPCCRBO~EN VAN SPCORWEGCVERGA~GEN 
CROSSINGS AT ROAD LEVEL 
CULVERT 
PEDESTRIAN CROSSI~GS AT ROAD LEVEL 
PASSAGES CLOUTES POUR PIETONS 
STRASSENCLEIChE FUSSGAENGERUEBERWEGE 
PASSAGGI PECO~ALI A LIVELLC STRACALE 









CANALETTC DI SCCLO 
CULVERT., 











TUBULAR GUARD POSTS WITH HCTFORGED BULL-HEADS AS CURBSTONES 
OOR~ES ET BCUTEROUES TUBULAIRES A TETE ARRCNCIE FORGEE A CHAUO 
PRALLPFOSTEN ~IT RUNCGESCH~IECETEM KCPF 
PARACARRI TUSCLARI A TESTA ARROTO~DATA FORGIATA A CALOO 












LES OUVRAGES AU SERVICE OE LA SECURITE RCUTIERE 
BAUELEMENTE FUER DIE SICHERHEIT AUF CEN STRASSEN 
LE OPERE Al SERVIZIL DELLA SICUREZZA STRACALE 
KU~STWCRKEN l~ DIENST VAN DE VERKEERSVEILIGHEIO 
FIRE HYDRANTS WITH TUBULAR POSTS 
FIRE HYDRANTS WITH TUBULAR POSTS 
HOUCHES D INCENDIE A COLO~NE TUBULAIRE 
ROHRSAUELEN FUER FEUERLOESCHHYCRANTEN 
IORANTI PER I~CENDIC A COLCN\A TUBOLARE 




TUBULAR FOUNTAIN PCSTS 
DORNES-FONTAI~ES TUHULAIRES LISSES CU PROFILEES 
GLATTE ODER ABGESETZTE BRUNNEN-ROHRjAEULEN 
FONTANELLE TUeOLARI LISCE 0 SAGOHATE 
GLADDE OF GEPROFILEEROE BUIZEN VOOR OPENBARE POMPEN 
FRAMES IN TUBULAR LATTICE WORK FO~ SUSPENDING AND STRAINING CONTACT WIRES 
PORTAL FRAMES IN TUBULAR LATTICE WORK FOR SUSPENDING AND STRAINING 
CONTACT WIRES 
PORTIQUES EN TREILLIS TUBULAIRE POUR LE SUPPORT ET L AHARRAGE DES 
CATENA IRES 
ROHRGJTTER-PORTALRAHMEN FUER DIE AUFHAENGUNG UNO ABSPANNUNG DER 
FAHRLEITUNGEN 
PALI A TRALICCIO TUBOLARE PER SOSTEGNO ED ORMEGGJO DELLE LINEE DI 
CONTATTO 
ORAAGPORTALEN JN BUIZENVAKWERK VOOR OE ONCERSTEUNING EN 























BARRIERA DI SICUREZZA 
VANGRAIL 
HYDRANTS WITH TUBULAR PCSTS 
LATTICE 
FIRE HYCRANTS WITH TUBULAR PQSTS 
BOUCHES C l~CE~DIE A COLONNE TUBULAIRE 
ROHRSAUELEN FLER FEUERLOESCHHYDRANTEN 
IDRANTI PER INCENDIG A COLONNA TUBOLARE 
BUISVORMIGE ZLILTJES VCCR BRANDKRANEN 
LATTICE POLES FOR POWER TRANS~ISSION LINES 
TUBULAR LATTICE PCLCS FCR PCWER TRANS~ISSION LINES 
PYLONES E~ TREILLIS POUR LIGNES ELECTRIQUES 
ROHRCITTERMASTE FUER ELEKTRISCHE LEITUNGEN 
PALI A TRALICCIO PER ELETTRODOTTI 
TUBULAIRE VAK~ERK~ASTEN VCCR ELEKTRISCHE LEIDINGEN 
LATTICE WORK FOR SUSPENDING A~D STRAINING CCNTACT WIRES 
LEVEL 
LEVEL 
PORTAL FRAMES I~ TLBULAR LATTICE WORK FOR SUSPENDING AND STRAINING 
CONTACT WIRES 
PORTIQUES EN TREILLIS TUBULAIRE POUR LE SUPPORT ET L A~ARRAGE DES 
CATENA IRES 
ROHRGITTER-PORTALRAH~EN FUER DIE AUFHAENGUNG UNC ABSPANNUNG DER 
FAHRLE IT UNG EN 
PALI A TRALICCIC TlJBCLARE PER SOSTEGNC ED ORMEGCIO DELLE LINEE DI 
CONTATTO 
CRAAGPO~TALEN Ih BUIZE~VAKkERK VOOR CE ONCERSTEUNING EN 
BEVESTIGING VA~ BOVENLEIDINGEN 
PEDESTRIAN CROSSl~CS AT ROAD LEVEL 










PASSAGGI PEDO~ALI A LIVELLO STRADALE 
VOETGANGERSOVERSTEEKPLAATSEN OP STRAAT-NIVEAU 
LEVEL CROSSINGS 
LCVEL CRCS SINGS 
PASSAGE A NIVEAU 
SCHIENENGLEIC~E UECERGAENGE 
PASSAGGI A LIVELLO 




ELEVATED STEEL ROACS., 
LEVELROADS 
ROUTES EN ACIER SURELEVEES., 
ROUTES Al NIVEAU DU SOL 
STAHLHCCHSTRASSEN., 
EBENERDICE STRASSEN 
STRADE IN ACCIAIO SOPRA (LEVATE., 
STRADE A LIVELLO DEL SUOLC 
STALEN VIADUCTEN,VERHCOGDE STALEN WEGEN., 
OP BODE~~IVEAU LIGGENDE STALEN ~EGEN 
LIGHT ING POLES 
LIGHTS 
LIGHTING POLES 
POTEAUX SUPPCRTS DE LAHPES 
BELEUCHTUNGS~ASTE 
PALI PER ILLU~INAZIONE 
LANTAARNPALEN., 
LI CHTMAS TEN 





TRAFIC LIGHTS ~CUNTED ON A TUBULAR STEEL ~AST 
SE~APHORES SUR POTEAU EN ACIER 
VERKEHRSAMPELN AUF STAHLROHR~ASTEN 
SE~AFORC ~ONTATC SU UN PALO D ACCIAIO TUBCLARE 
VER~ECRSLICHTEN CP STALEN MASTEN 
~ONCTUBE PCLE FOR PCWER TRANSMISSION LINE 
POTEAU A TIGE UNIOUE POUR L!GNC ELECTRIQUE 
EINFACHER RCHP~AST FUER KRAFTLEITUNG 
PALO A STELC LNICO PER ELETTROCOTTO 








TUBULAR LATTICE PCLES FOR POWER TRANSMISSION LINES 
PYLGNES EN TREILLIS PCUR LIG~ES ELECTRJQUES 
ROHRGJTTER~ASTE FUER ELEKTRISCHE LElTUNGEN 
PALI A TRALICCIO PER ELETTRODOTTI 






SLIP FOR~ MACHINES 
MACHI~ES D!TES A COFFRAGES GLISSANTS 
STRASSENBAUHASCHINE~ MIT GLEITSCHALUNGEN 
MACCHINE DETTE SLIP FGR~ ~ACHINES 
~ACHI~ES ~ET CLIJDE~DE BEKISTING 
TRAFIC LIGHTS ~OU~TED ON A TUBULAR STEEL MAST 
SEMAPHORES SUR POTEAU EN ACIER 
VERKEHRSAMPELN AUF STAHLROHR~ASTEN 
SEMAFORO MONTATO SU U~ PALO D ACCIAIO TUBCLARE 
VERKEERSLICHTEN GP STALE~ MASTEN 
~ONOTUBE POLE FOR POWER TRANS~ISSION LINE 
PEDESTRIAN 
~ONCTUBE POLE FOR POWER TRANSMISSION LINE 
POTEAU A TIGE UNIQUE POUR LIGNE ELECTRIQUE 
EINFACHER ROHRMAST FUER KRAFTLEITUNG 
PALO A STELC ~NICO PER ELETTROOOTTO 
GEWONE CUIS~AST VOOR ELEKTRISCHE LEIDING 
PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS AT ROAD LEVEL 
POLE 
PED[STRIAN CROSSI~CS AT ROAD LEVEL 
PASSAGES CLCUTES PGUR PIETONS 
STRASSENGLEIChE FUSSGAENGERUEBER~ECE 
PASSAGGI PEDC~ALI A LIVELLC STRADALE 
VOETGANGERSOVERSTEEKPLAATSEN OP STRAAT-NIVEAU 
POLE FOR POWER TP.ANS~ISSIC~ LINE 
POLES 
POLES 
~ONOTUBE POLE FOR POWER TRANSMISSION LINE 
POTEAU A TIGE UNIQUE POUR LIGNE ELECTRIQUE 
EINFACHER ROHRMAST FUER KRAFTLEITUNG 
PALO A STELO lNICO PER ELETTROOOTTO 
GEWONE BUIS~AST VOOR ELEKTRISCHE LEIDING 
LIGHTING POLES 











PALI PER ILLU~INAZIONE 
LANTAAR~PALEN., 
LICHTMASTEN 
POLES FOR PO~ER TRANSMISSION LINES 
PORTAL 
TUBULAR LATTICE POLES FOR PO~ER ~RANSMISSICN LINES 
PYLCNES E~ TREILLIS PCUR LIGNES ELECTRJQUES 
ROHRGJTTERMASTE FUER ELEKTRISCHE LEJTUNGE~ 
PALI A TRALICCJO PER ELETTRODOTTI 
TUBULAIRE VAK~ERK~ASTEN VCCR ELEKTRISCHE LEICINGEN 





PORTAL FRAMES IN TLBULAR LATTICE WORK FOR SUSPENDING ANC STRAINING 
CONTACT WIRES 
PCRTICUES E~ TREILLIS TUBULAIRE POUR LC SLPPCRT ET L AMARRAGE DES 
CATENA IRES 
ROHRGJTTER-PCRTALRAHMEN FUER DIE AUFHAENCUNG UNO ABSPANNUNG DER 
FAHRLEITUNGEN 
PALI A TRALICCIO TUBOLARE PER SOSTEGNO ED CRMEGGIO DELLE LINEE DI 
CCNTATTO 
DRAAGPORTALE~ IN P.UIZENVAKWERK VOOR DE CNCERSTEUNING EN 
BEVESTIGING VAN 80VENLEIDl~GEN 
FIRE HYDRANTS WITH TUBULAR POSTS 
BOUCHES C INCENDIE A COLC~NE TUBULAIRE 
ROHRSAUELEN FLER FEUERLOESCHHYCRANTEN 
IDRANTI PER J~CENOJO A CCLO~~A TUBGLARE 
BUISVOR~IGE ZUJLTJES VCCR BRANDKRANEN 
TUBULAR FOUNTAIN PCSTS 
BORNES-FONTAI~ES TUBULAIRES LISSES OU PROFILEES 
GLATTE ODER ABCESETZTE BRUNNEN-ROHRSAEULEN 
FONTANELLE TUBOLARJ LISCE 0 SACOMATE 
CLADDE OF GEPROFILEERDE BUIZEN VOOR OPENBARE POHPEN 
POSTS , CYLINDRICAL OR POLYGONAL , FOR LIGHT SIGNALLING ANO FOR TRAFFIC 
SIGNALS 
TUBULAR POSTS,CYLINDRICAL OR POLYGONAL,FCR LIG~T SIGNALLING ANO FOR 
TRAFFIC SIGNALS 
COLONNETTES TUBULAIRES CYLINORIQUES ET POLYCONALES POUR SIGNAUX 
LUMINEUX ET PCUR LA SIGNALISATION OE LA CIRCULATION 
RUNDE ODER VIELKANTIGE ROHRSAEULEN FUER LEUCHT-SIGNALE UNO 
VERKEHRSREGLER 
COLON~ETTE TUBOLARJ CILINORICHE E PCLIGONALI PER SECNALAZJCNI 
LUMJNOSE E PER REGCLATORI DEL TRAFFICO 









POSTS WITH HOT FORGED BLLL-HEADS AS CURBSTONES 
TUBULAR GUARD POSTS WITH HOTFORGED BULL-HEADS AS CURBSTONES 
BORNES ET BOVTEROUES TUBULAIRCS A TETE ARRCNDIE FORGEE A CHAUD 
PRALLPFCSTEN ~IT RUNDGESCHMIEDETEM KGPF 
PARACARRI TUPCLARI A TESTA ARRCTONDATA FORGIATA A CALCO 
HOEKPALEN MET WAR~GESMEDE RONDE KOP 
RAILINGS 
RAILINGS 
ROAD AND BRIDGE RAILINGS 
PARAPETS DE RCUTES ET DE PONTS 
STRASSEN- UNO BRUECKE~GELAENDER 
PARAPETTI STRADALI E DI PONTI 




TUBES FOR BARRIERS OF RAILWAY CRCSSINGS 
TUBES POUR BARRIER~$ DE PASSAGE A NIVEAU 
ROllRE FUER SCHRANKEN AN BAW~UEBERGAENGEN 
TUBI PER SBARRE DI PASSAGGI A LIVELLO 
HUIZEN VOOR SPDORBOMEN VAN SPCURWEGCVERGANGEN 
ROAD AND HRIDGE RAILINGS 
ROAC AND rlRIDGE RAILINGS 
ROAD LEVEL 
PARAPETS DE ~CUTES ET DE PO~TS 
STRASSEN- UNC RRUSCKE~GELAENDER 
PARAPETTI STRADALI E DI PONTI 
BORSTWERINGEN VOCR ~EGEN EN B~UGGEN 
PEDESTRIA~ CROSSINGS AT RQAD LEVEL 
PASSAGES CLCUT:S POUR PIETCNS 
STRASSE~~LEIC~E FUSSGAENGERUEBERWEGE 
PASSAGGI PEDC~ALI A LIVELLC ST~ACALE 
VOET~ANGERSCVERSTEEKPLAATSE~ OP STRAAT-NIVEAU 
ROAD SECTION 
~OVABLE STEEL ROAC SECTIC~ ITE~PCRARY) 
ROAD SIGN 
ROUTE (~ ACIER A~OVICLE IPROVISOIRE) 
UMSETZBARC STAHLSTRASSE IPROVISORISCHE) 
STRADA IN ACCIAIO AKOVIRILE IPROVVISORIA) 
VERPLAATSBARE STALE~ ~EG IVOORLOPIGE) 
STEEL-PLATE ROAD SIGN 
PANN[AU DE SIG~ALISATION RCUTIERE EN ACIER 
~EGWEISER AUS STAHLOLECH 















LES OUVRAGES AU SERVICE DE LA SECURITE ROUTIERE 
BAUELE~ENTE FUER DIE SICHERHEIT AUF DEN STRASSEN 
LE OPERE AL SERVIZIO DELLA SICUREZZA STRACALE 
KUNSTWERKEN IN DIENST VAN OE VERKEERSVEILIGHEID 
ROADS •• 
LEVELROADS 
ELEVATED STEEL ROACS •• 
LEVELROADS 
ROUTES EN ACIER SURELEVEES., 
ROUTES AU NIVEAU DU SOL 
STAHLHOCHSTRASSEN., 
EBENEROICE STRASSEN 
STRADE IN ACCIAIO SCPRA ELEVATE., 
STRADE A LIVELLO DEL SUCLO 
STALE~ VIADUCTEN,VERHOOGOE STALEN WEGEN., 
OP BCDE~~IVEAU LIGGE~OE STALEN WEGEN 
ROADS ANO ROADWAY ACCESSORIES 
ROADS ANO ROADWAY ACCESSORIES 
ROUTES ET ACCESSOIRES RCUTIERS 
STRASSEN UNC STRASSENZUBEHOER 
STRADE ED ACCESSORI STRACALI 
WEGEN EN BIJKCl'.ENOE VOGRZIENINGEN 
ROADWAY 
ROADWAY ACCESSORIES . 
ROADS AND ROADWAY ACCESSCRIES 
ROUTES ET ACCESSOIRES ROUTIERS 
STRASSEN UNO STRASSENZUBEHOER 
STRAOE ED ACCESSORI STRADALI 
~EGEN EN BIJKC~ENCE VCORZIENINGEN 
SECTION 
SLIP 
SEC JI ON 
~OVABLE STEEL RCAC SECTICN CTE~PCRARY) 
ROUTE EN ACIER A~OVIBLE CPRCVISOIRE) 
UMSCTZBARE STAHLSTRASSE CPROVISCRISCHE) 
STRADA IN ACCIAIO A~OVIBILE CPROVVISCRJA) 
VERPLAATSBARE STALEN ~EG CVCORLOPJGE) 
SLIP FORM MACHI~ES 
SLIP FOR~ MACHINES 










STRASSE~OAU~ASCHINE~ ~IT GLEITSCHALLNGEN 
~ACC•IINE CETTE SLIP FCR~ MACHINES 
MACHINES XET CLIJDE~DE BEKISTING 
TRAFIC LIGHTS ~OU~TED O~ A TUBULAR STEEL MAST 
SE~APHCRES SUR POTEAU E~ ACIER 
VERKEHRSA~PEL~ AUF STAHLROHR~ASTEN 
SE~AfORO ~ONTATO SU UN PALO 0 ACCIAIC TUBCLARE 
VERKEERSLICHTEN OP STALEN ~ASTEN 
STEEL RCAC SECTION 
~OVABLE ST~EL ROAC SECTICN ITE~PORARY) 
ROUTE cN ACIEP A~OVIHLE IPRCVISOIRE) 
U~SETZPARE STAHLSTRASSE IPRCVISCRISC~E) 
STRADA I~ ACCIAIO AMOVIBILE IPROVVISCRIA) 
VERPLAATSBARE STALEN WEG IVOORLOPIGE> 
STEEL ROADS ., 
LEVELROACS 
ELEVATED STEEL RCACS., 
LEVELROADS 
RUUTES EN ACIER SURELEVEES., 
ROUTE3 AL NIVEAU OU SOL 
STAHLHOCHSTRASSEN., 
EBE~ERDIGE STRASSEN 
STRADE IN ACCIAIO SCPRA ELEVATE., 
STRAOE A LIVELLO D~L SUOLC 
STALEN VIAOUCTEN,VERHGOGDE STALEN ~EGEN., 
.OP BODEMNIVEAU LIGGENDE STALEN ~EGEN 
STEEL-PLATE 
STEEL-PLATE ROAD SIGN 
STEEL-PLATE ROAD SIGN 
PAN~EAU DE SIGNALISATION RCUTIERE EN ACIER 
WEGWEISER AUS STAHLBLECH 
INDICATORE STRADALE IN LAMIERA 
WEGWIJZER VAN STAALPLAAT 
TRAFIC 
TUBES 
TRAFIC LIGHTS MOUNTED CN A TUBULAR STEEL MAST 
TRAFlC LIGHTS ~OUNTED ON A TUBULAR STEEL MAST 
SEMAPHORES SUR POTEAU E~ ACIER 
VERKEHRSAMPELN AUF STAHLROHR~ASTEN 
SE~AFORO ~O~TATO SU UN PALO D ACCIAIO TUBCLARE 
VERKEERSLICHTEN OP STALEN MASTEN 
TUBES FOR BARRIERS OF RAIL~AY CROSSINGS 











TUBES POUR BARRIERE~ DE PASSAGE A NIVEAU 
ROHRE FUER SC~RANKEN AN BAH~UEBERGAENGEN 
TUBI PER SBARRE DJ PASSAGGI A ttVELLO 






VEELARMIGE BUJSVORMIGE STRAATLANTAARNS 
TUBULAR FGUNTAIN POSTS 
TUBULAR FOUNTAIN PCSTS 
BORNES-FONTAl~ES TUBULAIRES LISSES OU PROFILEES 
GLATTE ODER ABG~SETZTE BRU~NEN-ROHRSAEULE~ 
FONTA~ELLE TUfCLARI LISCE 0 SAGOMATE 
GLADDE OF GEPROFILEERCE BUIZEN VOOR CPENBARE POHPEN 
TUBULAR GUARD POST~ WIT~ HOT FORGEC BULL-HEACS AS CURBSTONES 
TUBULAR GUARD POSTS WITH llOTFORGED BULL-f-IEACS AS CURBSTONES 
BORNES ET BOUTEROUES TUBULAIRES A TETE ARRCNDIE roRGEE A CHAUD 
PRALLPFOSTEt' ,..IT RUNDGESCll~JEDETE"- KOPF 
PARACARRI TUBCLARI A TESTA ARRCTONCATA FORGIATA A CALDO 






TUBULAR LATTICE POLES FCR POWER TRM,SMISSION LINES 
TUBULAR LATTICE PCLES FOR PCWER TRANSMISSION LINES 
PYLONES EN TREILLIS POUR LIGNES ELECTRIQUES 
ROHRGITTERMASTE FUER ELEKTRISCHE LEITUNGEN 
PALI A TRALICCJO PER ELETTROOOTTI 
TUBULAIRE VAKkERKr.ASTEN VOCR ELEKTRISCHE LEIDINGEN 
TUBULAR LATTICE WORK FOR SUSPENDING AND STRAINING CGNTACT WIRES 
PORTAL FRAMES IN TUBULAR LATTICE WORK FOR SUSPENDING ANO STRAINING 
CONTACT WIRES 
PORTIQUES EN TREILLJS TUBULAIRE POUR LE SUPPORT ET L AMARRAGE DES 
CATENA IRES 
ROHRGITTER-PCRTALRAHMEN FUER DIE AUFHAENGUNG UNO ABSPANNUNG DER 
FAHRLEITU~GEN 
PALI A TRALICCIO TUBCLARE PER SOSTEGNO ED ORMEGGIO DELLE LINEE DI 
CONTATTO 
ORAAGPORTALEN IN BUIZENVAKWERK VOOR OE CNCERSTEUNING EN 
BEVESTIGING VAN BOVENLEIOINGEN 
TUBULAR POSTS 
FIRE HYDRANTS WITH TUBULAR POSTS 
BOUCHES 0 INCENDIE A COLONNE TUBULAIRE 
ROHRSAUELEN FCER FEUERLCESCHHYDRANTEN 
IDRANTI PER INCENDIO A COLONNA TUBOLARE 
TRA2 01043 
TRA2 01037 
BUISVORMIGE ZlILTJES VOCR BRANDKRANEN 
·TUBULAR PCSTS , CYLINDRICAL OR POLYGCNAL , FOR LIGHT SIGNALLING AND FOR 
TRAFFIC SIGNALS 
TUBULAR POSTS,CYLI~DRICAL CR POLYGONAL,FCR LIG~T SIGNALLING AND FOR 
TRAFFIC SIGNUS 
COLONNETT(S TlBULAIRES CYLINDRICUES ET POLYGCNALES POUR SIGNAUX 
LUMINEUX ET PCUR LA SIGNALISATION DE LA CIRCULATION 
RUNDE ODER VIELKANTIGE ROHRSAEULEN FUER L(UCHT-SIGNALE UNO 
VERKEHRSREGLER 
COLONNETTE TUCCLARI CILINDRICHE E PCLIGONALI PER SEGNALAZIONI 
LUMINOSE E PER REGOLATORI DEL TRAFFICO 
CILINDRISCHE CF POLYGCNALE PALEN VCCR VERKEERS-LICHTEN OF· 
VERKEERSTEKENS 
TUBULAR STEEL MAST 
WIRES 
WIRES 
TRAFIC LIGHTS MOUNTED ON A TUBULAR STEEL MAST 
SEMAPHORES SUR PDTEAU EN ACIER 
VERK(HRSAMPELN AUF STAHLROHRMASTEN 
SE~AFORO XONTATO SU UN PALC D ACCIAJO TU6CLARE 
VERKEERSLICHTE~ OP STALEN MASTEN 
PORTAL FRAMES IN TUBULAR LATTICE WORK FOR SUSPENDING AND STRAINING 
CONTACT WIRES 
PORTIQUES EN TREILLIS TUBULAIRE POUR LE SlPPORT ET L A~ARRAGE DES 
CATENA IRES 
ROHRGITTER-PORTALRAHMEN FUER CIE AUFHAENGUNG UNC ABSPANNUNG DER 
FAHRLE IT UNG EN 
PALI A TRALICCIO TUBOLARE PER SOSTEG,_O ED CRMEGGIO DELLE LINEE DI 
CONTATTO 
DRAAGPORTALEN IN OUIZE~VAK~ERK VOOR DE ONCERSTEUNING EN 
8EVESTIGING VAN BOVE~LEICINGEN 
WORK FOR SUSPENDING AND STRAINING CONTACT WIRES 
PCRTAL FRAMES IN TlBULAR LATTICE WORK FCR SUSPENCING AND STRAINING 
CC~HACT WIRES 
PORTIQUES EN TREJLLIS TUBULAIP.E POUR LE SLPPORT ET L AMAR; ~GE DES 
CATENA IRES 
RCHRGITTER-PCRTALRAliME~~ FUER DIE AUfHAEr\GUNG UNO ABSPANNUNG DER 
FAHRLE ITUNGEN 
PALI A TRALICCIO TU80LARE PER SOSTECNO ED OR~EGGID DELL( LINEE DI 
CCNTATTO 
DRAAGPORTALE~ IN BUIZENVAKWERK VOOR DE ONCERSTEUNING EN 









BRIDCES, ELEVATED ROACS AND FLYOVERS 
PONTS ET ROUTES SURELEVEES 
BRUECKEN UNC HOCHSTRASSEN 
PONTI E STRADE SOPRAELEVATE 
BRUGGEN EN VIADUCTEN 
ABUTMENT 
ARCH 
ABUTMENT OF BRIDGE 
ARCH 
ABUTMENT OF BRIDGE 
CULEE DE PONT 
BRUECKENWIDERLAGER 
SPALLA DI PONTE., 
COSCIA DI PONTE 
BRUGGENHOOFD 
FOOTBRIDGE WITH PARAOOLIC ARCH 
PASSERELLE EN ARC DE PARABOLE 
PARASELBOGE~-rUSSGAENGERBRUECKE 
PASSERELLA AD ARCO PARABOLICO 
VOETBOOGBRUG ~ET PARABOLISCHE BOOG 
ARCH BRIDGE 
SPANDREL-BRACED ARCH BRIDGE 
PONT EN ARC AVEC TABLIER SUPERIEUR 
BOGE~BRUECKE ~IT AUFGESTAENDERTER FAHRBAHN 
PONTE AD ARCC CON PALCO SUPERIORE 
BOOGBRUG MET ~OOGGELEGEN RIJBAAN 
ARCl-f BRIDGES 
ARCH BRIDGES 
PONTS EN ARC 
BOGENBRUECKEN 





SEG~E~TAL ARCHED FCOTBRIDGE 
PASSERELLE EN ARC DE CERCLE 
KREISBOGEN-FU~SGAENGERORUECKE 



















BEA~ ON VERTICAL ARTICULATED COLU~NS · 
FOOTBRIDGE WITH BOX-SECTICN ~AIN BEAM ON VERTICAL ARTICULATED COLUMNS 
PASSERELLE A POUTRE PC~TEUSE EN CAISSO~ AVEC SUPPORTS PENDULAIRES 
BOX GIRDER 
VERTICAUX 
HOHLKASTENTRAEGER-FUSSGAENGERBRUECKE MIT LOTRECHTEN 
PENDELSTUETZEN 
PASSERELLA A TRAVE PGRTANTE A CASSONE CON SCSTEGNI PENDOLARI 
VERT I CALI 
VOETBRUG ~ET fGLLE KOKERLIGGER EN LCODRECHTE SLINGERSTIJL 
CENTRAL BOX GIRDER 
POUTRE CREUSE RECTANGULAIRE CE~TRALE 
HOHLKASTENMITTELTRAEGER 
TRAVE A SCATCLA CENTRALE 
CENTRALE KOKERLIGGER 
BOX SECTICN FRAME CONSTRUCTION 
BOX SECTION FRA~ECCNSTRUCTION 
CONSTRUCTION EN OSSATURE DE POUTRES CREUSES RECTA~GULAIRES 
HOHLKA~TENRAH~ENKCNSTRUKTICN 
INCASTELLATUR~ DI TRAVE A SCATOLA 
RAAM~ERK VAN KOKERLIGGERS 
BOX-SECTlON 
BOX-SECTION MAIN BEAM O~ VERTICAL ARTICULATED COLUMNS 
FOOTBRIDGE WITH BOX-SECTION ~AIN BEAM ON VERTICAL ARTICULATED COLUMNS 




HOHLKASTENTRAEGER-FUSSGAENGERBRUECKE MIT LOTRECHTEN 
PENDELSTUETZEN 
PASSERELLA A TRAVE PORTANTE A CASSONE CON SOSTEGNI PENDCLARI 
VERTICALI 
VOET6RUG MET HOLLE KOKERLIGGER EN LCCDRECHTE SLINGERSTIJL 
ABUTMENT OF BRIDGE 
CULEE or PONT 
BRUECKEN~IDERLAGER 
SPALLA DI PONTE., 
BRIDGE 























PONTE A SBALZC 
CANTILEVERBRUG 
BRIDGE 
CENTERING FOR THE eutLDING OF A BRIDGE 
CINTRE POUR LA CONSTRUCTION 0 UN PCNT 
RUESTBOGEN FUER OEN BAU EINER BRUECKE 





PONT CE SERVICE COLEODUC) 
LE ITUNGSBRUEC l<E 
PONTE PER OLEGDOTTO 
BRUG VOOR PIJPLEIDINGEN 
BRIDGE 
SPANCREL-BRACED ARCH BRIDGE 
PONT EN ARC AVEC TABLIER SUPERIEUR 
BOGENBRUECKE ~IT AUFGESTAENOERTER FAHRBAHN 
PONTE AO ARCC CCN PALCO SUPERIORE 
BOOGBRUG ~ET HOOGGELEGEN RIJBAAN 
BRIDGE 
BRIDGES. 
TRUSSED GIRDER BRICGE 
PONT A POUTRES EN TREILLIS 
FACHWERl<BALKE~BRUECKE 




PONTS EN ARC 
DOGENBRUECKEN 












PONTS POUR GRUES 
KRANBRUECKEN 
PONTI PER GRU 
KRAANBRUGGEN 
PLATE GIRDER BRIDGES 
BRIDGES 
PONTS A POUTRES DROITES 
BALKENBRUECKEN 






















BRIDGES , ELEVATED ROACS AND FLYOVERS 
ELEVATED ROAD CROSSINGS •• 
BRIDGES,ELEVATED RCADS AND FLYOVERS 
DUVRAGES DE FRANCHISSEMENT •• 
PONTS ET ROUTES SURELEVEES 
UEBERFUEHRUNGEN •• 
BRUECKEN UNO HGCHSTRASSEN 
OPERE DI ATTRAVERSAMENTO •• 
PONTI E STRADE SOPRAELEVATE 
KUNSTWERKEN BIJ DE WEGENBOUW •• 












BRIDGES ANO FERRIES 
BUILDING 
FLOATING BRIDGES ANO FERRIES 
PONTS OE BATEAUX ET BACS 
SCHIFFBRUECKEN UNO FAEHREN 
PONTI SU BARC~E E TRAGHETTI 
SCHIPSRUGGE~ EN VEERPONTEN 
BUILDING OF A BRIDGE 
CANTILEVER 
CENTERING FO~ THE BUILDING OF A BRIDGE 
CINTRE POUR LA CO~STRUCTICN D UN PONT 
RUESTBOGEN FUER OE~ BAU EINER BRUECKE 








PONTE A SKALZC 
CA:-.ITILEVERBRUG 
CENTERING FOR THE DUILCING OF A BRIDGE 
CENTERING FOR THE EUILOING CF A BRIDGE 
CINTRE POUR LA CONSTRUCTION D UN PONT 
RUESTBOGEN FUER DEN BAU EINER BRUECKE 





FOOTBRIDGE WITH BOX-SECTION MAIN BEA~ ON VERTICAL ARTICULATED COLUMNS 
PASSERELLE A FGUTRE PCRTEUSE EN CAISSC~ AVEC SUPPORTS PENDCLAIRES 
CCLUMNS 
VERTICAUX 
HOHLKASTE~TRAEGER-FUSSGAENGEReRUECKE ~IT LOTR£CHTEN 
PENDELSTUETZEN 
PASSERELLA A TRAVE PORTANTE A CASSCNE CCN SCSTEG~'I PE~DCLARI 
VERTICAL I 
VCETBRUG MET ~OLLr KOKERLIGGER EN LCCDRECHTE SLINGERSTIJL 
RAKING FORKED CDLU~NS 
SUPPORTS INCLINES ET ECARTES 
SPRC I ZSTUETZEN 












BOX SECTICN FRA~ECCNSTRUCTION 
CONSTRUCTION EN OSSATURE OE POUTRES CREUSES RECTANGULAIRES 
HOHLKASTENRAH~E~KCNSTRUKTICN 
INCASTELLATURA DI TRAVE A SCATCLA 
RAA~~ERK VAN KOKERLIGGERS 
CRANE BRIDGES 
CRANE BRIDGES 
PONTS POUR GRUES 
KRANBRUECKEN 




BRIDGES , ELEVATED ROACS AND FLYOVERS 
ELEVATED ROAD CRCSSINGS •• 
BRICGES,ELEVATEO RCADS AND FLYOVERS 
OUVRAGES DE FRANCHISSEMENT •• 
PONTS ET ROUTES SURELEVEES 
UEBERFUEHRUNGEN •• 
DECKING 
BRUECKEN UND HGCHSTRASSEN 
OPERE DI ATTRAVERSA~ENTO •• 
PONTI E STRADE SOPRAELEVATE 
KUNSTWERKEN BIJ OE ~EGE~BCUW •• 




AIRE DE FOULEE 
GEHWEGPLA TTE 
CORSIA DI TRA~SITO 
VLCERPLAAT 
DEFLECTLON UNDER THE ACTION OF LIVE LOADS 
MAXIMUM DEFLECTION UNDER THE ACTION OF LIVE LOADS 
FLECHE MAXIMU~ SOUS L ACTION DES SURCHARGES 
MAXIMALE DURC~BIEGUNG U~TER VERKEHRSLAST 
FERRIES 
FERRIES 
FRECCIA MASSl~A SOTTO L AZIONE DEi SOVVRACCARICHI 
MAXIMALE DOORBUIGING ONCER VERKEERSBELASTING 
FLOATING BRIDGES A~D FERRIES 
PONTS OE BATEAUX ET BACS 









PONTI SU BARC~E E TRAGHETTI 
SCHIPBRUGGEN EN VEERPONTEN 
FLYOVERS 
FLYOVERS 
ELEVATEC RCAD cncSSINGS •• 
BRJCGES,ELEVATEC RCACS AND FLYOVERS 
OUVRACES DE FRANCHISSEMENT •• 
PONTS ET ROUTES SURELEVEES 
UEBERFUEHRUNGEN •• 
HRUECKEN UNO HCCHSTRASSEN 
OPERE DI ATTRAVERSA~ENTO •• 
PONTI E STRAOE SOPRAELEVATE 
KUNSTWERKEN BIJ DE ~ECENBOUW •• 
BRUGCEN E~ VIADUCTEN 
FOOTBRIDGE 
FOOTBRIDGE 
SEC~ENTAL ARCHED FCOTBRIDGE 
PASSERELLE EN ARC DE CERCLE 
KREISBOCEN-FUSSGAENGERBRUECKE 
PASSERELLA AC ARCO DI CERCHIO 
SEG~ENTBOOG-VCETBRUG 
FOOTBRIDGE SUPPORTED RV ~IRE ROPES FRCM A MAST 
FOOTBRIDGE SUPPORTED BY WIRE ROPES FROM A MAST 
PASSERELLE SUSPENDUE A L AIDE DE llAUBANS A UN PYLONE 
SEILVERSPANNTE FUSSCAENGERBRUECKE MIT PYLON 
PASSERELLA SCSPESA MEOJANTE CAVI AC U~ PILONE 
VOETHANCBRUG ~ET PYLOON 
FOOTBRIDGE WITH BOX-SECTION MAIN BEAM ON VERTICAL ARTICULATED COLUMNS 
FOOTBRIDGE WITH BCX-SECTION ~AIN BEAM ON VERTICAL ARTICULATED CCLUMNS 
PASSERELLE A POUTRE PORTEUSE EN CAISSON AVEC SUPPORTS PENDULAIRES 
VERTICAUX 
HOHLKASTENTRAEGER-FUSSGAENGERBRUECKE MIT LCTRECHTEN 
PENDELSTUETZEN 
PASSERELLA A TRAVE PORTANTE A CASSONE CON SOSTEGNI PENOOLARI 
VERTICAL I 
VOETBRUG MET HOLLE KOKERLICGER EN LCCDRECHTE SLINGERSTIJL 
FCOTBRIDGE WITH PARABOLIC ARCH 
FORKED 
FOOTBRIDGE WITH PARABOLIC ARCH 
PASSERELLE EN ARC DE PARABOLE 
PARABELBOGEN-FUSSGAENGERBRUECKE 
PASSERELLA AC ARCO PARABOLICO 
YOETBOOGBRUG ~ET PARABOLISCHE BOOG 
FORKED CCLUHNS 









SUPPCRTS INCLINES ET ECARTES 
SPRE I ZS TUETZff, 
SOSTEGNI INCLINATI E DIVARICATI 
SCHOR EN 
FRA~E CC~STRUCTION 
BOX SECTION fRAMECC~STRUCTION 
CONSTRUCTION EN CSSATURE DE POUTRES CREUSES RECTANGULAIRES 
HOHLKASTENRAH~ENKO~STRUKTION 
l~CASTELLATURA DI TRAVE A SCATCLA 
RAAMWERK VAN KOKE~LIGGERS 
GIRDER 
GIRDER 
CENTRAL BOX GIRDER 
PCUTRE CREUSE RECTANGULAIRE CENTRALE 
HOHLKASTEN~ITTELTRAEGER 
TRAVE A SCATCLA CENTRALE 
CEUTRALF KOKERLIGGER 
GIRDER BRIDGE 
TRUSSED GIRC[R CRICGE 
PO~T A PCUTRES EN TREILLIS 
FACHWERK8ALKE~dRUECKE 








PLATE GIRCER BRICGES 
PONTS A POUTRfS DROITES 
BALKENBRUECKE~ 
PONTI A TRAVI PIENE 
VCLLE~ANCLIGGERBRUGGEN 
~AXI,ur DEFLECTICN UNDER THE ACTION OF LIVE LOADS 
FLECHC ~AXI~uw SOUS L ACTION DES SURCHARGES 
MAXl~ALE DURC~eICGUNG UNTER VERKCHRSLAST 
FRECCIA MASSI~A SCTTC L AZIONE DEi SCVVRACCARICHI 
~AXl~ALE DOCRDUIGI~G ONCER VERKEERSRELASTING 
FO~TBRIDGE SUPPO~TED BY ~IRE ROPES FROM A MAST 
PASSERELLE SUSPE~DUE A L AIDE DE HAUBANS A UN PYLONE 
SEILVERSPAN~TE FUSSGAE~GERBRUECKE ~IT PYLCN 
PASSERELLA SCSPESA ~EDIA~TE CAVI AC U\ PILCNE 












FOOTBRIDGE WITH PARABOLIC ARCH 
PASSERELLE E~ ARC DE PARABCLE 
PARABELDOGEN-FUSSGAENGERBRUECKE 
PASSERELLA AC ARCO PARABOLICO 





PONT DE SERVICE IOLEODUC) 
LE ITU"GSBRUECKE 
PONTE PER CLECDOTTO 
BRUG VOOR PIJPLEIDINGEN 
PLATE GIRCER BRIDGES 
PLATE GIRDER BRIDGES 
PONTS A PCUTRES DROITES 
BALKENBRUECKEf\ 





RAKING FORKED COLUMNS 
RAKif\G FORKED COLU~NS 
SUPPORTS I~CLINES ET ECARTES 
SPREIZSTUETZEf\ 
SOSTEGNI lNCLINATI E DlVARICATI 
SC HOREN 
ROAD CROSSINGS .~ 
BRIDGES , ELEVATED RCACS AND FLYCVERS 
ELEVATED ROAD CRCSSINGS •• 
BRICGCS,ELEVATED RCADS ANC FLYOVERS 
OUVP.AGES DE FRA:~Ctll SSEMEtH •• 
PONTS ET ROUTES SURELEVEES 
UEBERFUEHRUNGEN •• 
BRUECKEN UNO HOCHSTRASSEN 
OPERE DI ATTRf.VERSA~ENTC •• 
PO~Tl E STRADE SOPRAELEVATE 
KUNSTWERKEN BIJ CE ~CGE~scuw •• 
BRUGGEN EN VIACUCTEN 
ROACS AND FLYOVERS 
ELEVATED ROAD CROSSINGS •• 
BRIC~ES,ELEVATED RCADS AND FLYOVERS 
OUVRAGES DE FRANC~ISSE~ENT •• 









&RUECKC~ U~D HCCHSTRASSEN 
CPCRE DI ATTRAVERSA~E~TC •• 
PC~TI E STRACE SCPRAELEVATE 
KUNSTWERKEN DIJ DC k[GE~eouw •• 
uRU~GE~ E~ VIACUCTEN . 
ROPES FRC~ A ~AST 
FOOTBRIDGE SUPPORTED BY ~IRE RCPES FRO~ A ~AST 
PASSERELLE SUSPENDUE A L AIDE DE HAUBANS A U~ PYLONE 
SEILVERSPAN~TE FUSSGAENGERBRUECKE ,IT PYLCN 
PASSERELLA SCSPESA ~EDIANTE CAVI AC UN PILONE 
VOETHANGBRUG ~ET PYLOO~ 
SECTION 
SECTION FRA~E CONSTRUCTION 
BOX SECTION FRAMECCNSTRUCTION 
CO~STRUCTION E~ OSSATURE OE POUTRES CREUSES RECTANGULAIRES 
HOHLKASTENRAH~ENKO~STRUKTION 
INCASTELLATURA DI TRAVE A SCATCLA 




AIRE DE FOULEE 
GEHWEGPLATTE 
CORSIA DI TRA~SITO 
VLCERPLAAT 
SPANDREL-BRACED 
SPANDREL-BRACED ARCH BRIDGE 
SPANDREL-BRAC(D ARCH BRIDGE 
PO~T EN ARC AVEC TABLIER SUPERIEUR 
BOGENBRUECKE ~IT AUFGESTAENCERTER FAHRBAHN 
PONTE AD ARCO CON PALCO SUPERIORE 
BOOGBRUG MET HOOGGELEGEN RIJBAAN 
SUSPENSION 
TRUSS 
SUSPENSION BRIDGES ., 
WIRE BRIDGES 
SUSPENSIO~ BRIDGES., 






















TRUSSED GIRDER ORIDGE 
TRUSSED GIRDER B~ICGE 
PONT A POUTRES E~ TREILLIS 
FACH~ERKRALKE~BRUECKE 









WIRE ROPES FRO~ A MAST 
FOOTBRIDGE SUPPORTED BY kIRE ROPES FROM A ~AST 
PASSERELLE ~USPENCUE A L AIDE CE HAUBANS A UN PYLONE 
SEILVERSPANNTE FUSSGAENGERARUECKE ~IT PYLON 
PASSERELLA SCSPESA ~EDIANT( CAVI AC UN PILCNE 






I. DICTIONNAIRES ET LEXIQUES 
\\ORTERBlJOiER UNO LEXIKA 
DIZIONARI E GLOSSARI 
WOORDENBOEKEN EN WOORDENLIJSTEN 
DICTIONARIES AND GLOSSARIES 
Abridged Building Classification for Architects, Builders, Civil-Engineers 
(ABC) (e-f-d-i-n) 
A Dictionary of Building (e): J.S. Scott 
Beton en gewapend beton (n-d-e-f): P.W. Seharroo 
Dictionnaire chimique (cl/f): R. Comubert 
Dictionnaire de l'industrie du gaz (f-e-sp-i-port·n-d): Elsevier 
Dictionnaire technique americain-fran~is de construction (am/f): J, Moreau 
Dizionario tecnico (f/i; i/f • e/i; i/e): R. Denti 
Dizionario tecnico (e/i; i/e): G. Mu-olli 
Elsevier's Dictionary of Building Construction (e-f.n-d): CJ. van Mansum 
Encyclopaedia of the Iron and Steel Industry (e): Osborne 
Fachwerterbuch fOr Architektur und Bauwesen (f/d; d/f): l.D. Runge 
Fremdsprachliches Fachw8rterverzeichnis fOr den Stahlbau (d-e-f·sp) 
Geological Nomenclature (e-n-f-d): A.A.G. Sehieferdecker 
lnternationales Warterbuch fur die Strassenverkehrstechnik (c:J.sp-e-f·i-n) 
lnternationd Glossary of Technical Terms used in Housing and Town Plan• 
ning (e-f..cJ.i•sp): H.J. Spiwak 
• 
Prisma t9Chnisch woordenboek (n): W.H. Damerau 
Stahleisen WOrterbuch (cl/e; e/d • d/f; f/d): 2. Aufl. 
Technisches WSrterbuch (cl/f; f/d): G. Lehm<l'ln 
Technlsches WCSrterbuch (i/d; cl/i): A. Meyer· S. Orlando 
Technisch~ ·Winkler Prins Encyclopeclie (n) 
Viertalig technisch woordenboek (n-e-f-d; e/n; f/n; cl/n): Ten Bosch 






Agenda du batiment (f) 
Bauen in Stahl (d/f): Schweizer Stahlbauverband 
Deuxieme programme de construction experimentale (f·d·i-n): C.E.C.A. 
Documentazioni diverse (i): INACASA, ltalsider; Insider 
lnnerst8dtische Hochstrassen (d): H. Odenhausen 
L 'acier dans la construction du bOtiment a etages (f): 0. T .U.A. 
L 'acier inoxydable au chrome nickel 18·8 et !'architecture en Europe 
(f·d·i): Centre d'information du nickel 
L'acier inoxydable en architecture aux Etats•Unls (f): Centre d'infor· 
mation du nickel 
Modern Steel Construction in Europe (e): Bouwcentrum Elsevier 
Stainless Steel for Architects (e): International Nickel Company 
Staalconstructies B (n): Centrum Bouwen in Staal 






Acier • Stahl • Acciaio • Steel (f.d·i-e) 
Batir (f) 
Building with Steel (e) 
Constructions et habitations (f) 
Steel Times (e) 
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IV. Des rapports relatifs au congres r~s avant le 30 septembre 1964 
Kongressberichte, die vor dem 30. September 1964 vorlagen 
Relazioni presentate in merito al congresso prima del 30 settembre 
1964 
Congresdocumenten die voor 30 september 1964 zljn binnengekomen 
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